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GENUS TWO STABLE MAPS, LOCAL EQUATIONS AND
MODULAR RESOLUTIONS
YI HU, JUN LI, AND JINGCHEN NIU
Abstract. We geometrically describe a canonical sequence of modular
blowups of the relative Picard stack of the Artin stack of pre-stable
genus two curves. The final blowup stack locally diagonalizes certain
tautological derived objects. This implies a resolution of the primary
component of the moduli space of genus two stable maps to projective
space and meanwhile makes the whole moduli space admit only normal
crossing singularities. Our approach should extend to higher genera.
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1. Introduction
The moduli spaces Mg,kpP
n, dq of stable maps into projective space has
been one of the central objects in algebraic geometry since its introduction by
Kontsevich in early 90’s ([6, 1, 2]). We are interested in these spaces because
we would like to extract information of certain tautological derived objects
and bundle stacks over these moduli spaces whose topological invariants will
give rise to the GW-invariants of complete intersections in Pn.
Our goal of this paper is to find a modular desingularization of these
moduli spaces so that the desired information of these objects and bundle
stacks can be defined and evaluated. To this end, we study the degeneracy
loci of the tautological derived objects (two-term complexes), and construct
the modular blowups based on the subtle analysis on these loci so that the
final blowup locally diagonalize the derived objects. This study guides us to
form the desingularization of the moduli space M gpP
n, dq.
For the g“1 case, Vakil and Zinger in [8] construct and prove a desingu-
larization of the primary component of M1pP
n, dq. Hu and Li in [3] provide
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an algebro-geometric approach to Vakil-Zinger’s desingularization, applying
the method described in the previous paragraph.
In this paper, we will work out the g“2 case in details. The results ob-
tained will allow us to prove the “hyperplane” property of the GW-invariants
of quintic Calabi-Yau threefolds conjectured in [7]. We hope this work will
also shed light to constructing modular blowing up of higher genus moduli
space MgpP
n, dq.
To state our main results, we denote by M2 the Artin stack of pre-stable
nodal curves of genus 2 and by P2 the relative Picard stack over M2: its
objects are pC,Lq, where C are genus 2 nodal curves and L are line bundles
over C. Let
(1.1) r :M2pP
n, dq ÝÑ P2; rC, us Ñ
`
C, u˚OPnp1q
˘
.
be the representable morphism.
We denote by
π : C ÝÑM2pP
n, dq, f : C ÝÑ Pn
the universal family of the moduli M2pP
n, dq. The main technical goal of
this article is to locally diagonalize the derived objects Rπ˚f
˚OPnpkq, kě1.
Theorem 1. There is a canonical sequence of blowups rP2 Ñ P2 such that
for all integer kě1, the pullback of the derived object Rπ˚f
˚OPnpkq toĂM2pPn, dq “M2pPn, dq ˆr,P2 rP2
becomes locally diagonalizable.
Theorem 1 is proved in §5; see Theorem 5.1.1. We remark here that in
order to make, for example, Rπ˚f
˚OPnp5q locally diagonalizable (hence to
make πN˚f
˚
NOPnp5q locally free), it suffices to perform a part of blowups as
mentioned in Theorem 1.
The primary components of M2pP
n, dq and ĂM2pPn, dq are respectively the
irreducible components whose general points are stable maps with smooth
domain curves. The k“1 case of Theorem 1 leads to the following conclu-
sion.
Corollary 2. For dą2, the stack ĂM2pPn, dq has normal crossing singular-
ities and its primary component is smooth and of the expected dimension,
i.e. dpn`1q´n`3.
Corollary 2 is proved in §6; see Theorem 6.2.2. Theorem 1 also gives rise to
the following statement on the desingularization of the sheaves π˚f
˚OPnpkq.
It follows directly from Theorem 1 and Proposition 2.1.3.
Corollary 3. Let N be a fixed irreducible component of ĂM2pPn, dq, dą 2,
and prπN ,rfN q be the pullback to N of the universal family pπ, fq. Then the
direct image sheaf rπN˚rf˚NOPnpkq is locally free for all k ě 1. It is of rank
kd´1 if N is the primary component of ĂM2pPn, dq.
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Our approach improves the technique of [3] and combines with the idea
of the derived modular blowups in [4]. To explain this, we introduce the
Artin stack Mdiv2 of pairs pC,Dq, where C are prestable genus-2 curves and
D are effective divisors supported on the smooth loci of C. The stack Mdiv2
is equipped with a universal curve ρ : C Ñ Mdiv2 and a universal divisor D.
There is a canonical morphism
Mdiv2 ÝÑ P2, pC,Dq Ñ
`
C,OCpDq
˘
;
via this morphism, we study the parallel diagonalization problem of the de-
rived object ρ˚OCpDq. Locally over a smooth chart V, the object ρ˚OCpDq|V
can be represented by a two term structural homomorphism
(1.2) ϕ : O‘m`1
V
ÝÑ O‘2
V
,
where m is the degree of D.
We provide a detailed analysis of this homomorphism in terms of local
modular parameters in §2 and §5. The analysis of ϕ suggests our construc-
tion of the modular blowups in §4. The procedure involves three rounds, the
first and the last of which further contain several phases. When the degree d
is fixed, each round or phase consists of finitely many steps. For conciseness,
we hereafter write
(1.3) ri, pj, sℓ
respectively for the i-th round, the j-th phase, and the ℓ-th step when-
ever applicable. We point out here that in order to locally diagonalize
Rπ˚f
˚OPnpkq with k ě 2, r1p5 and r3p4 can be omitted; to locally diago-
nalize Rπ˚f
˚OPnpkq with kě3, r3p3 can be omitted as well.
Many sequences of our blowups are performed in the Artin stack Mwt2 of
pre-stable weighted curves of genus 2 (i.e. nodal curves whose irreducible
components are decorated by weights in Zě0, cf. [3]). There is a natural
morphism
P2 ÝÑM
wt
2 , pC,Lq Ñ
`
C, c1pLq
˘
and a natural representable morphism
̺ :M 2pP
n, dq ÝÑMwt2 ; ru,Cs Ñ
`
C, c1pu
˚OPnp1qq
˘
that factors through (1.1). Each blowup ĂM1 Ñ Mwt2 naturally induces a
blowup rP1“P2ˆMwt2 ĂM12 of P2.
The first round of blowups. We first blow up Mwt2 successively along the
proper transforms of the substacks that are illustrated in Figure 1 and de-
scribed in §4.3. The description of these substacks are “topological”; they
are determined by the dual graphs and the distribution of weights.
When r1 terminates, we denote the final stack by ĂMr1 . Every point of
Mwt2 has a neighborhood V so that the pullback rϕr1 of the structural homo-
morphism ϕ as in (1.2) to rV r1 “ V ˆMwt2 ĂMr1 has one row that contains an
element that divides all other entries of rϕr1 evenly. However, rϕr1 |rV r1 is not
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always diagonalizable (c.f. Definition 2.1.1) due to the existence of (1) some
distinguished directions in the exceptional divisors obtained in r1 and/or (2)
the Weierstrass and conjugate points of genus 2 curves.
Mp1,1q Mp1,2q Mp1,3q
Mp4,1q Mp4,2q Mp4,3q
Mp3,1q Mp3,2q Mp3,3q
Mp2,1q Mp2,2q Mp2,3q
Y
Phase 1:
(r1p1)
Phase 2:
(r1p2)
Phase 3:
(r1p3)
Phase 4:
(r1p4)
Phase 5:
(r1p5)
Mp5,1q Mp5,2q Mp5,3q
: weight“0 : weight“1 : weightě1
Figure 1. The first round (r1) of the modular blowups
The second round of blowups. The blowup loci of r2 lie in the proper trans-
forms of the exceptional divisors obtained in r1, hence are more complicated.
They are illustrated in Figure 2 and described in §4.4. We blow up ĂMr1 suc-
cessively along these substacks and obtain ĂMr2 . After this round, the only
obstacle to the pullback of ϕ being locally diagonalizable is the existence of
the Weierstrass and conjugate points. They will be dealt with in the next
(i.e. the last) round of blowups.
The third round of blowups. This round is divided into four phases that are
described in §4.5-4.8. The blowup loci of r3p1 (resp. r3p2) lie in the proper
transforms of the exceptional divisors of r1p1 (resp. r2). The description
of these two phases is similar to that of r2, but slightly more complicated
because of conjugate points (resp. Weierstrass points).
In the last two phases of r3, we work on the relative Picard stack P2
rather than Mwt2 , because there is no natural morphism M2pP
n, dqÑMdiv2 .
In r3p3, let Hk (k ě 0) be the closed substack of P2 whose general points
are pairs pC,Lq with F denoting the core of C (i.e. the smallest genus 2
subcurve of C; c.f. §2.2) such that degL|F “ 2, h
0pL|F q “ 2, and F has k
rational tails attached to it. We blow up the stack P2ˆMwt2
ĂMr3p2 along
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1 2ˆ
1 2xM‚ρ“PT
PpL2;1‘ 0q
X2,2
1 2ˆ
1 2xM‚ρ“PT
PpL2;1‘L2;2q
X2,3
1 2ˆ
1 2xM‚ρ“PT
PpL2;1‘L2;2q
X2,4
1
2
3
ˆ
1 2 3xM‚ρ“PT
PpL3;1‘0‘0q
X3,3
1
2
3
ˆ
1 2 3xM‚ρ“PT
PpL3;1‘L3;2‘0q
X3,4
1
2
3
ˆ
1 2 3xM‚ρ“PT
PpL3;1‘L3;2‘0q
X3,5
Y
1
2
3
ˆ
1 2 3xM‚ρ“PT
PpL3;1‘L3;2‘L3;3q
images Ă Ep1,2q
images Ă Ep1,3q
Figure 2. The second round of the modular blowups
the proper transforms of H0ˆMwt2
ĂMr3p2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,HkˆMwt2 ĂMr3p2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ and obtain
P
r3p3
2 . The description of r3p4 is more sophisticated; it is in a mixed fashion
of r2 and r3p3. Nonetheless, the key fact is that the pullback of ϕ becomes
locally diagonalizable when r3 terminates; c.f. Theorem 5.1.1.
We emphasize that the description of the modular blowups in §4 is global.
However, it is crucial to understand how each round or phase of blowups
affects the moduli space locally, so as to study the local behavior of the
structural homomorphism ϕ in §5. Therefore, we introduce the notion of
locally tree-compatible blowups in §3, which provides the desired connection
between the globally defined the blowups and their local properties.
Once Theorem 5.1.1 is established in §5, applying the technique in [3], we
obtain the local structure of ĂM2pPn, dq in §6.
Throughout the paper, we work over an algebraically closed field of char-
acteristic zero.
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The first named author would like to thank Dawei Chen for useful discussions
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2. The structures of the tautological derived objects
We begin with introducing diagonalizable derived objects, introduced in
[4]. It is key to this article.
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2.1. Diagonalizable homomorphism. Let ϕ : E1 Ñ E2 be a homomor-
phism of locally free sheaves of OU -modules on a DM stack U .
Definition 2.1.1. We say ϕ is diagonalizable if there are integers r, l1 and
l2 P Zě0, pi P ΓpOU q such that the ideals ppiq Ă ppi`1q, and isomorphisms
Ei – O
‘r
U ‘ O
‘li
U such that
ϕ “ diagrp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , prs ‘ 0 : O
‘r
U ‘ O
‘l1
U ÝÑ O
‘r
U ‘ O
‘l2
U ,
where diagrp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , prs : O
‘r
U Ñ O
‘r
U is the diagonal homomoprhism and
0 : O‘l1U Ñ O
‘l2
U is the zero homomorphism. We say ϕ is locally diagonaliz-
able if there is an e´tale cover Uα of U such that ϕ is diagonalizable over Uα.
Definition 2.1.2. Let E be a perfect derived object on a DM stack M . We
say E is locally diagonalizable if there is an e´tale cover tUu of M such that
E|U is quasi-isomorphic to rϕ : E1 Ñ E2s, where E1 and E2 are locally free
sheaves and ϕ is diagonalizable.
Using [4, Proposition 3.2] (the universality of diagonalization), one checks
directly that the definition does not depend on the local representation of
the object E. Here it is worth to point out that in Definition 2.1.1, if
the requirement ppi`1q Ă ppiq is removed, then the “diagonalization” thus
defined is not a property of the derived object but merely a property of a
presentation of the object E.
The following result is a conclusion of [4, Corollary 4.1]. It is needed to
deduce Corollary 3 from Theorem 1 in §1.
Proposition 2.1.3 ([4]). Let M and ĂM be two DM stacks and E be a perfect
derived object on M . Assume there is a birational morphism ψ : ĂMÑM such
that the pullback of E is locally diagonalizable in the sense of Definition 2.1.1.
Then, for any irreducible component N of ĂM endowed with the reduced stack
structure, H 0
`
Lψ˚E|N
˘
is locally free.
2.2. Nodal curves and their dual graphs. Let C be a nodal curve. We
call a node q (resp. an irreducible component) of C separating if C´q (resp.
C´Σ) is disconnected. We call other nodes of C non-separating. A curve C
is said to be separable (resp. inseparable) if it contains at least one separating
node (resp. contains no separating node). An inseparable component of C is
a smallest (via inclusion) inseparable subcurve of C.
If C is of positive (arithmetic) genus g, we call the smallest connected
genus g subcurve F of C the core (of C). Removing F from C results in
disjoint connected trees of rational curves, called the tails of C. Each tail is
attached to the core F at a separating node, called a pivotal node.
A node q of C is said to be principal (resp. non-principal) if q is (resp. is
not) a node of the core F of C. Every (not necessarily smooth) point xPCzF
belongs to a unique tail, whose pivotal node is denoted by xxy. For x PF ,
let xxy“x.
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A non-separating (resp. separating) bridge B of F is a chain of rational
curves in F whose principal nodes are all non-separating (resp. separating).
A bridge is maximal if it is not a strict subset of any other bridge. Every
bridge B is connected to its complement in F at two distinct principal nodes
p and q. We sometimes denote B by Brp, qs to emphasize these nodes.
Let W ĂM2,1 be the locus of (stable) genus-2 curves with one marked
Weierstrass point. Using admissible double covers (c.f. [5, §3G]), we can
identify M2 with M0,6{S6, where S6 is the symmetry group on 6 letters.
Here, the 6 unordered markings on the target rational curve are the branch
points of the hyperelliptic admissible double covers. With this identification,
choosing a Weierstrass point in the domain curve is the same as specifying
a distinguished marking out of the 6 unordered markings in the target ra-
tional curve. Hence, W is isomorphic to M0,6{S5, where the last marking is
declared to be distinguished from the others. In particular, W is a smooth
divisor in M2,1. Similarly, let Wk;i ĂM2,k be the locus of stable genus 2
curves with k marked points so that the i-th marked point is Weierstrass.
Then Wk;i is a smooth divisor in M2,k.
Let K ĂM2,2 be the locus of (stable) genus-2 curves with two marked
conjugate points. Similar to the above discussions, K is isomorphic to
M0,7{S6, where the 7-th marking corresponds to the image of a pair of
conjugate points. In particular, K is a smooth divisor in M2,2. Similarly,
let Kk;i,jĂM2,k be the locus of stable genus 2 curves with k marked points
so that the i-th and the j-th marked points are conjugate. Then Kk;i,j is a
smooth divisor in M2,k.
For a nodal curve C, we call a smooth point p of C a Weierstrass point if
rC, psPW. Similarly, we say a pair of smooth points p1 and p2 of C to be con-
jugate if rC, p1, p2sPK. The terminology can be generalized to non-prinicipal
node(s) by considering the connected component of rC, the normalization of
C at the given node(s), that contains the core F .
2.3. Basic setup. In studying M2pP
n, dq together with π˚f
˚OPnpkq, we
cover it by e´tale opens U Ñ M2pP
n, dq and pick degree k hyperpsurfaces
H Ă Pn in general position so that for each ru,Cs P U , u´1pHq Ă C is a
simple divisor lie in the smooth locus of C. Let Mdivg be the Artin stack of
prestable pairs pC,Dq where C are nodal curves and D are effective divisors
on C. Thus, the assignment ru,Cs ÞÑ pC, u´1pHqq defines morphisms
(2.1) M2pP
n, dq Ą U ÝÑMdiv2 .
We pick an affine e´tale V ÑMdiv2 so that U ÑM
div
2 factor through U Ñ V.
Using the (local) morphism (2.1), it suffices to study a parallel problem
on Mdiv2 . For a fixed pC,Dq PM
div
2 lying over pC,wq PM
wt
2 with degD “ m
for some positive integer.
We pick an affine smooth chart V ÑMdiv2 containing pC,Dq. Let ρ : CÑV
and DĂC be the universal family on V. We find disjoint sections A1,A2,B
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of C{V, disjoint from D, called the auxiliary divisors. We list this package as
(2.2) ρ : C Ñ V pÑMdiv2 q, D Ă C; plus A “ A1`A2, B Ă C.
Let
L “ OCpDq, M “ OCpA´ Bq, and OApAq “ OVpAq bOC OA.
We consider the two term complex
(2.3) ρ˚L pAq ÝÑ ρ˚OApAq
via the evaluation homomorphism. These data will be fixed throughout the
paper.
Basic Assumptions. Possibly after an e´tale base change and a shrinking
of V, we assume
(A) ai “ Ai X C and b “ B X C lie in the core F of C and are in general
position; in case F is separable, then a1 and a2 lie on different genus-one
inseparable components of F ;
(B) D “ D1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Dm is a union of m disjoint sections Di of C Ñ V;
(C) Assumptions (A) and (B) hold for all fibers of C Ñ D.
Under the assumptions, we have R1ρ˚L pAq“ 0, ρ˚L pAq is locally free,
and Rρ˚L is quasi-isomorphic to the complex (2.3).
2.4. The first reduction. The standard inclusion OC Ă OCpDq determines
the obvious section 1 P Γpρ˚L q. For other sections, let M “ OCpA ´ Bq
and consider the inclusion
M pDiq “ OCpDi `A´ Bq
Ă
ÝÑM pDq “ OCpD `A´ Bq,
and the induced inclusions
ηi : ρ˚M pDiq
Ă
ÝÑρ˚M pDq.
Because of the Basic Assumptions, the above terms are locally free. By
Riemann-Roch Theorem, ρ˚M pDiq is invertible and ρ˚M pDq has rank m.
Let
(2.4) ϕ : ρ˚M pDq ÝÑ ρ˚OApAq and ϕi : ρ˚M pDiq ÝÑ ρ˚OApAq
be the evaluation homomorphisms; then ϕi “ ϕ ˝ ηi. We denote their sum
by
pηiq : ‘
m
i“1ρ˚M pDiq ÝÑ ρ˚M pDq,
pϕiq : ‘
m
i“1ρ˚M pDiq ÝÑ ρ˚OApAq.
Lemma 2.4.1. We have (1). ρ˚L – OV ‘ ρ˚L p´Bq; (2). ρ˚L p´Bq –
kerϕ; (3). pηiq is an isomorphism, and (4). pϕiq “ ϕ ˝ pηiq. Consequently,
ρ˚L – OV ‘ kertpϕiqu.
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Proof. The proofs of (1) and (2) are the same as for the genus-one case, [3,
Lemma 4.10]; we omit the details. We now prove (3). Since both ρ˚M pDiq
and ρ˚M pDq are locally free, we only need to show that for any closed z P V,
‘mi“1ρ˚M pDiq|z Ñ ρ˚M pDq|z is an isomorphism. By base change, it suffices
to show that the tautological homomorphism
mà
i“1
ηipzq :
mà
i“1
H0
`
OCzpDi `A´ Bq
˘
ÝÑH0
`
OCzpD `A´ Bq
˘
is an isomorphism. Because both sides are of equal dimensions, it suffices to
show that it is injective. The injectivity follows from that D1XCz, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,DmX
Cz are distinct in Cz. The item (4) is a tautology. This proves the lemma. 
This proves that the homomorphism ϕ in (2.4) is equivalent to the homo-
morphism pϕiq, via the isomorphism pηiq.
We will call either ϕ or pϕiq a structural homomorphism. Note that each
ϕi has the form
(2.5) ϕi “ ϕ
1
i ‘ ϕ
2
i : ρ˚M pDiq ÝÑ ρ˚OA1pA1q ‘ ρ˚OA2pA2q.
These homomorphisms will be our focus in this section.
2.5. The structural homomorphism. By the deformation theory of nodal
curves, for each node q P C there is a regular function ζq P ΓpOVq so that
Σq “ tζq “ 0u is the locus where the node q is not smoothed; the divisor Σq
is a smooth divisor. We will refer ζq as a modular parameter.
To proceed, we introduce the notation of a node lying between two points
(or components). We say a (separating) node q separates (or lies between)
two points x and y of C if either x“ q, or y“ q, or x and y lie in different
connected components of Cztqu; in case we replace y by a connected sub-
curve C 1 of C, we say q lies between x and C 1 if either x“q or x and C 1ztqu
lie in different connected components of Cztqu. We denote by Nrx,ys (resp.
Nrx,C1s) the set of nodes lying between x and y (resp. C
1).
Now back to the family C Ñ V with C “ CˆV0 the central fiber mentioned
before. For 1 ď i ď m and 1 ď i ď 2, we denote
δi “ Di X C and as “ As X C.
For all x, yPC, we define
(2.6) ζrx,ys “
ź
qPNrx,ys
ζq, and ζrxs “
ź
qPNrx,F s
ζq.
(Here as always, F is the core of C.) In case Nrx,ass “ H, we set ζrx,ass “ 1.
If T is a tail and x, yPT , let x^y be the (non-principal) node so that
ζrx^ys “
ź
qPNrx,F sXNry,F s
ζq .
In case x^y does not exist, i.e. Nrx,F sXNry,F s“H, we simply set ζrx^ys“1.
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IfBrq1, q2s is a non-separating bridge on F , for every xPB, we define ζrx,q1s
in the same fashion as in (2.6), but with C replaced by the normalization of
C at q2. We define ζrx,q2s analogously.
We fix trivializations
(2.7) ρ˚M pDiq – OV , ρ˚OAspAsq – OV ; 1 ď i ď m, 1 ď s ď 2,
and the induced ρ˚OApAq – O
‘2
V
throughtout this section.
Proposition 2.5.1. After fixing (2.7), the evaluation homomorphism
(2.8) ϕsi : ρ˚M pDiq ÝÑ ρ˚OAspAsq
is given by the multiplication
ϕsi “ csi ¨ ζrδi,ass : OV ÝÑ OV , csi P ΓpO
˚
Vq.
Proof. The proof is parallel to that of [3, Prop. 4.13] and is thus omitted. 
2.6. A technical proposition on rational curves. We now focus on a
maximal chain R Ă C of smooth rational curves R “ R1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Rh of C
attached to a smooth point of the core F Ă C.
We fix some notation. First, we index the irreducible components of R
so that R1 is attached to F , and Rj`1 is attached to Rj. Let
q1 “ F XR1, qj`1 “ Rj XRj`1 @ 1ďjďh´1.
We order
(2.9) D XR “ tδ1, δ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , δru
such that the function
(2.10) e : t1, . . . , ru ÝÑ t1, . . . , hu s.t. δi P Repiq @ 1ď iďr
is non-decreasing. We denote by
(2.11) ϕR :
à
δiPDXR
ρ˚M pDiq ÝÑ ρ˚OApAq
the restriction homomorphism. Recall the modular parameter associated
with the node qj is denoted by ζqj .
Proposition 2.6.1. Let R be a maximal chain of rational curves in pC,Dq
as stated above. Then after choosing suitable trivializationà
δiPDXR
ρ˚M pDiq – O
‘|DXR|
V
and (2.7), the homomorphism ϕR takes the form
ϕR “
„pc11ζrδ1,a1s pc12ζrδ1,a1sζrδ2s pc13ζrδ1,a1sζrδ2sζrδ3s ¨ ¨ ¨pc21ζrδ1,a2s pc22ζrδ1,a2sζrδ2s pc23ζrδ1,a2sζrδ2sζrδ3s ¨ ¨ ¨

with pc11“c11, pc21“c21 P ΓpO˚Vq, pcij P ΓpOVq @ ją1,(2.12)
where c11 and c21 are as in Proposition 2.5.1. Moreover, with
θij ” det
„pc1i pc1jpc2i pc2j

P ΓpOVq @ 1ď iăjďm,
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(1) if q1 is not Weierstrass, then θ12PΓpO
˚
V
q;
(2) if q1 is Weierstrass, then θ12 vanishes to the first order along the smooth
locus on which D1 and D2 are conjugate;
(3) if q1 is Weierstrass and is not on any bridge of F , then θ13 PΓpO
˚
V
q;
(4) if q1 is on a maximal non-separating bridge Brp, rs of F , then for every
zPV, if there exist p1PN rq1, ps and r1PN rq1, rs such that
ζq1pzq “ ζp1pzq “ ζr1pzq “ 0,
then θ1jpzq“0 for all 3ďjďr; moreover, the zero loci tθ1i“0u, 2ď iďr,
are transverse to each other.
Note that in Part (3) of Proposition 2.6.1, the node q1 is automatically
Weierstrass. In addition, if q1 is on a separating bridge of F , then it can-
not be Weierstrass. Thus, the last two parts of Proposition 2.6.1 cover all
possibilites of the Weierstrass q1.
Proof. Let ζqj be the modular function associated with qj. Since qj is sepa-
rating,
C ˆV pζqj “ 0q “ Gj YRj
is a union of two families of nodal curves over pζqj “ 0q intersecting (i.e.
glued along) a section of nodes Σj “ Gj X Rj, such that Σj X C “ qj and
Rj X C “ Rj`1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YRh.
Let M2,ss be the Artin stack of semi-stable genus two nodal curves. (A
nodal curve is semi-stable if its smooth rational subcurves contain at least
two nodes of the nodal curve.) By (successively) contracting rational sub-
curves that contain only one node of the ambient curves, we obtain a semi-
stablization M2 ÝÑ M2,ss. Possibly after shrinking and base changing V,
we can assume that there is a smooth chart V ÑM2,ss with X Ñ V its uni-
versal family so that the composite V ÑMdiv2 ÑM2,ss lifts to a g together
with a semi-stable contraction rg as shown
(2.13)
V ÝÝÝÝÑ Mdiv2§§đg §§đ
V ÝÝÝÝÑ M2,ss
, and rg : C ÝÑ C “ X ˆV V.
(Note that rg contracts all rational tails of the curves in the family C Ñ V.)
Let Di “ rgpDiq, which are family of smooth divisors of C Ñ V, and let
DR “
rÿ
i“1
Di Ă C, DR “
rÿ
i“1
Di Ă C.
Let ρ¯ : C Ñ V be the second projection of (2.13). By construction, the
divisors R1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Rh are contracted under the morphism rg, and
(2.14) rg´1pDiq “ R1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Repiq `Di,
where e is the index function (2.10).
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Let ri be the number of points in Ri X D; thus
řh
i“1 ri “ r. We set
R “
řh
i“1pri ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` rhqRi; then
(2.15) rg˚O
C
pDR `A´ Bq “ OCpR`DR `A´ Bq.
Then we have
(2.16) ρ˚OCpDR`A´Bq
Ă
ÝÑρ˚OCpR`DR`A´Bq “ ρ¯˚OCpDR`A´Bq.
Here the identity follows from combining (2.15) and the identities
ρ˚rg˚OCpDR `A´ Bq “ ρ¯˚rg˚rg˚OCpDR `A´ Bq “ ρ¯˚OCpDR `A´ Bq,
where the last equality holds since both C and C are smooth, rg : C Ñ C is a
proper divisorial contraction.
As before, we write ai “ FXAi, a “ a1`a2, and b “ FXB. Since they are
in general position (the basic assumptions), we haveH1pOF prp1`a´bqq “ 0.
Thus ρ¯˚OCpDR`A´Bq is a free ΓpOVq-module. For convenience, we denote
M :“ Γpρ˚OCpDR `A´ Bqq Ă M :“ Γpρ¯˚OCpDR `A´ Bqq.
We now pick a basis of M. Since a and b are in general positions, by a
simple vanishing argument, we see that HjpOF pa´ bqq “ 0 for all j. Hence,
the restriction homomorphism
H0
`
OF prq1 ` a´ bq
˘
ÝÑ H0
`
OF prq1q|rq1
˘
is an isomorphism. Therefore, we can pick a basis s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sr of the vector
space H0pOF prq1 ` a´ bqq so that si has vanishing order pr ´ iq at q1.
Next, let Hi “ pζqi “ 0q Ă V, and let H “ Y
r
i“1Hi. Let
ρ¯H : CH :“ C ˆV H ÝÑ H
be the projection; let Σ¯i “ rgpΣiq, where Σi “ GiXRi. For the same reason,
MH :“ pρ¯Hq˚
`
O
CH
pDR `A´ Bq
˘
is a free ΓpO
CH
q-module, and has a basis
S¯H,1, . . . , S¯H,r extending the basis s1, . . . , sr along general directions so that
S¯H,i lifts to S¯
1
H,i P Γ
`
O
CH
pDR ` A ´ Bqp´pr ´ iqΣ¯iq
˘
such that S¯1
H,i are
non-vanishing along Σ¯i.
By shrinking V if necessary, we can extend S¯H,i to S¯i P M along gen-
eral directions so that M (as a free ΓpOVq-module) is generated freely by
S¯1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , S¯r. Thus by (2.16), rg˚S¯1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rg˚S¯r freely generate the free ΓpOVq-
module ΓpOCpR`DR `A´ Bqq.
Sublemma. Recall ζrrqiss “
śi
j“1 ζrqjs, and let Si “ ζrrqiss ¨ rg˚S¯i. Then the
submodule M ĂM is a free rank r ΓpOVq-module generated by S1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Sr.
Proof of Sublemma. We begin with more convention. Let Ui Ă C be an
affine open that contains the generic point ξi of Ri. Let ui P ΓpOUiq be so
that Ri X Ui “ pui “ 0q Ă Ui. Since Ri Ñ Hi is a family of rational curves
and has general fibers isomorphic to P1, we can find a rational function vi on
Ui XRi so that vi restricts to general fibers of Ri X Ui Ñ Hi are birational
maps to A1. We next let ξ1i be the generic point of Σ¯i. Since rgpξiq “ ξ1i, the
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field Ki “ Oξi contains K
1
i “ Oξ1i as its subfield. Because of our choice of vi,
we have Ki “ K
1
ipviq.
Let OˆUi be the formal completion of OUi along ξi. Then OˆUi “ Kirruˆiss,
where uˆi is the image of ui in OˆUi . (For any f P ΓpOVq, we denote by rf s
its image in OˆUi via the pullback OV Ñ OUi and the completion map.)
We next pick an open U 1i Ă C that contains the generic point ξ
1
i of Σ¯i.
By shrinking Ui if necessary, we can assume rgpUiq Ă U 1i . We then fix a
trivialization OU 1ipDR `A´ Bq – OU 1i , and form the induced trivialization
(2.17) OUipR`DR `A´ Bq – rg˚OU 1ipDR `A´ Bq – OUi .
Using this trivialization, we can identify any section in ΓpOUipR`DR`A´
Bqq with a regular function in ΓpOUiq, thus obtaining its image in OˆUi . We
denote this process by
γ P ΓpOUipR`DR `A´ Bqq ÞÑ rγs P OUipR`DR `A´ BqbOUi OˆUi – OˆUi .
Note that by our choice of S¯j , (i.e. its vanishing along Σ¯j,) rg˚S¯j|Ui has
vanishing order r ´ j along Ri; thus rrg˚S¯js “ ejpuˆiqr´j , where ej ‰ 0 P
OˆUi “ Kirruˆiss such that uˆi does not divide ej.
We now prove the Sublemma. Let F 1 P Γpρ˚OCpR ` DR ` A ´ Bqq. By
(2.16), it lies in M if and only if
(2.18) F 1|R “ 0 P ΓpORpR`DR `A´ Bqq.
Let r¯i “ ri ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` rh; it is the multiplicity of Ri in R. Since rg˚S¯j has
vanishing order r´j along Ri, and since ζrrqj ss has vanishing order maxp0, j´
pr´r¯iqq alongRi, Sj “ ζrrqj ss ¨rg˚S¯j has vanishing order pr´jq`pj´r`r¯iq “ r¯i
along Ri. Thus Sj lies in M.
We now prove that M is generated by Sj ’s. Let F PM. Using (2.16), we
denote its image in Γpρ˚OCpR`DR`A´Bqq by F
1. Using the isomorphism
below (2.16), and that M is a free ΓpOVq-module generated freely by S¯i, F
1
can be uniquely expressed as
F 1 “ f1 ¨ rg˚S¯1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` fr ¨ rg˚S¯r, fi P ΓpOVq.
By (2.18), F 1|R “ 0. In particular, puiq
r¯i divides F 1|Ui .
We claim that for any positive integer α, uαi divides F
1|Ui if and only if
for all 1 ď j ď r, fj|Ui has vanishing order at least maxp0, α ´ r ´ jq along
Ri. As the if direction is trivial, we prove the only if part. Taking their
respective images in OˆUi , u
α
i dividing F
1|Ui implies that
(2.19) puˆiq
α divides rF 1s “ fˆ1 ¨ rrg˚S¯1s ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` fˆr ¨ rrg˚S¯rs P Kirruˆiss.
By replacing vi by v
´1
i if necessary, we can assume that ζˆqi “ ciuˆivi, where
ci ‰ 0 P K
1
i. Let αj be the order of which fj|Hi is divisible by ζqi , then
fˆj “ e
1
jpζˆqiq
αj , where e1j ‰ 0 P K
1
i. (The case fj “ 0 is trivially true and is
ignored.)
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Adding that rrg˚S¯js “ ejpuˆiqr´j mentioned earlier, (2.19) translates to
that puˆiq
α divides
rÿ
j“1
fˆj ¨ rrg˚S¯js “ rÿ
j“1
e1jpciuˆiviq
αj ¨ ejpuˆiq
r´j “
ÿ
kě0
vki
ÿ
αj“k
pe1jc
k
i ejqpuˆiq
k`r´j
in Kirruˆiss “ K
1
ipviqrruiss. As uˆi does not divide e
1
jc
αj
i ej, this divisibility holds
if and only if puˆiq
α divides each individual vki puˆiq
k`r´j, which holds if and
only if α ď αj ` r ´ j for each j where fj ‰ 0. This proves the claim.
Applying the claim to α “ r¯i, we conclude that puiq
r¯i dividing F 1|Ui
implies that αj ě r¯i´r`j. This proves that fj{ζrrqj ss, which is a meromorphic
function on V, is regular over an open subset of V containing the generic
point of Hi, for each 1 ď i ď r. Since fj{ζrrqjss is regular over V ´ YiHi, by
Hartogs Lemma, it is regular over V.
This proves that F lies in the ΓpOVq span of S1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Sr. Since M is a
rank r free ΓpOVq-modules, it is freely generated by S1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Sr. This proves
the Sublemma. 
We continue the proof of Proposition 2.6.1. Let
bij “ S¯j |A¯i P Γ
`
ρ˚OAipAiq – ΓpOVq
˘
.
Then under tS1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Sru and (2.7), ϕ
R takes the form
(2.20) B “
„
b11ζrδ1s b12ζrδ1sζrδ2s b13ζrδ1sζrδ2sζrδ3s ¨ ¨ ¨
b21ζrδ1s b22ζrδ1sζrδ2s b23ζrδ1sζrδ2sζrδ3s ¨ ¨ ¨

.
By Proposition 2.5.1, under a basis change of M, ϕR also takes the form
(2.21) A “
„
a11ζrδ1,a1s a12ζrδ2,a1s a13ζrδ3,a1s ¨ ¨ ¨
a21ζrδ1,a2s a22ζrδ2,a2s a23ζrδ3,a2s ¨ ¨ ¨

,
where aij P ΓpO
˚
V
q. Therefore, B “ Apµijq for a pµijq P GLpr,OV q. Since
ζrq1,a1s divides the first row of (2.21), it divides the first row of (2.20) as
well. Since ζrq1,a1s are coprime with ζrδj s for all 1ďjďr, we conclude ζrq1,a1s
divides b1j. Hence we can write
(2.22) b1j “ pc1jζrq1,a1s @ 1ďjďr.
Let pνijq “ pµijq
´1. Then,
a11ζrδ1,a1s “ ν11pc11ζrδ1,a1s ` ν21pc12ζrδ1,a1sζrδ2s ` ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Hence, a11 “ ν11pc11 ` ν21pc12ζrδ2s ` ¨ ¨ ¨ . Thus 0 ‰ a11p0q “ ν11p0qpc11p0q.
Shrinking V if necessary, we can assume pc11 P ΓpO˚Vq. This brings the first
row of (2.20) to the desired form. Similar arguments can be applied to the
second row. This proves the form in (2.12).
Since s1, s2 P H
0pOF prq1 ` a ´ bqq have vanishing order r ´ 1 and r ´ 2
respectively at q1, one verifies directly that the image of H
0pOF p2q1`a´bqq
in H0pOF prq1`a´bqq (via the inclusion) is the subspace spanned by s1 and
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s2. By identifying the image of H
0pOF p2q1 ` a´ bqq with this subspace, we
obtain a homomorphism
H0pOF p2q1 ` a´ bqq
s12ÝÝÝÝÑ k2,
where s12“
„
s1pa1q s2pa1q
s1pa2q s2pa2q

“
„pc11 pc12pc21 pc22

p0q. Thus, rank
„pc11 pc12pc21 pc22

p0q “ 1
if and only if h0pOF p2q1´ bqq “ 1. Since b is a general point, the evaluation
homomorphism at the point b, H0pOF p2q1qq Ñ k, is surjective. By the exact
sequence
0 ÝÑ H0pOF p2q1 ´ bqq ÝÑ H
0pOF p2q1qq ÝÑ k ÝÑ 0,
h0pOF p2q1 ´ bqq “ 1 is equivalent to h
0pOF p2q1qq “ 2, which is further
equivalent to that q1 is a Weierstrass point. Thus, θ12p0q“ 0 if and only if
q1 is Weierstrass, which implies δ1 and δ2 are conjugate. We may further
require Sj extending sj, j“1, 2 so that θ12 vanishes along the the locus on
which D1 and D2 are conjugate. Mimicking the proof of Proposition 4.13 of
[3], one can show that the vanishing order of θ12 is 1. This proves Parts (1)
and (2). We omit further details.
Likewise, for each 2 ď ℓ ď r, the natural image of H0pOF pℓq1`a´ bqq
in H0pOF prq1`a´bqq is the subspace spanned by s1, . . . , sℓ. Assume that
rank
„pc11 ¨ ¨ ¨ pc1ℓpc21 ¨ ¨ ¨ pc2ℓ

p0qď1. The argument in the previous paragraph implies
h0pOF pℓq1´bqq“ ℓ´1, and consequently h
0pOF pℓq1qq“ ℓ. However, by the
Riemann-Roch Theorem, h0pOF pℓq1qqďℓ with the equality holds if and only
if q1 is on a non-separating bridge. This shows Parts (3).
Obviously the argument in the above paragraph applies not only to the
center 0 P V, but also to any z P V satisfying the displayed equalities in
Part (4). This implies the former statement of Part (4). Parallel to the
proof of Part (2), for any 3ďjďr, if θ1j vanishes at 0, it vanishes at the first
order. The latter statement of Part (4) then follows from the assumption
that S¯i extends si, 3ď iďr, in general directions. This completes the proof
of Proposition 2.6.1. 
2.7. Further relations. In this section, assume δu, δv, δw PD are (pairwise)
not contained in the same (tail) rational chain. Each of these points may
belong to the core F or a tail component. If δu lies on a tail, we make the
following assumptions.
(D1) We assume δu is the first marked point on one (and thus all) tail
rational chain containing δu, with respect to the order (2.9).
(D2) If a tail rational chain contains marked points in D other than δu, we
assume δu1 is its second marked point with respect to the order (2.9).
We make analogous assumptions to δv and δw if they are not on the core.
By Proposition 2.5.1, under the trivializations
ρ˚M pDuq – OV , ρ˚M pDvq – OV and ρ˚OAspAsq – OV , s“1, 2,
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the restriction homomorphism
ϕuv : ρ˚M pDuq ‘ ρ˚M pDvq ÝÑ ρ˚OApAq
can be represented by a matrix„
c1uζrδu,a1s c1vζrδv ,a1s
c2uζrδu,a2s c2vζrδv ,a2s

,
where ciu and civ are as in Proposition 2.5.1. Set
(2.23) λuv ” det
„
c1u c1v
c2u c2v

P ΓpOVq.
Corollary 2.7.1. Assume that xδuy“ xδvy ” q1 but δu, δv do not belong to
any common (tail) rational chain.
(1) If q1 is not Weierstrass, then λuv „ ζrδu^δvs.
(2) If q1 is Weierstrass, then λuv “ θuvζrδu^δvs, where θuv P ΓpOVq van-
ishes to the first order along the (smooth) locus on which Du and Dv
are conjugate. Moreover, with δu1 , δv1 as in (D2) and θu,u1, θv,v1 as in
Proposition 2.6.1, the zero loci of θuv, θu,u1, and θv,v1 are transverse.
(3) If q1 is on a maximal non-separating bridge Brp, rs of F , then the funci-
ton θuv in Part (2) satisfies the following property: for every z P V, if
there exist p1 P N rq1, ps and r1 P N rq1, rs such that ζp1pzq “ ζr1pzq “ 0,
then θuvpzq“0.
Proof. We follow the notation in the proof of Proposition 2.6.1.
Let Ru and Rv be respectively maximal tail rational chains containing δu
and δv, and R
1
u and R
1
v be respectively the subchains as the closure of
RuzpRuXRvq and RvzpRuXRvq. We take V to be obtained from V by
collapsing the subchains R1u and R
1
v, and call the resulting chain Ruv. The
image of DXpRuYRvq in Ruv is denoted by Duv. For each δPDXpRuYRvq,
its image in Duv is denoted by δ. Note that the node
quv ” δu ^ δv
lies on the smooth rational curve Cuv that contains Duv and separates it
from the core F .
By Proposition 2.5.1, over the chart V¯,
ϕR¯uv “
«
c1uζrδu,a1s c1vζrδv,a1s ¨ ¨ ¨
c2uζrδu,a2s c2vζrδv,a2s ¨ ¨ ¨
ff
.
If q1 is not Weierstrass, by Part (1) of Proposition 2.6.1, we observe that
det
„
c1u c1v
c2u c2v

„ ζrquvs P Γ
`
O
V
˘
.
Pulling ϕRuv back to V, we obtain
ϕRuYRv“
„
c1uζrδu,a1s c1vζrδv,a1s ¨ ¨ ¨
c2uζrδu,a2s c2vζrδv,a2s ¨ ¨ ¨

, λuv„ζrquvs“ζrδu^δvs,
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where λuv is as in (2.23). This completes Part (1). Part (2) follows from
Proposition 2.6.1 and Part (1). Part (3) holds because for every z satisfying
the assumption of (3), xDupzqy and xDvpzqy are on the same non-separating
bridge of the core of z, hence are conjugate to each other. 
Corollary 2.7.2. Assume xδuy“ xδvy“ xδwy ” q1 so that each pair among
δu, δv, and δw do not belong to any common tail rational chain. If q1 is
Weierstrass, then with θuw, θuv as in Part (2) of Corollary 2.7.1, there exist
fuvw, guvw P ΓpOVq such that
θuw „ fuvwθuv ` guvwζrδv^δws.
Moreover, if q1 does not lie on any bridge of the core F , then guvw PΓpO
˚
V
q;
if q1 lies on a non-separating bridge of F , the zero loci of θuv and guvw are
then transverse.
Proof. Let Ru, Rv, and Rw be respectively the maximal tail rational chains
containing δu, δv, and δw. We denote by R
1
u, R
1
v, and R
1
w respectively the
subchains as the closure of RuzpRuXRvXRwq, RvzpRuXRvXRwq, and
RwzpRuXRvXRwq. We take V to be obtained from V by collapsing the
subchains R1u, R
1
v, and R
1
v, and call the resulting chain Ruvw.
The rest of proof is analogous to that of Corollary 2.7.1, but in addition
to the application of Parts (1) and (2) of Proposition 2.6.1, Parts (3) and (4)
of the same proposition are also needed. We omit further details. 
Corollary 2.7.3. Assume that xδuy ‰ xδvy, i.e. no tail contains both δu
and δv.
(1) If δu is not conjugate to δv, then λuv PΓpO
˚
V
q.
(2) If δu is conjugate to δv, then λuv vanishes to the first order along the
(smooth) locus on which Du and Dv are conjugate.
(3) If δu is conjugate to δv and xδuy is on a maximal non-separating bridge
Brp, rs of F , then so is xδvy. Moreover, for every zPV, if there exist p1P
N rq1, ps and r1 PN rq1, rs such that ζp1pzq “ ζr1pzq “ 0, then λuvpzq“0.
Furthermore, with δv1 as in (D2) and θv,v1 as in Proposition 2.6.1, the
zero loci of λuv and θv,v1 are transverse. Finally, if xδuy, xδvy, and xδwy
are pairwise distinct and belong to the same non-separating bridge, then
the zero loci of λuv and λuw are transverse.
Proof. The statements follow from a semi-stable reduction argument parallel
to the proof of Proposition 2.6.1. We omit further details. 
3. Local properties of sequences of blowups
In this section, we describe the local models of the globally defined mod-
ular blowups in §4.
The following notation will be assumed throughout §3. For all j, kPZą0,
we write
(3.1) Jj, kK ” tj, j`1, . . . , ku, JkK ” Jk, jK
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for conciseness. Given an affine smooth chart V of a stack M and f, g P
ΓpOVq, we write
f „ g if f{g P ΓpO˚Vq.
3.1. Local parameters. Let V be an affine smooth chart of a stack M
with local parameters z1, . . . , zr. Assume Z Ă M is a closed codimension ℓ
substack locally given by
z1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ zℓ “ 0 .
Let ĂM be the blowup of M along Z, π : ĂMÑM be the projection, and E be
the exceptional divisor. If N is a substack of M, we denote byqN ” PTpNq ” π´1pNzZq and rN ” π´1pNq
the proper transform and the pullback of N in ĂM, respectively. Set
(3.2) rzi ” zi ˝ π P Γ`Oπ´1pVq˘ @ iPJrK.
Every rxPEXπ´1pVq is in the formrx “ ` 0, . . . , 0, rzℓ`1, . . . , rzr ; rx1, . . . , xℓs ˘.
Let
(3.3) ∆rx “  kPJℓK : xk‰0( Ă JℓK.
Since rx P E , the entries x1, . . . , xℓ cannot be zero simultaneously. Thus,
∆rx‰H.
For each nonempty SĂJℓK, let
(3.4) EpSq “ t rxPEXπ´1pVq : ∆rxĂS u Ă EXπ´1pVq.
Such defined EpSq is smooth, closed, and of codimension ℓ |´S |` 1 in π´1pVq.
Lemma 3.1.1. For every rx P EXπ´1pVq, there is an affine smooth chartrVrxĂπ´1pVq containing rx so that
rzi | rzj , PTtzj“0u X rVrx “ !rzjrzi “0
)
@ iP∆rx, j PJℓK.
Moreover, if iP∆rx and j PJℓKz∆rx, then rzj{rzi is a regular function on rVrx.
Proof. Every point in rVrx is in the form `rz1, . . . , rzr; ry1, . . . , yℓs˘ so thatrzi yj “ rzj yi @ i, j PJℓK.
Shrinking rVrx if necessary, we may assume yi does not vanish on rVrx for all
iP∆rx. Thus, rzj “pyj{yiqrzi for all j P JℓK. This leads to the two statements
in the display. The last statement follows from a direct check. 
Let rVrx be as in Lemma 3.1.1. For each iP∆rx, the zero locus of rzi on rVrx
is the same as EXrVrx. We select an arbitrary iP∆rx and set
ε “ rzi|rVrx P Γ`OrVrx˘.
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Corollary 3.1.2. Let rVrx be the affine smooth chart in Lemma 3.1.1. Then,
(3.5) ε ; qzj” rzjε , j PJℓKz∆rx ; rzk, kPJℓ`1, rK ,
form a subset of a family of local parameters on rVrx.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1.1, ε and qzj, j P JℓKz∆rx can be considered as local
parameters. In addition, it follows from a direct check that on π´1pVq
trzk“0u “ PTtzk“0u @ kPJℓ`1, rK. 
We point out that rVrx contains other local parameters describing the po-
sitions of points in  
pPEXrVrx : ∆p“∆rx ( Ă EXrVrx.
We will always denote by rzj , j PJrK, the pullback of zj as in (3.2), and by qzj ,
j PJℓKz∆rx, the proper transform of zj as in (3.5).
3.2. Locally tree-compatible blowups. Given a connected graph γ, we
denote by
Verpγq and Edgpγq
the collections of the vertices and the edges of γ, respectively. If Verpγq“H,
we denote the empty graph by H.
If in addition γ is a rooted tree with the root o, then Verpγq is endowed
with a natural partial order ă, called the tree order, so that v ă v1 if and
only if v‰v1 and v belongs to a path between o and v1. Each edge ePEdgpγq
has two endpoints v´e and v
`
e in Verpγq so that
v´e ă v
`
e .
This induces a partial order ă on Edgpγq, also called the tree order, so that
e ă e1 ðñ v`e ĺ v
´
e1 .
For each EĂEdgpγq, we write
Eă “
ď
ePE
te1 PEdgpγq : e1ăeu, Eĺ “ Eă\E,
Eą “
ď
ePE
te1 PEdgpγq : e1ąeu, Eľ “ Eą\E.
(3.6)
The root o is the unique minimal element of Verpγq; each of the minimal
elements of Edgpγq, called a pivotal edge, contains o as an endpoint. We
denote by Eopγq the collection of the pivotal edges. When the context is
clear, we write
Eo “ Eopγq.
For each ePEdgpγq, let xeyPEo be such that
xey ĺ e.
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The maximal elements of Verpγq and Edgpγq are respectively called terminal
vertices and terminal edges; they form subsets
Verpγqt Ă Verpγq and Edgpγqt Ă Edgpγq,
respectively.
For each ePEdgpγq, there is a unique induced subgraph γe of γ satisfying
Edgpγeq “ te
1 PEdgpγq : e1ąeu Ă Edgpγq.
Such defined γe is a rooted tree with the root v
`
e ; we call γe a branch of γ.
If in addition ePEo, we call γe a pivotal branch.
A subset EĂEdgpγq is called a traverse section of γ if for each vPVerpγqt,
each path between o and v contains exactly one element of E. The collection
of all traverse sections of γ is denoted by ETpγq; it is endowed with a partial
order ă such that for any E,E1 PETpγq,
(3.7) E ă E1 ðñ pE‰E1 q and p@ e1 PE1, D ePE s.t. eĺe1 q.
The unique minimal element of ETpγq is Eo.
Let γ be a rooted tree and V be an affine smooth chart of a stack M. If
there exists a collection of local parameters on V so that a subset of which
can be written as
(3.8)
 
ze PΓ
`
OV
˘
: e P Edgpγq
(
,
then (3.8) is called a γ-labeled subset of local parameters on V. We set
(3.9) zres ”
ź
e1ĺe
ze1 @ ePEdgpγq.
Every nonempty subset E of Edgpγq determines a closed locus ZE in V by
ZE “ txPV : zepxq“0 @ ePE u.
In addition, we set
Zγ ” ZEdgpγq, ZH ” H.
With notation as above, let
(3.10) π : ĂM ÝÑM and πpkq : ĂMpkq ÝÑM, kPJℓK,
be the blowup of M successively along the proper transforms of a sequence
of closed substacks
Z1, . . . , Zℓ ĂM
and the same blowup of M after the k-th step, respectively.
Definition 3.2.1. The blowup π in (3.10) is said to be γ-compatible on V
if there exist a partition of ETpγq:
ETpγq “
ℓğ
k“1
ETpγqk ”
ℓğ
k“1
tE1k , . . . , E
nk
k u
and a γ-labeled subset of local parameters on V such that
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(C1) for each kPJℓK,
Zk X V “ ZE1
k
Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Z
E
nk
k
;
(C2) if E1 PETpγqk1, E
2 PETpγqk2 , and E
1ăE2, then k1ăk2.
Note that (C1) implies that if ETpγqk“H for some k (i.e. nk“ 0), then
Zk is disjoint from V because ZH “H. Therefore, adding (resp. deleting)
arbitrarily many blowup loci that are disjoint from V to (resp. from) an
existing sequence of blowups does not affect the γ-compatibility on V.
The condition (C2) has two immediate conclusions. First, a sequence of
blowups γ-compatible on V must start from ZEo. The second conclusion is
Lemma 3.2.2; it follows from a direct check.
Lemma 3.2.2. Let π : ĂMÑM be γ-compatible on V as in Definition 3.2.1.
Then for each kPJℓK, the proper transforms of ZE1
k
, . . . ,ZEnk
k
after the first
k´1 steps are pairwise disjoint and smooth. Therefore, the proper transform
of ZkXV after the first k´1 steps consists of one or more smooth connected
component.
By Lemma 3.2.2, the effect of a blowup that is γ-compatible on V is the
same as blowing up V successively along the proper transforms of
ZE , E PETpγq
with respect to any total order on ETpγq extending the partial order ă
in (3.7). Hence the exceptional divisor EZk obtained in the k-th step has nk
connected components
(3.11) EE1
k
, . . . , EEnk
k
on π´1pkqpVq. Each EEik
is obtained by blowing up π´1pk´1qpVq along the proper
transform of ZEi
k
. Thus for each E P ETpγq, (3.11) determines the excep-
tional divisor
(3.12) EE Ă π
´1
pkqpVq if E PETpγqk.
Moreover, it is a direct check that EE is transverse to ZE1 for all E
1 PETpγqk1
with k1ą k, hence the proper transform of EE in π
´1pVq is the same as its
pullback, i.e.
(3.13) qEE “ rEE ` Ă π´1pVq˘ @ E PETpγq.
Finally, we comment that the notions of EE and qEE are intrinsic to V and γ,
and are particularly independent of the choice of the γ-compatible blowup
on V.
Remark 3.2.3. Definition 3.2.1 applies to the empty graph γ“H trivially.
A sequence of blowups H-compatible on V is equivalent to that the blowup
loci do not intersect V.
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Definition 3.2.4. The blowup π : ĂMÑM in (3.10) is said to be locally
tree-compatible if M has an e´tale cover of affine smooth charts tVu so that
each V is associated with a graph γV that is either a rooted tree or the empty
graph, and π is γV-compatible on V for all V PtVu.
Lemma 3.2.2 gives rise to the following smoothness statement.
Corollary 3.2.5. If the blowup π : ĂMÑM in (3.10) is locally tree-compatible,
then for each kPJℓK, the proper transform of Zk after the first k´1 steps is
smooth.
Remark 3.2.6. An example of locally tree-compatible blowups is the desin-
gularization of M“M1pP
n, dq, via either the symplectic approach in [8] or
the algebraic approach in [3]. The subtle difference is the (idealized) blowup
in [8] is on M1pP
n, dq directly, whereas in [3], the blowup is applied to the
Artin stack Mwt1 and a fiber product is taken at the end. Nonetheless the
blowup in either approach is locally tree-compatible.
Consider the approach in [3] for example. The blowup loci Θk described
in [3, §1] can be illustrated by the substacks
Zk “Mp1,k`1q
in Figure 1, but with the genus-2 core replaced by a genus-1 core. For every
xPMwt1 , let γ be its terminally weighted tree in the sense of [3, Paragraph
3.16]; also see §4.1. Then there exists an affine smooth chart V containing
x so that the collection of modular parameters tζeuePEdgpγq (corresponding
to node-smoothing) is a γ-labeled subset of local parameters on V. Each Zk
as above satisfies
Zk X V “
ď
EPETpγq
|E|“k
ZE.
It is a direct check that the blowup successively along the proper transforms
of Z1, . . . , Zd is γ-compatible on V, which indicates the sequential blowup
in [3] is locally tree-compatible.
o
ba
dc
ebea
edec
o
ba
dcgf
ebea
edecegef
Figure 3. Rooted trees
Consider the tree γ illustrated in the second diagram of Figure 3 for exam-
ple. The sequential blowup described in the previous paragraph determines
ETpγq “
 
E11”tea, ebu
(
\
 
E12”tea, ec, edu, E
2
2”teb, ef , egu
(
\
 
E13”tef , eg, ec, edu
(
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such that
Z1XV“ZE11 , Z2XV“ZE12YZE22 , Z3XV“ZE13 , E
1
1ăE
1
2 , E
2
2ăE
1
3 ,
thus (C1) and (C2) in Definition 3.2.1 are satisfied. We remark here that
Z2XV is singular: the two smooth loci ZE12 and ZE22 meet at Zγ Ă ZE11 .
Nonetheless, after blowing up along Z1, the proper transforms of ZE12 and
ZE22
are smooth and meet the exceptional divisor EZ1X
rV “ EE11 at the loci
trζa, ζbs“r0, 1su and trζa, ζbs“r1, 0su, respectively, hence are disjoint.
At the end of this subsection, we describe a sequential blowup induced
from a γ-compatible sequential blowup on V. This is related to the modular
blowups in r3.
Given a rooted tree γ with the root o, let γ` be the rooted tree with the
same root o and an extra vertex v` directed connected to o, i.e.
Verpγ`q“Verpγq\tv`u, Edgpγ`q“Edgpγq\te`u, v
`
e`
“v`, v
´
e`
“o.
Assume that V contains a γ`-labeled subset of local parameters.
Let π : ĂMÑM be γ-compatible on V. A blowup
π` : ĂM` ÝÑM
successively along the proper transforms of closed substacks Z1,`, . . . , Zℓ,`
of M is said to be supplementary to π on V if
Zk,` X V “ ZE1
k
\te`u Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y ZEnkk \te`u
@ kPJℓK.
A blowupH-compatible on V is supplementary to any blowupH-compatible
on V.
Over the entire stack M instead of locally on V, π` is said to be supple-
mentary to π if π is locally tree-compatible with an e´tale cover tVu as in
Definition 3.2.4 so that π` is supplementary to π on all V PtVu.
The construction of γ` leads to the following statement immediately.
Lemma 3.2.7. Let π : ĂMÑM and π` :ĂM`ÑM be two sequential blowups.
If π is γ-compatible on V and π` is supplementary to π on V, then π` is
γ`-compatible on V. If π` is supplementary to π on M, then π` is locally
tree-compatible.
3.3. Ascending sequences and dominant edges. We continue with the
notation from §3.2. Assume the blowup π : ĂMÑM is γ-compatible on V
as in Definition 3.2.1. For each E PETpγq, we use qEE to denote the proper
transform of the exceptional divisor EE in (3.12). By (3.13), it is the same
as the pullback of EE .
By Lemma 3.2.2, given
rx P π´1pZγq Ă π´1pVq,
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there exists a unique maximal sequence E “ pE1, . . . , Etq of elements of
ETpγq such that
(3.14) E1ă ¨ ¨ ¨ăEt, rx P qEE1X ¨ ¨ ¨X qEEt .
By Definition 3.2.1 and the maximality of E,
kď
i“1
Ei “ E
ĺ
k @ kPJtK;
c.f. (3.6) for notation. We call E the ascending sequence of rx.
Recall that πpkq :ĂMpkqÑM denotes the blowup after the k-th step. Given
iPJtK, there exists a unique step k“kpiq of the sequential blowup in which
EEi Ă EZk X π
´1
pkqpVq.
Let rxpiq be the image of rx in ĂMpkq. The latter condition in (3.14) implies
that rxpiq P EEi .
We can thus define ∆rx,i ĂEi analogously to (3.3), with rx and JℓK in (3.3)
replaced by rxpiq and Ei, respectively. By (3.14),
∆rx,i “ EizEi`1 @ iPJt´1K.
When i“ t, the maximality of E implies
∆rx,t X Edgpγqt ‰ H ` ùñ Et X Edgpγqt ‰ H˘ .
Definition 3.3.1. The edges in
Domprxq ” ∆rx,t X Edgpγqt
are called dominant edges of rx. A branch of γ that contains at least one
dominant edge is called a dominant branch of rx. If a dominant branch is
also pivotal, it is called a dominant pivotal branch.
With notation as above, we set
(3.15) DPprxq “ DPγprxq “ txey : ePDomprxqu Ă Eopγq.
The dominant pivotal branches of rx are then indexed by DPprxq.
By (3.14), each ePEĺt is contained in at least one Ei with iPJtK; let
(3.16) speq “ max t iPJtK : e P Ei u .
This implies that eP∆rx,s.
For each i P JtK, the exceptional divisor EEi is the zero locus of a local
parameter εi on an affine smooth chart rVrx,i containing rxpiq. The proper
transform qEEi is thus the zero locus of a local parameter qεi on an affine
smooth chart rVrx containing rx.
Lemma 3.3.2. Let γ, V, and π :ĂMÑM be as in Lemma 3.2.2, rxPπ´1pZγq,
and E“pE1, . . . , Etq be the ascending sequence of rx. Then,
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(1) for each i P Jt´1K, εi can be taken to be the pullback rze P Γ`OrVrx,i˘ of
ze PΓpOVq with an arbitrary e PEi´Ei`1; the function εt can be taken
to be any rze with eP∆rx,t;
(2) for each iPJtK, qεi can be taken as the pullback rεi of εi;
(3) there is an affine smooth chart rVrxĂπ´1pVq containing rx such thatrε1, . . . , rεt; qze, ePEtz∆rx,t ; rze, ePEąt
are part of a family of local parameters on rVrx.
Proof. The statements (1) and (3) can be deduced from Corollary 3.1.2. The
statement (2) follows from (3.13). 
The next statement plays a crucial rule in analyzing the change of the
structural homomorphism ϕ throughout §5. Let γ, V, π, rx, E, and rVrx be
as in Lemma 3.3.2. For each ePEľt and each iP JtK, we denote by xeyi the
unique edge satisfying
(3.17) xeyi P Ei and xeyi ĺ e.
With the functions zres as in (3.9), we setrzres “ zres˝π P ΓpOrVrxq @ ePEdgpγq.
Proposition 3.3.3. For every rx P π´1pZγq with the ascending sequence
E“pE1, . . . , Etq as in (3.14), there exists an affine smooth chart rVrxĂπ´1pVq
containing rx so thatrzrds „ rε1 ¨ ¨ ¨ rεt, rzres „ rε1 ¨ ¨ ¨ rεt ¨ qzxeyt ¨ź
xeytăe1ĺe
rze1
for all dPDomprxq and all ePEdgpγqtz∆rx,t.
Proof. Applying Lemma 3.3.2 and the middle equation in (3.5) repeatedly
along the ascending sequence E, we obtainrzres „ rε1 ¨ ¨ ¨ rεt @ eP∆rx,t, rzres „ rε1 ¨ ¨ ¨ rεt ¨ qze @ ePEtz∆rx,t.
The former leads to the first displayed formula in Proposition 3.3.3. The
latter impliesrzres „ rε1 ¨ ¨ ¨ rεt ¨ qzxeyt ¨ź
xeytăe1ĺe
rze1 @ ePEdgpγqtz∆rx,t.
This gives rise to the second displayed formula in Proposition 3.3.3. 
Remark 3.3.4. In Remark 3.2.6, we observe that the desingularization of
M1pP
n, dq is locally tree-compatible. The statements of Proposition 3.3.3
are consistent with the displayed formulae in the paragraph after [3, (5.23)],
but are more precise. In [3], it suffices to know Domprxq‰H and rzrds ˇˇ rzres for
some dPDomprxq and all ePEdgpγqt.
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3.4. Terminally fused multi-rooted (TFMR) trees. We continue with
the notation from §3.2 and §3.3. Notice that in all the statements of §3.2
and §3.3, the relevant aspects of the rooted tree γ are pEdgpγq,ăq. Thus, the
same statements may still hold for other types of (directed) graphs, hence
may play an important role in the desingularization of the higher genera
moduli spaces. In this subsection, we focus on the generalization of the
notion of the rooted trees that is necessary for the genus 2 case.
Let tγiuiPI be a nonempty collection of rooted trees and tVjujPJ be a
possibly empty collection of vertices satisfying
Vj Ă
ğ
iPI
Verpγiq
t @ j PJ, Vj1 X Vj2 “ H @ j1‰j2.
Note that each Vj may contain no vertex or several vertices of a given γi.
Let γ be the graph obtained by identifying the vertices in Vj for each j PJ ;
this gives rise to a natural surjective graph homomorphismğ
iPI
γi ÝÑ γ.
The collections Verpγq and Edgpγq carry partial orders, both denoted by ă,
that are inherited from the tree orders ăi’s of γi’s. The minimal elements of
Verpγq with respect to ă are the roots oi’s of γi’s. We call such defined γ a
terminally fused multi-rooted (TFMR) tree with the roots oi, iPI, and call ă
the TFMR tree order on γ. When the context is clear, we may simply call ă
the tree order. Note that every rooted tree itself is a TFMR tree.
In Figure 4, some examples and counterexamples of TFMR trees are
illustrated. The first three graphs are TFMR trees, while the last two are
not.
o1 o2 o1 o2 o
TFMR trees not TFMR trees
Figure 4. Examples and Counterexamples of TFMR trees
It is straightforward to verify that all notions for rooted trees in §3.2 and
§3.3 hold verbatim for TFMR trees. The following operations on TFMR
trees will appear in §3.5.
Lemma 3.4.1. Let γ be a TFMR tree and e be an edge of γ. The graph
obtained from γ by contracting all the edges e1 with e1ą e is a TFMR tree.
Moreover, if a non-terminal edge e1 satisfies e1ąe, the graph obtained from
γ by contracting all the edges e2 with eĺe2ĺe1 is a TFMR tree.
Analogous to Definitions 3.2.1 and 3.2.4, we can define γ-compatible
blowups on a local chart V and define locally TFMR tree-compatible blowups
on M.
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Proposition 3.4.2. Lemmas 3.2.2 and 3.3.2, Corollary 3.2.5, and Propo-
sition 3.3.3 remain valid if γ is a TFMR tree.
Proof. Notice that the sets of vertices are irrelevant in the rooted trees of
the above statements. Thus given a TFMR tree γ, let γ be the rooted tree
obtained by identifying all the roots of γ, removing all the terminal vertices
of γ, and then assigning each terminal edge of γ with a distinct terminal
vertex. Obviously
pEdgpγq,ăγq “ pEdgpγq,ăq.
Since the statements in Proposition 3.4.2 hold for γ, so do they for γ. 
3.5. Compatible sequences of blowups. In this subsection, we analyze
how one TFMR tree-compatible blowup affects others locally.
Let γ1 and γ2 be two TFMR trees. We say γ1 and γ2 have a collection of
common branches indexed by E˚ if there exists E˚ĂEdgpγ1qXEdgpγ2q such
that the elements of E˚ are not comparable, and the intersection of γ1 and
γ2 consists of branches γe, ePE˚. This implies
Edgpγ1q X Edgpγ2q “ E
ľ
˚ ;
c.f. (3.6) for notation. Let
Et˚ “ E
ľ
˚ X Edgpγ1q
t
`
“ Eľ˚ X Edgpγ2q
t
˘
.
For each ePEľ˚ , let xey˚PE˚ be such that xey˚ĺe.
Let V be an affine smooth chart with a subset of local parameters
t ze : ePEdgpγ1qYEdgpγ2q u.
Assume there are two families of closed substacks
Z1;1, . . . , Z1;ℓ1 ĂM and Z2;1, . . . , Z2;ℓ2 ĂM
such that the sequential blowups
(3.18) π1 : ĂM1 ÝÑM and π2 : ĂM2 ÝÑM
successively along the proper transforms of the first and the second families
are γ1- and γ2-compatible on V, respectively.
Definition 3.5.1. We say π1 and π2 in (3.18) are compatible on V if γ1
and γ2 have a (possibly empty) collection of common branches.
We first apply the sequential blowup π1 to M and obtain the proper
transforms qZ2;i, iPJℓ2K, of the blowup loci of π2 in ĂM1. Let
(3.19) qπ2 : ĂM12 ÝÑĂM1
be the sequential blowup of ĂM1 succesisvely along the proper transforms
of qZ2;i, i P Jℓ2K, called the proper transform of π2. In the remainder of this
subsection, we analyze qπ2 locally.
Given rx P π´11 pZγ1XZγ2q Ă π´11 pVq,
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let E“pE1, . . . , Etq be the ascending sequence of rx and rVrxĂπ´11 pVq be the
smaller chart containing rx as in Lemma 3.3.2. We emphasize that
Ei P ETpγ1q @ iPJtK.
A priori DomprxqĂEdgpγ1qt. Set
9E˚ “
 
xey˚ : ePDomprxqXEľ˚ ( ` Ă E˚˘,
:E˚ “
ď
eP 9E˚
 
e1PEdgpγ2q : v
´
e1
“v´e
( `
Ă Edgpγ2q
˘
,
E˚˚ “ E˚z :E˚
`
Ă E˚z 9E˚
˘
.
The definition of :E˚ implies 9E˚Ă :E˚ and 9E˚XE˚˚“H.
Recall Eopγ2q denotes the collection of the pivotal edges in γ2. If
(3.20) 9E˚ X Eopγ2q “ H,
we construct a TFMR tree pγ2qrx from γ2 as follows.
(a) For each
e P pEtz∆rx,tq X E˚ľ˚ ,
we contract all the edges e1 PEdgpγ2q satisfying xey˚ĺe
1ăe.
(b) For each
e P ∆rx,t X E˚ľ˚ ` “ pEtX∆rx,tq X E˚ľ˚ ˘,
notice that e is not a terminal edge, for otherwise it would be in Domprxq
and hence in 9Eľ˚ . We contract all the edges e
1 P Edgpγ2q satisfying
xey˚ĺe
1ĺe.
(c) For each eP :E˚, we contract all the edges e
1PEdgpγ2q satisfying e
1ľe.
The assumption (3.20) implies :E˚XEopγ2q “ H, thus each e P :E˚ has an
immediate predecessor e´1 PEdgpγ2q with respect to ă. Hence Step (c) is
equivalent to contracting all e1 PEdgpγ2q satisfying e
1ąe´1. By Lemma 3.4.1,
pγ2qrx is a TFMR tree. In particular, if Eľ˚ XEt“H, the above construction
implies pγ2qrx“γ2.
Keeping track of the edges of γ2 that are contracted in Steps (a)-(c), we
obtain
Edg
`
pγ2qrx˘ “ `Edgpγ2qzpE˚Y :E˚qľ˘\ `pEtz∆rx,tqľXE˚ľ˚ ˘\ `∆ąrx,tXE˚ľ˚ ˘
“
`
Edgpγ2qzpE˚Y :E˚q
ľ
˘
\
`
pEtz∆rx,tqXE˚ľ˚ ˘\ `Eąt XE˚ľ˚ ˘.
This implies
(3.21) Edg
`
pγ2qrx˘t “ Edgpγ2qtz :E˚.
We define pEt PETpγ1q to be
(3.22) pEt “ ´Etz`∆rx,tzEdgpγ1qt˘¯ \ ď
eP∆rx,tzEdgpγ1qt
te1 PEdgpγ1q : v
´
e1
“v`e u.
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Then, Edg
`
pγ2qrx˘ can also be written as
(3.23) Edg
`
pγ2qrx˘ “ `Edgpγ2qzpE˚Y :E˚qľ˘\ ` pEľt XE˚ľ˚ ˘.
Proposition 3.5.2. With notation as above,
(1) if (3.20) does not hold, then qπ2 : ĂM12 Ñ ĂM1 is H-compatible on rVrx
(i.e. qπ2 does not affect rVrx);
(2) if (3.20) holds, then there exists a pγ2qrx-labeled subset of local parameters
on rVrx given by
zpγ2qrxe ”qze, ePpEtz∆rx,tqXE˚ľ˚ ; zpγ2qrxe ”rze, ePEąt XE˚ľ˚
as in Lemma 3.3.2, along with
zpγ2qrxe ”rze, e P Edgpγ2qzpE˚Y :E˚qľ.
In addition, rxPZpγ2qrx . Furthermore, qπ2 is pγ2qrx-compatible on rVrx.
Proof. For each E PETpγ2q, keeping track of the proper transforms of the
zero locus ZE along the sequential blowups π1, we observe that rx lies in the
final proper transform qZE of ZE when π1 terminates if and only if
(3.24) E X∆rx,i “ H @ iPJtK.
If (3.20) does not hold, then there exists e2 PEdgpγ2q
tXDomprxq such that
each e1ăe2 (in γ2) belongs to some Ei of the ascending sequence of rx. Since
each E PETpγ2q contains an edge eăe2, we conclude that rx is disjoint from
all blowup loci of qπ2. This shows Part (1).
In Part (2), the first two statements follow directly from Lemma 3.3.2
and Corollary 3.1.2. The last statement is obtained by the comparison of
the traverse sections of γ2 satisfying (3.24) and all the traverse sections of
pγ2qrx (c.f. (3.23)). 
We say the sequential blowups π1 and π2 in (3.18) are compatible on M
if M has an e´tale cover of affine smooth charts tVu so that π1 and π2 are
compatible over each V PtVu. The assumption of π1 and π2 being compatible
automatically implies they are both locally TFMR tree-compatible.
Proposition 3.5.2 leads to the following conclusion.
Corollary 3.5.3. Let π1 and π2 be as in (3.18) and qπ2 be the proper trans-
form of π2 as in (3.19). If π1 and π2 are compatible, then qπ2 is locally
TMFR tree-compatible. If in addition there is another sequential blowup
π3 : ĂM3ÑM that is compatible with both π1 and π2, then when π1 termi-
nates, the proper transform qπ3 : ĂM13ÑĂM1 of π3 is compatible with qπ2.
Example 3.5.4. Let γ1 and γ2 be the first graph in Figure 3 and the first
graph in Figure 5, respectively. They share a common branch γeb . In this
case,
E˚ “ tebu, E
ľ
˚ “ teb, ec, edu “ Edgpγ1q X Edgpγ2q.
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b
dc
ebeq
edec
er
ep
γ2
E“ptea, ebuq, ∆rx,t“tea, ebu, Domprxq“teau
or E“ptea, ebu, tea, ec, eduq, Domprxq“teau
dc
edec
pγ2qrx
Figure 5. A possible change of a TFMR tree
Let rx be in the pullback of
Zγ1 X Zγ2 “ tza“zb“zc“zd“zp“zq“zr“0u
after the sequential blowup π1 as in Remark 3.2.6.
(1) If E“ptea, ebuq and ∆rx,t“teau, then
t“1, E1“tea, ebu, Domprxq“teau, 9E˚“ :E˚“H, E˚˚“tebu.
The TFMR tree pγ2qrx is isomorphic to γ2.
(2) If E“ptea, ebuq, ∆rx,t“tea, ebu, and Domprxq“teau, then
t“1, E1“tea, ebu, 9E˚“ :E˚“H, E˚˚“tebu.
By Step (b), the edge eb is contracted, hence the TFMR tree pγ2qrx is
given by the right graph in Figure 5.
(3) If E“ptea, ebu, tea, ec, eduq and Domprxq“teau, then
t“2, E2“tea, ec, edu, ∆rx,t“teau, 9E˚“ :E˚“H, E˚˚“tebu.
By Step (a), the edge eb is contracted, hence the TFMR tree pγ2qrx is
given by the right graph in Figure 5.
(4) If DomprxqXtec, edu‰H, then
t“2, E1“tea, ebu, E2“tea, ec, edu,
∆rx,t“Domprxq, 9E˚“tebu, :E˚“teq, ebu, E˚˚“H.
By Step (c), pγ2qrx consists of two vertices: the root o and an other vertex
v, as well as two edges connecting o and v.
3.6. Derived blowups. In this subsection, we construct a new sequential
blowup on the pullback of V after a special type of sequential blowup that
is TFMR-tree compatible on V terminates. Such construction (or its sup-
plementary) provides a local model of the modular blowups in r2, r3p2, and
r3p4.
We continue with the notation from the previous subsections. Let γ be
a TFMR tree, V be an affine smooth chart with a collection of coordinate
functions labeled by γ as in (3.8), and π :ĂMÑM be the blowup successively
along the proper transforms of Z1, . . . , Zℓ that is γ-compatible on V.
Consider the following subset of EdgpγqˆETpγq2:
D1pγq “
 
E”pE, e,E1qPETpγqˆEdgpγqˆETpγq : EĺE1, ePEXE1
(
.
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For a terminal edge ePEdgpγqt, set
D1pγ; eq “ t pE, e,E
1qPD1pγq : eĺe u.
We define a partial order ă on D1pγq so that pE1, e1, E
1
1qă pE2, e2, E
1
2q if
and only if
(3.25) either pE1ăE2q or pE1“E2, e1“e2, E
1
1ăE
1
2q.
This order induces a partial order on D1pγ; eq for every ePEdgpγq
t, which is
still denoted by ă.
For each E P ETpγq, let k P JℓK be such that E P ETpγqk; c.f. Defini-
tion 3.2.1. For each nonempty subset E1 of E, we define the locus
EpE1q Ă EE
`
Ă π´1pkqpVq
˘
analogous to (3.4), where πpkq : ĂMpkqÑM denotes the blowup after the k-th
step as always. For each EPD1pγq, let
YE “ E
`
teu\pEzE1q
˘
X
č
e1PE1zE
trze1“0u ` Ă EE˘.
Lemma 3.6.1. With notation as above, YE is closed, smooth, and of codi-
mension |E1| in the corresponding pullback π´1pkqpVq of V.
Proof. For every yPYE, there is a chart VyĂπ
´1
pkqpVq containing y such that
YE X Vy “ tεk“0u X
č
e1PE1zE
trze1“0u X č
e2PpE1XEqzteu
tqze2“0u. 
For each EPD1pγq, we denote byqYE Ă π´1pVq Ă ĂM
the proper transform of YE.
Remark 3.6.2. We point out that if γ“H, then D1pγq, Yp q, qYp q“H.
Let π1 : ĂM1 Ñ ĂM be the blowup of ĂM successively along the proper
transforms of a family of closed substacks
Υ1, . . . ,Υr Ă ĂM.
Definition 3.6.3. Assume π : ĂMÑM is γ-compatible on V and π1 :ĂM1ÑĂM
is as above. We say π1 is derived from π on π´1pVq ĂĂM if D1pγq can be
written as
D1pγq “
rğ
k“1
D1pγqk s.t.
(C1) for each kPJrK,
Υk X π
´1pVq “
ď
EPD1pγqk
qYE ;
(C2) if E1 PD1pγqk1 , E2 PD1pγqk2 , and E1ăE2, then k1ăk2.
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For a fixed e PEdgpγqt, we say π1 is partially derived from π (along e) on
π´1pVq if in the above definition, D1pγq is replaced by D1pγ; eq.
Given rx P π´1pZγq, let E“pE1, . . . , Etq be the ascending sequence of rx.
Assume that rx has a unique dominant pivotal branch, i.e.
(3.26) xey“xe1y @ e, e1 PDomprxq.
We then set
(3.27) e‚ “ maxt ePEdgpγq : eĺe
1 @ e1 PDomprxq u P Edgpγq.
Since DomprxqĂEt, e‚ PEĺt . Let
s ” spe‚q P JtK ;
c.f. (3.16). This implies e‚ P∆rx,s.
Recall that for each edge e satisfying xe‚y“xey, we denote by
e‚^ e
the greatest (w.r.t. ă) common predecessor of e‚ and e. This in turn deter-
mines an index spe‚^eqPJsK by (3.16). If xey‰xe‚y, we set spe‚^eq“0.
Next, we construct a TFMR tree γ1rx for rx satisfying (3.26).
(a) Let ro, vss be the simple path with vertices and edges
v0 ” o ă v1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă vs and e1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă es ,
respectively.
(b) For each
e P
`
Etz∆rx,t˘zte‚uľ,
we connect the root v`e of the branch γe and the vertex vspe‚^ eq of the
path ro, vss by an edge.
(c) For each
e P ∆rx,tzte‚uľ,
the definition of e‚ implies e is not a terminal edge. We connect the
root v`e of the branch γe and the vertex vspe‚^ eq of the path ro, vss by
an edge, and then contract this new edge.
By Lemma 3.4.1, γ1rx is still a TFMR tree with the root o. We call it the
derived TFMR tree (or simply the derived tree when the context is clear) of
γ at rx. Notice that
Edgpγ1rxq “ te1, . . . , esu \ `pEtz∆rx,tqľzte‚uľ˘\ `∆ąrx,tzte‚uľ˘
“ te1, . . . , esu \
`
pEtz∆rx,tqzte‚uľ˘\ `Eąt zte‚uľ˘.
With pEt as in (3.22), we can also write
(3.28) Edgpγ1rxq “ te1, . . . , esu \ ` pEľt zte‚uľ˘.
The following statement follows from Lemma 3.3.2 and Corollary 3.1.2 di-
rectly.
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Lemma 3.6.4. Given rx P π´1pZγq satisfying (3.26), there exists an affine
smooth chart rVrxĂπ´1pVq such that
z
γ1rx
ei
”rεi, iPJsK; zγ1rxe ”qze, ePpEtz∆rx,tqzte‚uľ ; zγ1rxe ”rze, ePEąt zte‚uľ
as in Lemma 3.3.2 form a γ1rx-labeled subset of local parameters on rVrx. More-
over, rxPZγ1rx .
Remark 3.6.5. Given rx satisfying (3.26) and ePEdgpγqt, we replace e‚ and
s“spe‚q in the construction of γ
1rx by
e‚ ” e^ e‚ and s “ spe‚q,
respectively and call the resulting TFMR tree γ1e,rx the partially derived (TFMR)
tree of γ along e at rx. It is a direct check that Edgpγ1e,rxq ĂEdgpγ1rxq, hence
the analogue of Lemma 3.6.4 for γ1e,rx naturally holds.
For pEt in (3.22), we notice that`
pE1 zteuq \ p pEtXteuľq˘ P ETpγq @ E1 PETpγq, ePE1.
Lemma 3.6.6. Given rxPπ´1pZγq, there exists an affine smooth chart rVrxĂ
π´1pVq such that for each E“pE, e,E1qPD1pγq,
(1) if rx satisfies (3.26), E“EiPtE1, . . . , Esu, eĺe‚, and`
pE1 zteuq \ p pEtXteuľq˘ ľ pEt,
then qYEXrVrx is given by
trεi“0u X č
e1PpE1zEqXEąt
trze1“0u X č
e1PpE1zEqXpEtz∆rx,tq
tqze1“0u X č
e2PpE1XEqzteu
tqze2“0u;
(2) otherwise, qYEXrVrx“H.
Proof. For each EPD1pγq, the explicit local expression of YE is given in the
proof of Lemma 3.6.1. Keeping track of the proper transforms of YE, we
observe that rxP qYE if and only if the assumptions in Part (1) hold. 
Lemma 3.6.7. Let π11 :
ĂM11ÑĂM and π12 : ĂM12ÑĂM be two sequential blowups
that are both derived (or both partially derived along the same e PEdgpγqt)
from the γ-compatible blowup π : ĂMÑM on π´1pVq. Then the pullbacks of
π´1pVq in ĂM11 and ĂM12 are isomorphic.
Proof. The proof is parallel to Lemma 3.2.2 and the paragraph after it. 
Proposition 3.6.8. Let π : ĂMÑM and π1 : ĂM1 ÑĂM be two sequential
blowups. Assume π is γ-compatible on V.
(1) If π1 is derived from π on π´1pVq, then for every rx P π´1pZγq, there
exists an affine smooth chart rVrxĂπ´1pVq containing rx such that π1 is
γ1rx-compatible on rVrx if rx satisfies (3.26) and H-compatible otherwise.
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(2) If π1 is partially derived from π along e on π´1pVq, then for everyrx P π´1pZγq, there exists an affine smooth chart rVrx Ă π´1pVq contain-
ing rx such that π1 is γ1e,rx-compatible on rVrx if rx satisfies (3.26) and
H-compatible otherwise.
Proof. The statements follow from Definition 3.6.3 and the comparison of
the local expression of qYE in Lemma 3.6.6 and the traverse sections of γ1rx
(c.f. (3.28)). 
If π : ĂMÑM is locally TFMR tree-compatible, let tVu be the e´tale cover
of affine smooth charts associated with π as in Definition 3.2.4. A sequential
blowup π1 : ĂM1ÑĂM is said to be derived from π if the for each V PtVu, π1 is
derived from π on π´1pVq. It is said to be partially derived from π if for each
V PtVu, π1 is partially derived from π on π´1pVq.
The following statement follows immediately from Proposition 3.6.8.
Corollary 3.6.9. Let π : ĂM Ñ M be locally TFMR tree-compatible and
π1 : ĂM1 ÑĂM be a sequential blowup derived (or partially derived) from π.
Then, π1 is locally TFMR tree-compatible.
ede1
e2
ec
ede1
ec
ebe1
edec
e1ea e1ea
ede2
Figure 6. Some possible (TFMR) trees derived from the
first diagram in Figure 3
Example 3.6.10. Let γ be the first graph in Figure 3 and rxPπ´1pZγq be
fixed. Recall in Remark 3.2.6, we see that γ has two traverse sections:
E1“tea, ebu ă E2“tea, ec, edu.
It is straightforward that D1pγq“tE1, . . . ,E6u, where
E1“pE1, ea, E1q, E2“pE1, ea, E2q, E3“pE2, ea, E2q,
E4“pE1, eb, E1q, E5“pE2, ec, E2q, E6“pE2, ed, E2q.
The partial order on D1pγq is given by
E1 ă E2 ă E3, E4 ă E5, E4 ă E6.
(1) If Domprxq“teau and E“pE1, E2q, then
e‚“ea, s“ t“2, ∆rx,1“tebu, ∆rx,2“teau, pE2“E2.
The derived tree γ1rx is illustrated in the first graph of Figure 6. Locally
near rx, the relevant qYE areqYE2“trε1“qzc“qzd“0u and qYE3“trε2“qzc“qzd“0u.
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(2) If Domprxq“teau, E“pE1q, and ∆rx,1“tea, ebu, then
e‚“ea, s“ t“1, pE2“E2.
The derived tree γ1rx is illustrated in the second graph of Figure 6. Locally
near rx, the relevant qYE isqYE2“trε1“rzc“rzd“0u.
(3) If Domprxq“teau, E“pE1q, and ∆rx,1“teau, then
e‚“ea, s“ t“1, pE2“E1.
The derived tree γ1rx is illustrated in the third graph of Figure 6. Locally
near rx, the relevant qYE areqYE1“trε1“qzb“0u and qYE2“trε2“rzc“rzd“0u.
(4) If Domprxq“tec, edu, then E“pE1, E2q,
e‚“eb, s“1, t“2, ∆rx,1“tebu, ∆rx,2“tec, edu, pE2“E2.
The derived tree γ1rx is illustrated in the fourth graph of Figure 6. Locally
near rx, the relevant qYE isqYE4“trε1“qza“0u.
(5) If Domprxq“tecu, then E“pE1, E2q,
e‚“ec, s“ t“2, ∆rx,1“tebu, ∆rx,2“tecu, pE2“E2.
The derived tree γ1rx is illustrated in the last graph of Figure 6. Locally
near rx, the relevant qYE areqYE4“trε1“qza“0u and qYE5“trε2“qza“qzd“0u.
The case that Domprxq“tedu is analogous due to the symmetry of γ.
3.7. Bi-dominantly derived blowups. This subsection is similar to the
previous subsection. We construct another sequential blowup on the pull-
back of V after a sequential blowup that is TFMR-tree compatible on V
terminates. It provides a local model of the modular blowups in r3p1.
Let γ, V, and π : ĂMÑM be as in §3.6. Consider the following subset of
ETpγqˆEdgpγq2ˆETpγq:
D2pγq “
 
F”pE, e1, e2, E
1qPETpγqˆEdgpγq2ˆETpγq :
EĺE1, e1‰e2, te1, e2uĂEXE
1
(
.
Thus, e1 and e2 are not comparable if pE, e1, e2, E
1q PD2pγq. We define a
partial order ă on D2pγq so that pE, e1, e2, E
1qăp pE, pe1, pe2, pE1q if and only if
either pE ă pEq or pE“ pE, pe1, e2q“ppe1, pe2q, E1ă pE1q.
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For each FPD2pγq, let k be such that E PETpγqk, and let
YF “ E
`
te1, e2u\pEzE
1q
˘
X
č
e1PE1zE
trze1“0u Ă EE.
The following statement is the analogue of Lemma 3.6.1 under the current
setup; we omit its proof.
Lemma 3.7.1. With notation as above, YF is closed, smooth, and of codi-
mension |E1|´1 in the corresponding pullback π´1pkqpVq of V.
For each FPD2pγq, we denote byqYF Ă π´1pVq ĂĂM
the proper transform of YF.
Remark 3.7.2. We point out that if γ“H, then D2pγq, Yp q, qYp q“H.
Let
π1 : ĂM1ÝÑĂM and πp2q : ĂM2ÝÑĂM
be respectively the blowup derived from π : ĂMÑM and the blowup of ĂM
successively along the proper transforms of a family of closed substacks
Υ:1, . . . ,Υ
:
r Ă
ĂM.
We denote by qπp2q : ĂMp2q ÝÑĂM1
blowup of ĂM1 successively along the proper transforms of Υ:1, . . . ,Υ:r after
π1 and call it the proper transform of πp2q.
Definition 3.7.3. Assume π : ĂM Ñ M is γ-compatible on V and qπp2q :ĂMp2q Ñ ĂM1 is as above. We say qπp2q is bi-dominantly derived from π on
pπ1q´1
`
π´1pVq
˘
ĂĂM1 if D2pγq can be written as
D2pγq “
rğ
k“1
D2pγqk s.t.
(C1) for each kPJrK,
Υ:k X π
´1pVq “
ď
EPD2pγqk
qYF ;
(C2) if F1PD2pγqk1 , F2PD2pγqk2 , and F1ăF2, then k1ăk2.
Let rx and E be as in § 3.6. If there exist e1, e2 PEdgpγq such that they
are not comparable and
(3.29) Domprxq “ D1\D2, H‰Di Ă Edgpγeiq, i“1, 2,
we may then set
ei‚ “ maxt ePEdgpγq : eĺe
1 @ e1 PDi u P Edgpγq, i“1, 2.
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Since Domprxq Ă Et, we observe that e1‚, e2‚ P Eĺt , although spe1‚q may not
equal spe2‚q; c.f. (3.16). Set
ς ” min t spe1‚q, spe
2
‚q u P JtK , ς0 ” spe
1
‚^e
2
‚q P t0u\JtK.
By definition, ς0ă ς. Recall that spe^e
1q“ 0 whenever xey‰ xe1y. Hence if
xe1‚y‰xe
2
‚y, then ς0“0.
Let e1˝, e
2
˝ PEς be such that
ei˝ ĺ e
i
‚, i“1, 2.
For each ePEdgpγq, define
σpeq ” max
 
spe1˝^eq, spe
2
˝^eq, ς0
(
.
This implies ς0ďσpeqď ς for all ePEdgpγq.
We construct a rooted tree τrx following the steps below.
(a) Let ro1, v1ς s be the simple path with vertices and edges
v1ς0 ” o
1 ă v1ς0`1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă v
1
ς and e
1
ς0`1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă e
1
ς ,
respectively.
(b) For each
e P
`
Etz∆rx,t˘zte1˝, e2˝uľ,
we connect the root v`e of the branch γe and the vertex v
1
σpeq of the path
ro1, v1ς s by an edge.
(c) For each
e P ∆rx,tzte1˝, e2˝uľ,
the definition of e‚ implies e is not a terminal edge. We connect the
root v`e of the branch γe and the vertex v
1
σpeq of the path ro
1, v1ς s by an
edge, and then contract this new edge.
Analogous to the derived tree as in §3.6, the graph τrx is still a TFMR tree.
If Domprxq is contained in exactly two pivotal branches, i.e. the edges e1, e2
in (3.29) belong to Eopγq, then π
1 : ĂM1ÑĂM does not affect a neighborhood
of rx, and ς0“0. Let rx1“pπ1q´1prxq. We set
γ
p2qrx1 “ τrx
and call it the bi-dominantly derived TFMR tree of γ at rx1.
Next, we consider the case in which Domprxq is contained in a unique
pivotal branch, i.e. (3.26) holds. Let γ1rx be the derived tree of γ at rx. When
the derived blowup π1 : ĂM1ÑĂM terminates, for every lift rx1 of rx, there are
two possibilities when γ
p2qrx1 can be defined:
(S1) Domprx1q“tesu and meanwhile (3.29) holds for Domprxq;
(S2) Domprx1qXtesu“H and there exists ePEdgpγ1rxqzte1, . . . , esu such that
eĺe1 for all e1 PDomprx1q.
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For Possibility (S1), notice that τrx is well-defined and ς0“s. We set
γ
p2qrx1 “ pτrxqrx1
and call it the bi-dominantly derived TFMR tree of γ at rx1; see §3.5 for nota-
tion.
For Possibility (S2), we construct the TFMR tree γ
p2qrx1 out of γ1rx, mimicking
the construction of τrx with Domprxq in (3.29) replaced by Domprx1q\tesu. We
still call γ
p2qrx1 the bi-dominantly derived TFMR tree of γ at rx1.
The following statements are parallel to Lemma 3.6.7 and Proposition 3.6.8,
respectively.
Lemma 3.7.4. Let qπp2q1 : ĂMp2q1 ÑĂM1 and qπp2q2 : ĂMp2q2 ÑĂM1 be two sequential
blowups that are both bi-dominantly derived from the γ-compatible blowup
π : ĂMÑM on π´1pVq. Then the pullbacks of pπ1q´1`π´1pVq˘ in ĂMp2q1 andĂMp2q2 are isomorphic.
Proposition 3.7.5. Let π : ĂM Ñ M be γ-compatible on V, π1 : ĂM1 ÑĂM be derived from π on π´1pVq, and qπp2q : ĂMp2q Ñ ĂM1 be bi-dominantly
derived from π on pπ1q´1
`
π´1pVq
˘
. Then, for every rx1 P pπ1q´1`π´1pZγq˘,
there exists an affine smooth chart rVrx1 containing rx1 such that qπp2q is γp2qrx1 -
compatible on rVrx1 if γp2qrx1 exists and is H-compatible on rVrx1 otherwise.
If π : ĂM Ñ M is locally TFMR tree-compatible, let tVu be the e´tale
cover of affine smooth charts associated with π as in Definition 3.2.4 and
π1 : ĂM1 ÑĂM be derived from π. A sequential blowup qπp2q : ĂMp2q ÑĂM1 is
said to be bi-dominantly derived from π if the for each V P tVu, qπp2q is bi-
dominantly derived from π on pπ1q´1
`
π´1pVq
˘
. The following statement is
parallel to Corollay 3.6.9.
Corollary 3.7.6. Let π : ĂM Ñ M be locally TFMR tree-compatible, π1 :ĂM1ÑĂM be derived from π, and qπp2q : ĂMp2qÑĂM1 be bi-dominantly derived
from π. Then, qπp2q is locally TFMR tree-compatible.
4. Description of the modular blowups
In this section, we introduce the three-round modular blowups of Mwt2 .
The first two rounds are respectively described in §4.3 and §4.4. The last
round is more sophisticated (due to the existence of conjugate and Weier-
strass points for genus 2 curves), hence is divided into four phases, which
are respectively described in §4.5-4.8. Throughout this section, the proper
transform of a substack along the way will always be decorated with the
corresponding step as the superscript.
4.1. Weighted graphs. We summarize the combinatorial notation for sev-
eral TFMR trees related to a weighted curve pC,wqPMwt2 in this subsection.
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Let γ be an arbitrary graph. Contracting all the edges in a subset E
of Edgpγq results in a new graph, which we denote by γrEu, along with a
surjective map
πrEu : Verpγq ÝÑ Ver
`
γrEu
˘
.
A pair pγ,wq consisting of a graph γ and a function
w : Verpγq ÝÑ Zě0
is called a weighted graph with the weight function w. For each EĂEdgpγq,
the weight function w on γ induces a function
wrEu : VerpγrEuq ÝÑ Zě0, wrEupvq “
ÿ
v1Pπ´1
rEu
pvq
wpv1q,
which makes pγrEu,wrEuq a weighted graph. We call wrEu the induced weight
on γrEu.
If in addition γ is a TFMR tree with the tree order ă, let pγ5,w5q be the
weighted TFMR tree so that
γ5 ” γrE1u, where E
1“
!
ePEdgpγq :
´ÿ
e1ăe
wpv`
e1
q¯ ą 0
)
,
and w5 be the induced weight on γ5. This implies 
vPVerpγ5q : w5pvqą0
(
Ă Verpγ5qt.
We call pγ5,w5q the terminally weighted TFMR tree of pγ,wq, because every
positively weighted vertex of γ5 is either a terminal vertex or a root.
Let C be a nodal curve. We denote by γ‹ the dual graph of C. There is
a natural partition of Edgpγ‹q given by
Edgpγ‹q “ Ecrpγ
‹q \ Epvpγ
‹q \ Etlpγ
‹q
corresponding to the principal nodes, the pivotal nodes, and the nodes of
the tails, respectively. Recall a weighted curve is a pair pC,wq consisting of
a nodal curve C and an element w PH2pC;Zq, which can be considered as
a function
w : Verpγ‹q ÝÑ Zě0.
Thus, pγ‹,wq is a weighted graph.
With notation as above, we set
(4.1) pγ ” γ‹rEcrpγ‹qu .
The graph pγ is a rooted tree whose root o corresponds to the core F . By
definition,
Edgppγq “ Epvpγ‹q \ Etlpγ‹q “ Eoppγq \ Etlpγ‹q,
where Eoppγq denotes the collection of the minimal edges of pγ. As in [3], pγ is
called the reduced dual tree of C and
(4.2) γ ” pγ5
the terminally weighted tree of C.
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Each subcurve F 1 of F determines a subgraph γF 1 of γ
‹. We write
VerpF 1q ” VerpγF 1q, EdgpF
1q ” EdgpγF 1q
for conciseness. Let
Epv;F 1pγ
‹q Ă Epvpγ
‹q
be the subset of the pivotal edges that each has an endpoint in VerpF 1q. Set
(4.3) EľF 1 ” EdgpF
1q \
ğ
ePEpv;F 1pγ
‹q
teuľ,
where ă on the right-hand side denotes the tree order on pγ.
If the core F is separable, it contains two genus 1 inseparable components
F1 and F2. Let
(4.4) γ_ ” γ_,F2 ” γ
‹
rEdgpF2q\E
ľ
F1
u,
which is a priori a connected tree. The subcurve F1 and all the irreducible
components of C in the tails attached to F1 together correspond to one
vertex o1 of γ_. The subcurve F2 corresponds to another vertex o2 of γ_.
We consider γ_ as a rooted tree with the root o2. Then
o1 P Verpγ_q
t
with respect to this tree order.
If in addition F contains a (not necessarily maximal) separating bridge B,
we set
(4.5) γ^ ” γ^,B “
`
γ‹rEdgpF1q\EdgpF2q\EľB u
˘5
,
which can be considered as a TFMR tree whose roots o1 and o2 correspond
to F1 and F2, respectively. The bridge B and the irreducible components of
C in the tails attached to B together correspond to one terminal vertex
vB P Verpγ^q
t.
It is the unique terminal vertex that is the common endpoint of two distinct
terminal edges
e1, e2 P Edgpγ q^
t.
If F contains a non-separating bridge B, let B1 be the maximal non-
separating bridge of F containing B. We denote by C2 the closure of F zB
1
in F , which is a genus 1 subcurve. Let
(4.6) γ˛ ” γ˛,B “
`
pγ‹qrEdgpC2q\EľB u
˘5
,
which can be considered as a TFMR tree whose root o2 corresponds to C2.
The bridge B and the irreducible components of C in the tails attached to
B together correspond to one terminal vertex
vB P Verpγ˛q
t.
It is the unique terminal vertex that is the common endpoint of two distinct
terminal edges
e1, e2 P Edgpγ˛q
t.
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4.2. A stratification of Mwt2 . In this section, we describe a stratification
of Mwt2 consisting of the following strata
Mp1,kq, Mp2,kq, Mp3,kq, Mp4,kq, Mp5,kq, kPZą0,
of Mwt2 . Recall we denote by F the core of a curve C. For each k,
‚ pC,wqPMp1,kq if F is a smooth genus 2 curve of weight 0 and the tails of
C are k smooth rational curves of positive weights.
‚ pC,wqPMp2,kq if F consists of two smooth genus 1 curves of weight 0 and
one smooth rational curve of positive weight, and the tails of C are pk´1q
smooth rational curves of positive weights;
‚ pC,wqPMp3,kq if F consists of one smooth genus 1 curve of weight 0 and
one smooth rational curve of positive weight, and the tails of C are pk´1q
smooth rational curves of positive weights;
‚ pC,wqPMp4,kq if F consists of one smooth genus 1 curve of weight 0 and
one smooth genus 1 curve of positive weight, and the tails of C are pk´1q
smooth rational curves of positive weights;
‚ pC,wqPMp5,kq if F is a smooth genus 2 curve of weight 1 and the tails of
C are k smooth rational curves of positive weights.
For each pair pi, kq, let Mpi,kq be the closure of Mpi,kq in M
wt
2 and Spi,kq be
the symmetric group of the dual graph corresponding to Mpi,kq. In Figure 1,
we illustrate Mpi,kq with kď 3. An unshaded irreducible component there
indicates the weight is 0.
The strata Mpi,kq are the images of natural node-identifying surjective im-
mersions from smooth domains as follows. Given a finite set S, let Mg;S be
the moduli space of genus g stable curves whose marked points are indexed
by S and M
wt;`
g,S be the Artin stack of pairs pC,wq of prestable genus g nodal
curves C whose marked points are indexed by S and weights wPH2pC;Zq
satisfying wpCq ą 0 and wpΣq ě 0 for all irreducible ΣĂC. With JkK and
Jj, kK as in (3.1), we define
xMp1,kq ”M2,JkKˆź
iPJkK
M
wt;`
0,tiu ,
xMp2,kq ” kğ
ℓ“1
´
M1,Jℓ´1K\tℓ`uˆM1,Jℓ`1,kK\tℓ´uˆM
wt;`
0,tℓ`,ℓ´uˆ
ź
iPJkKztℓu
M
wt;`
0,tiu
¯
,
xMp3,kq ”M1,Jk´1K\tk`,k´uˆ ź
iPJk´1K
M
wt;`
0,tiuˆM
wt;`
0,tk`,k´u,
xMp4,kq ”M1,JkKˆ ź
iPJk´1K
M
wt;`
0,tiu ˆM
wt;`
1,tku,
xMp5,kq ”M2,Jk´1Kˆ ź
iPJk´1K
M
wt;`
0,tiu .
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For each pi, kqPJ5KˆZą0, there is a natural node-identifying immersion
ιpi,kq : xMpi,kq ÝÑMpi,kq ĂMwt2
obtained by identifying the marked points that share the same index. Such
ιpi,kq is surjective onto Mpi,kq and descends to the quotient
(4.7) ιpi,kq : xMpi,kq{Spi,kq ÝÑMpi,kq ĂMwt2 ,
where Spi,kq is the symmetric group of the dual graph of Mpi,kq. Notice that
ιpi,kq is generally not an isomorphism to its image; c.f. [8, Figure 3] with the
genus 1 component replaced by a genus 2 curve, as well as the example in
Example 3.2.6. Thus Mpi,kq is generally not smooth.
By the topology of Mwt2 , Mpi,kqXMpj,ℓq“H whenever pj, ℓqąpi, kq. Let
Mpiq”
dď
k“1
Mpi,kq, M
mn
piq ”Mpiq´
i´1ď
h“1
Mphq, 1ď iď4;
Mmn”Mwt2 ´
4ď
i“1
Mpiq.
(4.8)
In particular, Mmnp1q “Mp1q. Then we obtain a partition of M
wt
2 :
Mwt2 “M
mn
p1q \M
mn
p2q \M
mn
p3q \M
mn
p4q \M
mn.
Notice that Mp2qXMp3qĂMp1q, thus
(4.9) Mmnp3qXM
mn
p2q “H, M
mn
p3q “Mp3qzMp1q.
4.3. The first round (r1). In r1, M
wt
2 is blown up successively along the
proper transforms of Mpi,kq with respect to the lexicographical order on
pi, kq:
Mpi,kqăMpj;ℓq ðñ iăj or
`
i“j , kăℓ
˘
,
as is illustrated in Figure 1. Each row (resp. element) of Figure 1 is called
a phase (resp. step) of r1. As in (1.3), the k-th step of the i-th phase of
r1 is denoted by r1pisk. The proper transform of a substack N after r1pisk
(resp. after r1) is denoted by N
r1pisk (resp. Nr1). We writeĂMr1pisk ” `Mwt2 ˘r1pisk , ĂMr1 ” `Mwt2 ˘r1 .
The exceptional divisor obtained in r1pisk is denoted by Epi,kq, which lies
in ĂMr1pisk .
Lemma 4.3.1. r1p1 is locally tree-compatible.
Proof. Let xPMwt2 .
If xPMmnp1q , then x has a neighborhood V such that r1p1 is γ-compatible on
V, where γ is the terminally weighted tree of x. This follows from the same
reasoning as in the densingularization of M1pP
n, dq ([3, 8]); c.f. the second
paragraph of Remark 3.2.6. If xRMmnp1q
`
“Mp1q
˘
, then x has a neighborhood
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V not affected by r1p1, thus r1p1 is H-compatible on V. In sum, r1p1 is
locally tree-compatible. 
Lemma 4.3.2. r1p2 is locally TFMR tree-compatible.
Proof. Let xPMwt2 .
If x PMmnp2q , then the core of x contains a minimal separating bridge B
so that degDXF “ degDXB. Let γ^ be the TFMR tree as in (4.5) so
that B corresponds to the fused vertex vB . It is straightforward that there
is an affine smooth chart V containing x so that the collection of modular
parameters tζeuePEdgpγ q^ is a γ -^labeled subset of local parameters on V and
(4.10) Mp1,kqX V “ H, Mp2,kqX V “
ď
EPETpγ q^
|E|“k
ZE @ kPZą0.
Thus, r1p1 and r1p2 are H- and γ -^compatible on V, respectively.
If xPMp2qXMp1q, then the core of x contains a (non-degenerate) maximal
separating bridge BM . After r1p1, let y be a lift of x. With DPpyq as
in (3.15), we set
(4.11) DPNpyq ” tpe : ePDPpyqu.
If DPNpyqĆBM , then y is not in the proper transform of any Mp2,kq, hence
r1p2 is H-compatible on Vy. If DPNpyq ĂBM , we denote by B ĂBM the
minimal separating bridge containing DPNpyq. With γ^ as in the previous
paragraph, we observe that r1p2 is pγ q^y-compatible on an affine smooth Vy
containing y.
If xRMp2q, then r1p2 is H-compatible on the pullback of V after r1p1. In
sum, r1p2 is locally TFMR tree-compatible. 
Lemma 4.3.3. r1p3 is locally TFMR tree-compatible.
Proof. By (4.9), the proof is almost identical to that of Lemma 4.3.2, but
with the separating bridge B and the TFMR tree γ^ replaced by the non-
separating bridge B and the TFMR tree γ˛, respectively. 
Lemma 4.3.4. r1p4 is locally tree-compatible.
Proof. The approach in the proof of Lemma 4.3.2 can as well be applied to
the current case.
To be precise, if x PMmnp4q , let γ_ be as in (4.4) so that DXF “DXF1.
Mimicking the paragraph containing (4.10), we observe that r1p1-r1p3 are
all H-compatible on an affine smooth V containing x, whereas r1p4 is γ_-
compatible on V.
If xPMp4qXM
mn
p3q , let y be a lift of x after r1p3. We define DPNγ˛pyq for
γ˛ analogously to (4.11). If DPNγ˛pyqXF2‰H, then y is not in the proper
transform of any Mp4,kq, hence r1p4 is H-compatible on an affine smooth
chart Vy of y. If DPNγ˛pyqXF2 “ H, then by Proposition 3.5.2, r1p4 is
pγ_qy-compatible on an affine smooth chart Vy containing y.
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If xPMp4qXM
mn
p2q , let y be a lift of x after r1p2 (hence after r1p3 by (4.9)).
If both of the roots o1, o2 of γ^ are respectively the endpoints of some edges
in DPγ^pyq, then y is not in the proper transform of any Mp4,kq, hence
r1p4 is H-compatible on an affine smooth chart Vy of y. If all the edges in
DPγ^pyq are over one root of γ^, say o1, then by Proposition 3.5.2, r1p4 is
pγ_qy-compatible on an affine smooth chart Vy containing y.
If x PMp4qXM
mn
p1q , let y be a lift of x after r1p1. If DPNpyqXFi ‰ H
for i “ 1, 2, then r1p2-r1p4 are all H-compatible on an affine smooth Vy
containing y. Otherwise, w.l.o.g. we assume that DPNpyqXF2 “H. If in
addition DPNpyq lies on a bridge of F , then the argument is similar to one
of the above two paragraphs. If DPNpyq is not contained in any bridge of
F , then r1p2 and r1p3 do not affect an affine smooth Vy containing y, and
r1p4 is pγ_qy-compatible on Vy.
If xRMp4q, then r1p4 is H-compatible on the pullback of V after r1p3. In
sum, r1p4 is locally TFMR tree-compatible. 
Lemma 4.3.5. r1p5 is locally tree-compatible.
Proof. The approach in the proofs of Lemmas 4.3.2-4.3.4 can as well be
applied to the current case.
To be precise, let xPMwt2 . if xPM
mn
p5q , then degDXF “1, hence r1p1-r1p4
are all H-compatible on an affine smooth V containing x, whereas r1p5 is
γ-compatible on V.
If xPMp5qXM
mn
p4q , w.l.o.g. we assume DXF ĂF1. Let e1 PEdgpγ_q
t be such
that qe1 is the node on F1 that separates F1 from F2. Let y be a lift of x
after r1p4. If Dompyq“ te1u (resp. Dompyq‰ te1u), then x is γy-compatible
(resp. H-compatible) on an affine smooth Vy containing y.
If xPMp5qXM
mn
p3q , let B be the irreducible component containing the only
point of DXF . Since x PMmnp3q , B belongs to a non-separating bridge. Let
e1, e2 PEdgpγ˛q
t be such that qe1 , qe2 are the two principal nodes on B. Let y
be a lift of x after r1p3. If DompyqĆte1, e2u, then r1p5 isH-compatible on the
pullback after r1p4 of an affine smooth Vy containing y. If DompyqĂte1, e2u
and F is inseparable, then r1p4 and r1p5 are H- and γy-compatible on Vy,
respectively. If DompyqĂ te1, e2u and F is separable, then the argument is
analogous to the above paragraph.
If x P Mp5qXM
mn
p2q , let B be the irreducible component containing the
only point of DXF . Since x P Mmnp2q , B belongs to a separating bridge.
Let e1, e2 P Edgpγ^q
t be such that qe1 and qe2 are the two principal nodes
on B separating B from F1 and F2. Let y be a lift of x after r1p2. If
Dompyq Ć te1, e2u, then r1p5 is H-compatible on the pullback after r1p4 of
an affine smooth Vy containing y. If Dompyq“te1, e2u, then r1p3 and r1p4 are
H-compatible on Vy, whereas r1p5 is γy-compatible on Vy, respectively. If
DompyqĹte1, e2u, say Dompyq“te1u, then r1p3 is H-compatible on Vy. The
remaining argument is analogous to the xPMp5qXM
mn
p4q case two paragraphs
before.
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If x P Mp5qXM
mn
p1q , let y be a lift of x after r1p1. If |Dompyq| ą 1 or
Dompyq “ e but |DXCv`e | ą 1, then r1p4 is H-compatible on the pullback
after r1p4 of an affine smooth Vy containing y. It remains to consider the
case when Dompyq“ e but |DXCv`e |“1. If in addition xey lies on a bridge
of F , then the argument is similar to one of the above two paragraphs. If
xey is not contained in any bridge of F , then r1p2 and r1p3 do not affect an
affine smooth Vy containing y. Depending on whether F is separable, either
r1p5 is pγreuqy-compatible on Vy, or the remaining argument is analogous to
the xPMp5qXM
mn
p4q case three paragraphs before.
If xRMp5q, then r1p5 is H-compatible on the pullback of V after r1p4. In
sum, r1p5 is locally TFMR tree-compatible. 
Lemmas 4.3.1-4.3.5, along with Corollary 3.2.5 and Proposition 3.4.2,
implies the following statement.
Corollary 4.3.6. The blowup locus at every step of r1 is closed and smooth.
4.4. The second round (r2). The blowup loci of r2 lie in the proper trans-
forms E r1p5p1,kq of the exceptional divisors Ep1,kq obtained in r1p1. We first con-
struct the corresponding loci in E r1p1p1,kq and show the sequential blowup along
these loci is derived from r1p1. We then take their proper transform after
r1p5.
The following terminology is consistent with [8, Section 3.1]. For an
arbitrary stackM, denote by TM and TCM its Zariski tangent space and its
tangent cone, respetively. If X is a smooth stack, a morphism ιX : XÝÑM
is an immersion if its differential
dιX : TX ÝÑ ι
˚
XTCM
is injective at every point of X. Let
NιX ” ι
˚
XTCM
L
ImdιX
be the normal cone of ιX in M.
For kě1, the normal cone of the immersion ιp1,kq : xMp1,kqÝÑMwt2 is the
direct sum of k line bundles:
(4.12) Nιp1,kq “
à
iPJkK
´
pr˚1 Lk;ibpr
˚
2;i L
¯
”
à
iPJkK
pLk;i ÝÑxMp1,kq,
where Lk;i and L are respectively the universal tangent line bundle at the
marked point of M2,JkK labeled by i and the marked point of M
wt;`
0,tiu, and
pr1 :
xMp1,kqÑM2,JkK and pr2;i : xMp1,kqÑMwt;`0,tiu , iP JkK, are the projections
onto components.
The immersion ιpi,kq in (4.7) induced by ιpi,kq is generally not an isomor-
phism to its image. For j ă k, the immersion ιp1,kq induces an immersion
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and the corresponding quotient:
ι
r1p1sj
p1,kq :
xMr1p1sjp1,kq ÝÑMr1p1sjp1,kq ĂĂMr1p1sj ,
ι
r1p1sj
p1,kq :
xMr1p1sjp1,kq LSp1,kq ÝÑMr1p1sjp1,kq ĂĂMr1p1sj .(4.13)
The domain xMr1p1sjp1,kq is analogous to the smooth variety constructed in [8,
Section 2.3]. To be precise, for an arbitrary finite set S, let M2,S;j ĂM2,S
be consisting of marked curves that has exactly j special points (pivotal
nodes and marked points) on its core. We denote by M2,S;j its closure in
M2,S. Mimicking the proof of Lemma 4.3.1, we conclude that the sequential
blowup of M2,S successively along the proper transforms of
M2,S;1, . . . ,M2,S;|S|´1
is locally tree compatible. Let M
sj
2,S be the blowup of M2,S after the j-th
step. For S“JkK and j PJk´1K, let
(4.14) xMr1p1sjp1,kq ”M sj2,JkKˆź
iPJkK
M
wt;`
0,tiu ,
which is smooth by Corollary 3.2.5. For j“0, set ιr1p1s0
pi,kq
” ιpi,kq.
Comparing the sequential blowups on both sides of (4.13), we observe
that the immersion ι
r1p1sk´1
p1,kq is an embedding. The normal cone of ι
r1p1sk´1
p1,kq
is still a direct sum of k line bundles:
(4.15) N
ι
r1p1sk´1
p1,kq
“
à
jPJkK
Lk;j ÝÑxM r1p1sk´1p1,kq ;
c.f. [8, Lemma 3.5]. Each line bundle Lk;ℓ above is the pullback of pLk;ℓ
twisted by some exceptional divisors of previous steps. The immersion
ι
r1p1sk´1
p1,kq induces an immersion
(4.16) ιεp1,kq : PNι
r1p1sk´1
p1,kq
ÝÑEp1,kq“PNĂM r1p1sk´1M r1p1sk´1p1,kq ĂĂM r1p1sk ,
which in turn determines an isomorphism
(4.17) ι εp1,kq : PNι
r1p1sk´1
p1,kq
ÝÑEp1,kq.
Next, consider the index sets
pDℓpmq “  `J, J 1, S, I“ğ
iPS
Ii
˘
: I\JĂJmK, |J 1|“ℓ,
J 1\SĂJ, |Ii|ě2 @ iPS
(
,
D1pmq “
 `
JkK, tju, S, I
˘
P pD1pmq : kPJmK( ` Ă pD1pmq˘.
(4.18)
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For each ρ“pJ, J 1, S, IqP pDℓpmq, set
κpρq “ |J |, σpρq “ I\pJzSq,pMρ “M2,J ˆź
iPS
M0,tiu\Ii ˆ
ź
hPσpρq
M
wt;`
0,thu.(4.19)
For each ρPD1pmq, let
(4.20) xMρ Ă xMp1,κpρqq
be the image of pMρ in xMp1,κpρqq by identifying the marked points labeled
by I. With xM r1p1sκpρq´1p1,κpρqq as in (4.13), we denote byxM r1p1sκpρq´1ρ Ă xM r1p1sκpρq´1p1,κpρqq
the proper transform of xMρ in xM r1p1sκpρq´1p1,κpρqq . SetpXρ ” P´ à
iPtju\S
Lκpρq;i
¯ˇˇˇ
xMr1p1sκpρq´1ρ Ă PNιr1p1sκpρq´1p1,κpρqq ,
Xρ ” ι
ε
p1,κpρqq
` pXρ˘ “ ι εp1,κpρqq` pXρ{Sp1,κpρqq˘ Ă Ep1,κpρqq.(4.21)
If ρPD1pmq satisfies S“H, then pXρ and Xρ are isomorphic to xM r1p1sκpρq´1ρ
and M
r1p1sκpρq´1
ρ , respectively. Some of these loci are illustrated in Figure 2.
In each diagram of Figure 2, the proper transformxM r1p1sκpρq´1ρ is abbreviated
as xM‚ρ (to save space).
We are ready to describe a sequential blowup derived from r1p1. Let
Ad1pmq ” t pk, k
1qPZˆZ : 1ďkďk1ďm u
be endowed with the lexicographical order. For each pk, k1qPAd1pmq, set
(4.22) D1pk, k
1q “ tρPD1pmq : κpρq“k, |σpρq|“k
1u, Xk,k1“
ď
ρPD1pk,k1q
Xρ.
Following the notation in §4.3, we denote by Xr1p1k,k1 the proper transform of
Xk,k1 after r1p1. Let
(4.23) π : ĂMr1p1 ÝÑMwt2 and π1 :ĂM1 ÝÑĂMr1p1
be respectively the sequential blowup of r1p1 and the blowup of ĂMr1p1 suc-
cessively along the proper transforms of Xr1p1k,k1 , pk, k
1qPAd1pmq, with respect
to the lexicographical order on Ad1pmq.
Lemma 4.4.1. With notation as above, π1 is derived from π.
Proof. Given xPMwt2 , if xRMp1q“M
mn
p1q , then π is H-compatible on a chart
V containing x. We may assume V is sufficiently small so that every E r1p1p1,kq
is disjoint from V. Hence π1 is H-compatible on π´1pVq. By Remark 3.6.2,
this implies π1 is derived from π on V.
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If xPMmnp1q , let γ be its terminally weighted tree. The splitting of D1pmq
into D1pk, k
1q, pk, k1q PAd1pmq, induces a splitting of D1pγq into D1pγqk,k1 ,
pk, k1qPAd1pmq, given by
D1pγqk,k1 “ tE“pE, e,E
1qPD1pγq : |E|“k, |E
1|“k1 u.
To each E PD1pγqk,k1, we assign a bijection lE : EÑ JkK. Then E uniquely
determines `
JkK, tlEpequ, EzE
1, E1zE
˘
P D1pk, k
1q.
By (4.21) and (4.20),ď
ρPD1pk,k1q
Xr1p1ρ X π
´1pVq “
ď
EPD1pγqk,k1
qYE @ pk, k1qPAd1pmq.
This shows π1 satisfies (C1) of Definition 3.6.3.
Given Ei P D1pγqki,k1i, i “ 1, 2, with E1 ă E2, by (3.25), either E1 ă E2,
which implies k1ă k2 and hence pk1, k
1
1qă pk2, k
1
2q, or E1“E2, e1“ e2, and
E11 ă E
1
2, which implies k1 “ k2 and k
1
1 ă k
1
2, and thus pk1, k
1
1q ă pk2, k
1
2q.
Therefore, the condition (C2) of Definition 3.6.3 is also satisfied. 
In r2, the stackĂMr1 is blown up successively along the proper transforms of
Xr1k,k1, pk, k
1qPAd1pmq, with respect to the lexicographical order on Ad1pmq;
c.f. Figure 2. In each diagram of Figure 2, we illustrate (the preimage
under (4.16) of) a typical element of Xk,k1. Note that the only non-empty
Xr11,k1 is the divisor X
r1
1,1; blowing up along it does not change anything. Thus
in Figure 2, the first diagram is for X2,2.
The proper transform of a substack N (of either the original stack Mwt2
or its blowup after any intermediate step) after the step r2sk,k1 (resp. after
r2) is denoted by N
r2sk,k1 (resp. Nr2). We writeĂM r2sk,k1 ”pMwt2 qr2sk,k1 @ k, k1 PAd1pmq, ĂM r2”pMwt2 qr2 .
The exceptional divisor in the step r2sk,k1 is denoted by Ek,k1 (Ă ĂM r2sk,k1 ).
It is a direct check that (the proper transform of) π1 in Lemma 4.4.1
is compatible with each sequential blowup of r1pj, 2 ď j ď 5. Applying
Corollary 3.5.3 repeatedly, we thus obtain the following statement.
Lemma 4.4.2. r2 is locally tree-compatible.
Lemma 4.4.2 and Corollary 3.2.5 lead to the following conclusion.
Corollary 4.4.3. The blowup locus at every step of r2 is closed and smooth.
4.5. The first phase of the third round (r3p1). The blowup loci of r3p1
lie in the proper transforms E r2p1,kq of the exceptional divisors Ep1,kq obtained
in r1p1. We first construct the corresponding loci in E
r1p1
p1,kq
and show the
sequential blowup along these loci is supplementary to a sequential blowup
bi-dominantly derived from r1p1 (c.f. §3.2 and §3.7 for terminology). We
then take its proper transform after r2.
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Given a finite set S and distinct i1, i2 PS, we denote by KS;i1,i2 the locus
in M2,S so that the marked points indexed by i2 and i2 are conjugate. As
in §2.2, it is a smooth divisor. Consider the index set
D2pmq “
 
pJkK, tj1, j2u, S, IqP pD2pmq : kPJ2,mK(,
where pD2pmq is as in (4.18). For each ρ“pJkK, tj1, j2u, S, IqPD2pmq, letpKρ ” KJkK;j1,j2 ˆź
iPS
M0,tiu\Ii ˆ
ź
hPσpρq
M
wt;`
0,thu.
We denote by
(4.24) pKρ Ă xMp1,κpρqq
the image of pKρ in xMp1,κpρqq by identifying the marked points labeled by I.
With xM r1p1sκpρq´1
p1,κpρqq
as in (4.13), we denote by
pK r1p1sκpρq´1ρ Ă xM r1p1sκpρq´1p1,κpρqq
the proper transform of pKρ in xM r1p1sκpρq´1p1,κpρqq . SetpKρ ” P´ à
iPtj1,j2u\S
Lκpρq;i
¯ˇˇˇ
pKr1p1sκpρq´1ρ Ă PNιr1p1sκpρq´1p1,κpρqq ,
Kρ ” ι
ε
p1,κpρqq
` pKρ˘ “ ι εp1,κpρqq` pKρ{Sp1,κpρqq˘ Ă Ep1,κpρqq.
We next describe a sequence of blowups bi-dominantly derived from the
modular blowups in r1p1. Let
Ad2pmq ” t pk, k
1qPZˆZ : 2ďkďk1`1ďm u
For each pk, k1qPAd2pmq, set
D2pk, k
1q “ tρPD2pmq : κpρq“k, |σpρq|“k
1u, Kk,k1“
ď
ρPD2pk,k1q
Kρ.
Following the notation in §4.3, we denote by Kr1p1k,k1 the proper transform of
Kk,k1 after r1p1. Let π : ĂMr1p1 ÑMwt2 and π1 : ĂM1ÑĂMr1p1 be as in (4.23),
and qπp2q` : ĂMp2q` ÝÑĂM1
be the blowup of ĂM1 successively along the proper transforms of Kr1p1k,k1 ,
pk, k1qPAd2pmq, with respect to the lexicographical order on Ad2pmq.
Lemma 4.5.1. With notation as above, qπp2q` is supplementary to a sequen-
tial blowup bi-dominantly derived from π.
Proof. The proof is parallel to that of Lemma 4.4.1, hence is omitted.
The extra edge comes from the normal direction of KJkK;j1,j2 in M2,JkK
(c.f. (4.24)). 
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In r3p1, we blow upĂMr2 successively along the proper transforms of Kr1p1k,k1 ,
pk, k1q PAd2pmq, with respect to the lexicographical order on Ad2pmq, and
obtain ĂMr3p1 . The proper transform of a substack N (of either the original
stack Mwt2 or its blowup after any intermediate step) after the step r3p1sk,k1
(resp. after r3p1) is denoted by N
r3p1sk,k1 (resp. Nr3p1). We writeĂM r3p1sk,k1 ”pMwt2 qr3p1sk,k1 @ k, k1 PAd2pmq, ĂM r3p1”pMwt2 qr3p1 .
It is a direct check that (the proper transform of) qπp2q` in Lemma 4.5.1
is compatible with r1p2-r1p5. Applying Corollary 3.5.3 repeatedly, we thus
obtain the following statement.
Lemma 4.5.2. r3p1 is locally tree-compatible.
Lemma 4.5.2 and Corollary 3.2.5 lead to the following conclusion.
Corollary 4.5.3. The blowup locus at every step of r3p1 is closed and
smooth.
4.6. The second phase of the third round (r3p2). The blowup loci
of r3p2 lie in the proper transforms E
r3p1
k,k1 of the exceptional divisors Ek,k1,
pk, k1qPAd1pmq, obtained in r2. We first construct the corresponding loci in
E r2k,k1 and show the blowup along these loci is supplementary to a sequential
blowup partially derived from r2 (c.f. §3.2 and §3.6 for terminology). We
then take its proper transform after r3p1.
Given a finite set J and j P J , we denote by WJ ;j the locus in M2,J so
that the marked point labeled by j is Weierstrass. As shown in §2.2, it is a
smooth divisor.
For ρ“pJkK, tju, S, IqPD1pmq, let
ℵpρq “ t p 9J, tju, 9S, 9IqP pD1pmq : 9J“σpρq u Ă pD1pmq.
For each 9ρ“pσpρq, tju, 9S, 9IqPℵpρq, set
xW:ρ, 9ρ “WJkK;j ˆź
iPS
M0,tiu\Ii ˆ
ź
ℓP 9S
M
0,tℓu\ 9Iℓ
ˆ
ź
hPσp 9ρq
M
wt;`
0,thu.
Let xWρ, 9ρ be the image of xW:ρ, 9ρ in pMρ of (4.19) by identifying the marked
points labeled by 9I. As in (4.14), we setpMr1p1sκpρq´1ρ “Msκpρq´12,JκpρqK ˆź
iPS
M0,tiu\Ii ˆ
ź
hPσpρq
M
wt;`
0,thu,
which in turn determines xWr1p1sκpρq´1ρ, 9ρ Ă pMr1p1sκpρq´1ρ . With νρ : pMρ ÑxMρ
denoting the node identifying immersion in (4.20) and pXρ denoting the pull-
back of pXρ of (4.21) to pMρ, letpXw,ρ, 9ρ “ pXρ|xWr1p1sκpρq´1
ρ, 9ρ
.
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We next analyze the exceptional divisors Ek,k1 of r2. With the line bundles
Lk;i as in (4.15), for each non-empty JĂJkK, let
γk,J ÝÑ P
´à
iPJ
Lk;i
¯
be the tautological line bundle. For each ρPD1pmq, let
ιρ ” ι
ε
p1,κpρqq ˝ νρ :
pXρ ÝÑ Xρ Ă ĂM r1p1sκpρq ,
ιρ ” ι
ε
p1,κpρqq ˝ νρ :
pXρ{Gρ ÝÑ Xρ Ă ĂM r1p1sκpρq ,(4.25)
where ιεp1,κpρqq and ι
ε
p1,κpρqq are as in (4.16) and (4.17), respectively, and Gρ is
the symmetry group of the dual graph of a general element of pMρ. By (4.15)
and (4.21), the normal cone of ιρ can be written explicitly as
Nιρ » ν
˚
ργκpρq,tju\S ‘
à
iPI
pLρ;i ‘ ν˚ρ´γ_κpρq,tju\S b `à
iPJkKzptju\Sq
Lκpρq;i
˘¯
,
where pLρ;i, i P I, are line bundles corresponding to the smoothing of the
nodes labeled by I; they are analogous to the line bundles in (4.12). We set
ν˚ρ
pLρ;j ” γκpρq,tju\S , pLρ;i ” ν˚ρ `γ_κpρq,tju\S b Lκpρq;i˘ @ iPkzptju\Sq.
Then Nιρ“
À
iPσpρq
pLρ;i.
For each pk, k1qPAd1pmq, we denote by pk, k
1 q´ 1 its immediate predecessor
with respect to the lexicographical order on Ad1pmq. After r2spk,k1q´1, the
immersion ιρ with ρPD1pk, k
1q induces the immersion
ι
r2spk,k1q´1
ρ : pXr2spk,k1q´1ρ ÝÑ Xr2spk,k1q´1ρ Ă E r2spk,k1q´1p1,kq ĂĂMr2spk,k1q´1 ,
where pXr2spk,k1q´1ρ is obtained by blowing up pXρ successively along some
smooth substacks analogously to the construction of xMr1p1sjp1,kq in (4.14). The
key fact is that the normal cone of ι
r2spk,k1q´1
ρ is still in the form
(4.26) N
ι
r2spk,k1q´1
ρ
”
à
iPσpρq
Lρ;i ;
c.f. [8, Lemma 3.5]. Each line bundle Lρ;i above is the pullback of pLρ;i
twisted by some exceptional divisors of previous steps. Furthermore, the
above immersion ι
r2spk,k1q´1
ρ determines
ι
r2spk,k1q´1
ρ : pXr2spk,k1q´1ρ {Gρ ÝÑ Xr2spk,k1q´1ρ Ă ĂMr2spk,k1q´1 ,
which is isomorphic to its image. Thus, the immersion
ιερ : PNι
r2spk,k1q´1
ρ
ÝÑ Ek,k1
determines an isomorphism
ιερ : PNι
r2spk,k1q´1
ρ
ÝÑ Ek,k1.
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For each ρPD1pk, k
1q and each 9ρPℵpρq, we setxWρ, 9ρ ” P` à
iPtju\ 9S
Lρ;i
˘ˇˇˇpXr2spk,k1q´1
w,ρ, 9ρ
Ă PN
ι
r2spk,k1q´1
ρ
,
Wρ, 9ρ ” ι
ε
ρ
`xWρ, 9ρ˘ “ ιερ`xWρ, 9ρ{Gρ˘ Ă Ek,k1.(4.27)
We are ready to describe a sequential blowup partially derived from r2.
Let
Adwpmq ” t pk, k
1, k2qPZˆZˆZ : 1ďkďk1ďk2ďm u
be endowed with the lexicographical order. For each pk, k1, k2q P Adwpmq,
set
Dwpk, k
1, k2q “ t pρ, 9ρq : ρPD1pk, k
1q, 9ρPℵpρq, |σp 9ρq|“k2 u,
Wk,k1,k2 “
ď
pρ, 9ρqPDwpk,k1,k2q
Wρ, 9ρ.
Following the notation in §4.3, we denote by W r2k,k1,k2 the proper transform
of Wk,k1,k2 after r2. Let
π : ĂMr2 ÝÑĂMr1 and πt2u` :ĂMp2q ÝÑĂMr2
be respectively the modular blowups in r2 and the sequential blowup of ĂMr2
along the proper transforms of W r2k,k1,k2, pk, k
1, k2qPAdwpmq, with respect to
the lexicographical order on Adwpmq.
Lemma 4.6.1. With notation as above, π
t2u
` is supplementary to a sequence
of blowups partially derived from π.
Proof. The proof is parallel to that of Lemma 4.4.1, hence is omitted. The
extra edge comes from the normal direction of WJkK;j in M2,JkK. 
In r3p2, we blow up ĂMr3p1 successively along the proper transforms of
W
r3p1
k,k1,k2, pk, k
1, k2q P Adwpmq, with respect to the lexicographical order on
Adwpmq. The proper transform of a substack N (of either the original stack
Mwt2 or its blowup after any intermediate step) after the σ-th step (resp. after
r3p2) is denoted by N
r3p2sσ (resp. Nr3p2). We writeĂM r3p2sσ”`ĂMr3p2˘r3p2sσ @ σPAdwpmq, ĂM r3p2”`ĂMr3p3˘r3p2 .
It is a direct check that π
t2u
` in Lemma 4.6.1 is compatible with r3p1.
Applying Corollary 3.5.3, we thus obtain the following statement.
Lemma 4.6.2. r3p2 is locally tree-compatible.
Lemma 4.6.2 and Corollary 3.2.5 lead to the following conclusion.
Corollary 4.6.3. The blowup locus at every step of r3p2 is closed and
smooth.
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4.7. The third phase of the third round (r3p3). The blowup loci of r3p3
lie in the proper transforms of the relative Picard stack P2 instead of M
wt
2 .
For a general point pC,Lq PP2 with degL“ 2, we observe that h
0pLq “ 1;
the locus
H “ tpC,LqPP2 : degL“2, h
0pLq“2u
is a smooth divisor of P2. For kě 0, let Hk be the closed substack of P2
whose general points are pairs pC,Lq with F denoting the core of C such
that pF,L|F qPH and C has k tails attached to F . Note that if pC,DqPM
div
2
with k tails satisfies
D X F “ tδ1, δ2u, δ1 is conjugate to δ2,
then pC,OCpDqqPHk.
When the modular blowups of r1 terminates, letrPr1 ” P2 ˆMwt2 ĂMr1 , Hr1k ” Hk ˆMwt2 ĂMr1 @ kě0.
We denote by π: : P: Ñ rPr1 the sequential blowup successively along the
proper transforms of Hr1k , kě0.
Lemma 4.7.1. π: is locally tree-compatible.
Proof. Given pC,Lq PP2, fix pC,Dq PM
div
2 so that L“OCpDq. If pC,Lq is
not contained in any Hk, obviously π
: is H-compatible on the pullback of a
chart V containing pC,Lq after r1. Hereafter we assume pC,Lq is contained
in at least on Hk. In particular, this implies degDXF ď2.
If degDXF “ 2 and x ” pC, c1pLqq PM
wt
2 is not contained in Mpiq for
any i P J5K, then the entire r1 does not affect a neighborhood of x. With
γ denoting the terminally weighted tree of x as in (4.2), we observe that
π: is γ`-compatible on a chart V containing pC,Lq, where the extra edge
corresponds to the normal direction of H in P2.
For all other possibilities of pC,Lq, the proof is similar to that of Lemma
4.3.5, hence is omitted. 
After r3p2, letrPr3p2 ” P2 ˆMwt2 ĂMr3p2 , Hr3p2k ” Hk ˆMwt2 ĂMr3p2 @ kě0.
In r3p3, we blow up the stack rPr3p2 successively along the proper transforms
of Hr3p2k . The proper transform of a substack N (of either the original
stack P2 or its blowup after any intermediate step) after the step r3p3sk
(resp. after the phase r3p3) is denoted by N
r3p3sk (resp. Nr3p3).
It is a direct check that (the proper transform of) π: in Lemma 4.7.1
is compatible with r2-r3p2. Applying Corollary 3.5.3 repeatedly, we thus
obtain the following statement.
Lemma 4.7.2. r3p3 is locally tree-compatible.
Lemma 4.7.2 and Corollary 3.2.5 lead to the following conclusion.
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Corollary 4.7.3. The blowup locus at every step of r3p3 is closed and
smooth.
4.8. The fourth phase of the third round (r3p4). The process of r3p4 is
analogous to the round r2, but the blowup loci lie in the proper transforms
of P2 instead of M
wt
2 .
Notice that the main difference between Mp1q and M
r1p4
p5q in (4.8) is the
weight of the core curve. Thus, the exceptional divisors obtained in the
phases r1p1 and r1p5 share similar properties. In particular, we define
X 1ρ Ă Ep5,kq, ρPD1pmq,
analogously to Xρ in (4.21). For each ρ“pJkK, tju, S, Iq PD1pmq and every
x PX 1ρ, we denote by Fx the core of the curve Cx, by qx the node labeled
by j, and by px“xqxy the pivotal node corresponding to qx. Let
Qρ Ă rP r1p5sκpρq , ρPD1pmq,
be the closed substack of rP r1p5sκpρq whose general points are pairs px,Lq
satisfying
x P X 1ρ,
`
Fx, L|FxbOFxpqxq
˘
P H.
We denote by π; : rP; Ñ rPr1 the sequential blowup successively along the
proper transforms of
Qk,k1 “
ď
ρPD1pk,k1q
Qρ
`
Ă rPr1p5sk˘, pk, k1qPAd1pmq.
The following lemma follows from the same argument as in the proof of
Lemma 4.4.1.
Lemma 4.8.1. π; is supplementary to a sequential blowup derived from
r1p5.
In r3p4, we blow up rPr3p3 successively along the proper transforms of
Qr3p3k,k1 , pk, k
1q PAd1pmq. It is a direct check that (the proper transforms of)
π; is compatible with r2-r3p3. Applying Corollary 3.5.3 repeatedly, we thus
obtain the following statement.
Lemma 4.8.2. r3p4 is locally tree-compatible.
Lemma 4.8.2 and Corollary 3.2.5 lead to the following conclusion.
Corollary 4.8.3. The blowup locus at every step of r3p4 is closed and
smooth.
Corollaries 4.3.6, 4.4.3, 4.5.3, 4.6.3, 4.7.3, and 4.8.3 together imply:
Corollary 4.8.4. The blowup locus at every step of the entire sequence of
the modular blowups rP2 Ñ P2 is closed and smooth. In particular, rP2 is
smooth.
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5. The structural homomorphism in the modular blowups
5.1. Main statement. Throughout §5, rP2 denotes the final stack after the
three-round blowups and π : rP2ÑP2 the projection. The following diagram
shows the relation between the relevant stacks.
Mwt2M
div
2 P2
rP2
π
̟
Given pC,Dq P Mdiv2 , let V Ñ M
div
2 be an affine smooth chart con-
taining pC,Dq. Then V can also be considered as affine smooth charts of`
C,OCpDq
˘
PP2 and of
`
C, c1pDq
˘
PMwt2 , respectively. SetrV ” V ˆP2 rP2 .
For the blowup π‚ : rP‚ÑP2 after an intermediate step, let rV‚“VˆP2 rP‚.
In this section, we investigate the pullback rϕ of the structural homomor-
phism ϕ locally on rV. The main statement is as follows.
Theorem 5.1.1. For all integer k ě 1, the pullback of the derived object
Rπ˚f
˚OPnpkq to the moduli space ĂM2pPn, dq is locally diagonalizable.
Theorem 5.1.1 follows immediately from Definition 2.1.2 and the state-
ment below.
Proposition 5.1.2. For every rxP rP2, there exists an affine smooth chart rVrx
containing rx so that the pullback rϕ of the structural homomorphism ϕ to rVrx
is diagonalizable.
Recall in (4.8), there is a partition of Mwt2 into five disjoint substacks:
Mwt2 “M
mn
p1q \M
mn
p2q \M
mn
p3q \M
mn
p4q \M
mn.
Proposition 5.1.2 is proved in §5.2-5.6, depending on which of the above
substacks contains ̟prxq.
Remark 5.1.3. Throughout §5, if we write out a matrix explicitly with
some columns omitted as “ ˚ ˚ ˚ ”, it means each omitted column lies in the
span of the shown columns.
5.2. The structural homomorphism around Mmn. The main state-
ment of this subsection is as follows.
Proposition 5.2.1. Proposition 5.1.2 holds if ̟prxqPMmn.
Proof. Fix pC,DqPMdiv2 so that rx“`C,OCpDq˘. Let
x ”
`
C, c1pDq
˘
PMmn
and γ be the terminally weighted tree of x as in (4.2). By the Basic As-
sumption (B),
D “ δ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δm.
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The definition of Mmn in (4.8) implies the core F of C satisfies DXF ‰H.
Moreover, if F 1 is a connected subcurve of C, then
pD X F 1 “ D X F q ùñ F 1 Ą F.
Based on the topology of F and the locations of the points in D, we
divide the proof into five cases, with the last being further divided into
several subcases. Together they imply Proposition 5.2.1. In each case, it
suffices to show that the pullback of ϕ becomes diagonalizable on a chart
containing the image of rx after some intermediate step of the three-round
modular blowups.
Case 1. Assume F is separable. Let F1 and F2 be the two genus 1 insepa-
rable components of F . W.l.o.g. we assume
δ1, a1 P F1, δ2, a2 P F2.
By Proposition 2.5.1, ϕ11 and ϕ22 do not vanish on V, whereas ϕ12 and ϕ21
vanish at x. The structural homomorphism ϕ is thus diagonalizable on V.
Case 2. Assume F is inseparable and degDXF ě 3. There then exist
δ, δ1 PDXF that are not conjugate to each other. (Otherwise all the elements
of DXF would lie on a non-separating bridge of F , which would imply
xPMmnp3q .) In addition, xRM
mn
p4q implies that ζrδ,ais, ζrδ1,aisPΓpO
˚
V
q for i“1, 2.
Hence by Part (1) of Corollary 2.7.3, ϕ is diagonalizable on V.
Case 3. Assume F is inseparable, degDXF “2, and the elements ofDXF are
not conjugate to each other. The argument in Case 2 still holds verbatim.
Case 4. Assume F is inseparable, degDXF “2, and the elements of DXF
are conjugate to each other. W.l.o.g. we assume DXF “tδ1, δ2u. Note that
δ1 cannot be conjugate to any δPDzF , for otherwise δ1 and hence δ2 would
be on a non-separating bridge, which would imply xPMmnp3q . Thus, ϕ can be
written as
(5.1) ϕ “
„
1 0
0 λ12
$’’% 0
ζres
,//-
ePEdgpγqt
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚

under suitable trivialization. SincedegDXF “ 2, the modular blowups up
to the end of r3p2 do not affect V. We thus do not distinguish V and rV r3p2 .
By Part (2) of Corollary 2.7.3, λ12 and ζe, ePEdgpγq, form a γ`-labeled
subset of local parameters on V. As in the proof of Lemma 4.7.1, r3p3 are
γ`-compatible on V. By Proposition 3.3.3, at least one of the pullbacks of
the shown entries of the second row of (5.1) divides all the elements of the
second row of rϕr3p3 evenly. Thus, rϕr3p3 is diagonalizable on rV r3p3 .
Case 5. Assume F is inseparable and degDXF “ 1. W.l.o.g. we assume
DXF “tδ1u. Since γ is terminally weighted,
D X Cv`e ‰ H @ ePEdgpγq
t,
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where C
v`e
refers to the irreducible component of C labeled by the vertex v`e .
For each ePEdgpγqt, we choose δePDXCv`e and write λ1e“λ1i if δe“δi. By
Proposition 2.5.1,
(5.2) ϕ “
«
1
0
$’’% 0
λ1eζres
,//-
ePEdgpγqt
$’’% 0
χ1iζrδis
,//-
δiPDzptδ1u\tδeuePEdgpγqt q
ff
,
where χ1i“det
”
c11 c1i
c21 c2i
ı
P ΓpOVq.
Since xPMmn and degDXF “ 1, the modular blowups up to the end of
r1p4 do not affect V. The functions ζe, e PEdgpγq, form a γ-labeled subset
of local parameters on V, and the blowups in r1p5 are γ-compatible on V.
Thus, when r1p5 terminates, every lift y of x satisfies Dompyq ‰ H. Let
E“pE1, . . . , Etq be the ascending sequence of y.
If y has at least two dominant pivotal branches, take e, e1 P Dompyq so
that they belong to distinct pivotal branches. Then at least one among
tδe, δe1u, say, δe, is not conjugate to δ1, for otherwise δ1 would lie on a non-
separating bridge of F and x would be in Mmnp3q . Hence λ1e P ΓpO
˚
V
q. In
addition, ePDompyq implies the pullback of ζres divides the pullbacks of all
elements of the second row of (5.2) evenly. Thus rϕr1p5 is diagonalizable on
a neighborhood of the pullback of y in rV r1p5 .
If y has only one dominant pivotal branch whose pivotal node p is not
conjugate to δ1, the argument in the previous paragraph still holds verbatim.
If y has only one dominant pivotal branch whose pivotal node p is con-
jugate to δ1, then p is not Weierstrass and other pivotal nodes cannot be
conjugate to δ1. Let e‚ be as in (3.27) and C‚ be the irreducible component
of C labeled by the vertex v`e‚ . There are two possibilities:
(a) |Dompyq|ě2, or Dompyq“te‚u and degDXC‚ě2;
(b) Dompyq“te‚u and degDXC‚“1.
For Possibility (a), choose e2, e3 PDompyq and δ2, δ3 PD such that
e2^e3“e‚, δ2 PDXCv`e2
, δ3 PDXCv`e3
.
By Corollaries 2.7.1 and 2.7.3, (5.2) can be rewritten as„
1 0 0
0 λ12ζre2s ζre‚sζre3s
$’’% 0
ζre‚^esζres
,//-
ePEdgpγqt´te‚u
ľ
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚

.
By Proposition 3.3.3, the second row of rϕr1p5 can be written as
rεrts”0, rλ12, rεrss, Ξ1, Ξ2, ˚˚˚ı , where
Ξ1 “
v rεrspe‚^e1qsqζxe1ytrζpxe1yt,e1s we1PpEdgpγqtzte‚uľqz∆ľy,t,
Ξ2 “
v rεrspxe‚,e1yqsrζpxe1yt,e1s we1PpEdgpγqtzte‚uľqX∆ľy,t .
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With γ1y denoting the derived tree of γ at y as in §3.6 and ζ
γ1y
e denoting the
local parameters of Lemma 3.6.4, rϕr1p5 can then be rewritten as
(5.3)
„
1 0
0 rλ12
$’’’% 0
ζ
γ1y
res
,///-
ePEdgpγ1yq
t
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚

.
Since degDXF “ 1, the modular blowups from r2 until the end of r3p2
do not affect a neighborhood rVy of y. Moreover, the assumptions of Possi-
bility (a) imply r3p3 do not affect rVy either. By Lemma 4.8.2, the blowups
in r3p4 are supplementary to a sequence of blowups derived from r1p5 onrVy. Proposition 3.6.8 then implies r3p4 is γy1,`-compatible on rVy, where the
additional vertex in γy1,` corresponds to rλ12. By Lemma 3.6.4 and Proposi-
tion 3.3.3, at least one of the pullbacks of the shown entries in (5.3) divides
the rest evenly when r3p4 terminates. Thus, rϕ is diagonalizable on a chart
containing the pullback of y.
Possibility (b) is more complicated. We deal with it in Lemma 5.2.2
separately, which completes the proof of Proposition 5.2.1. 
Lemma 5.2.2. Let rx be as in Proposition 5.1.2, x the image of rx in Mwt2 ,
and y a lift of x after r1p5 satisfying Case 5, Possibility (b) in the proof
of Propoistion 5.2.1. Then, rϕ is diagonalizable on a neighborhood of the
pullback of y.
Proof. With pγ denoting the reduced rooted tree of x as in (4.1), set
τ2 ”
´pγrte‚uĺu¯5.
Let E˚ĂEdgpγqXEdgpτ2q be as in §3.5 so that the common branches of γ
and τ2 are indexed by E˚. The definition of τ2 implies that
(5.4) E˚\te‚uPETpγq.
W.l.o.g. we assume DXC‚ “ tδ2u. Then by Part (1) of Proposition 2.6.1,
(5.2) can be rewritten as„
1 0
0 λ12ζre‚s
$’’% 0ζ2re‚sζτ2res
,//-
ePEdgpτ2qtzE
ľ
˚
$’’% 0
ζre‚^esζres
,//-
ePEt˚
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚

.
Here ζτ2e “ζe for all ePEdgpτ2q, but the superscript indicates the product in
ζτ2res is taken within τ2.
After r1p5, let E“pE1, . . . , Etq be the ascending sequence of y. By Propo-
sition 3.3.3, near y, rϕr1p5 can be written as„
1 0
0 rεrts
«
1 0
0 rλ12
$’’’% 0rεrtsrζτ2res
,///-
ePEdgpτ2qtzE
ľ
˚
0 0 ˚ ˚ ˚
Ξ1 Ξ2 ˚ ˚ ˚
ff
,
where Ξ1“
v rεrspe‚^eqsqζxeytrζpxeyt,es wePEt˚z∆ľy,t,
Ξ2“
v rεrspe‚^eqsrζpxeyt,es wePEt˚X∆ľy,t.
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There are two relevant rooted trees after r1p5: the proper transform pτ2qy
of τ2 as in §3.5 and the rooted tree γ
1
y derived from γ at y as in §3.6. The
assumptions of Possibility (b) implies 9E˚ “ :E˚ “ H and E˚˚ “ E˚ for τ2.
With pEt PETpγq given in (3.22), we thus have
Edg
`
pτ2qy
˘
“
`
Edgpτ2qzE
ľ
˚
˘
\
` pEľt XEľ˚ ˘.
We require the additional edges respectively in pτ2qy,` and in γ
1
y,` to be
the same pivotal edge e`. Let
(5.5) E˚ “ pEt X Eľ˚ Ă Eľ˚ , E˚,` “ E˚ \ te`u.
The former equation above implies
E
t
˚ “ E
t
˚.
We observe that the common branches of pτ2qy,` and γ
1
y,` are indexed by
E˚,`. The construction of the derived tree in §3.6, along with (5.4) and (5.5),
implies the collection of the pivotal edges of γ1y,` satisfies
Eopγ
1
y,`q “ te1u \
` pEtztxe‚yuľ˘\ te`u
“ te1u \
 
eP pEtXEľ˚ : xey‰xe‚y(\ te`u
“ te1u \
 
ePE˚ : xey‰xe‚y
(
\ te`u.
(5.6)
With ζ
pτ2qy
e as in Proposition 3.5.2, ζ
γ1y
e as in Lemma 3.6.4, and E˚ as
in (5.5), rϕr1p5 can then be rewritten as
(5.7)„
1 0
0 rεrts
 „
1 0
0 rλ12
$’’’% 0
ζ
γ1y
rets
ζ
pτ2qy
res
,///-
ePEdgppτ2qyqtzEt˚
$’’’’% 0ζγ1y
respe‚^eqs
ζ
pτ2qy
res
,////-
ePEt˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚

.
Note that in (5.7),
(5.8) ζ
pτ2qy
e “ ζ
γ1y
e @ ePE
ľ
˚ .
Since degDXF “1, the modular blowups from r2 until the end of r3p2 do
not affect a neighborhood rVy of y. By Lemma 4.7.1 and Proposition 3.5.2,
r3p3 is pτ2qy,`-compatible on rVy. When r3p3 terminates, fix a lift ry of y,
whose ascending sequence is denoted by rE “ p rE1, . . . , rEuq. We may then
define
9E˚,` “ txeyE˚,` : ePDompryqXEľ˚,`u Ă E˚,`,
:E˚,`“
ď
eP 9E˚,`
te1 PEdgpγ1y,`q : v
´
e1 “v
´
e u Ă Edgpγ
1
y,`q, E˚˚“E˚z
:E˚ Ă E˚
for γ1y,` as in §3.5.
If 9E˚,`XEopγ
1
y,`q‰H, by (5.6) and (5.5), either e` or some e PE
t
˚ with
xey‰xe‚y
`
i.e. ζ
γ1y
respe‚^eqs
does not vanish at y
˘
becomes dominant after r3p3.
Thus by (5.7), rϕr3p3 is diagonalizable near ry.
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If 9E˚,`XEopγ
1
y,`q“H, then
Dompryq Ă Edgppτ2qyqt H  ePEt˚ : xey‰xe‚y( ` Ă Edgppγq˘.
Hence every ePDompryq satisfies xeypγ“xe‚ypγ in pγ. Let
e˝ “ mint e‚^ e : ePDompryq u P Edgppγq.
Obviously, e˝ăe‚, hence e˝ is an edge in γ. Thus,
E˚˚ “ E˚zte˝u
ľ, Edgpγ1yqzpE˚Y
:E˚q
ľ “ te1, . . . , espe˝qu,
Edg
`
pγ1y,`qry˘“te1, . . . , espe˝qu\`p rEuz∆ry,uqľXE˚ľ˚ ˘\`∆ąry,uXE˚ľ˚ ˘\te`u.
By (5.7), Proposition 3.3.3, and (5.8), near ry, rϕr3p3 can be written as„
1 0
0 rεrtsrǫrus
«1 0 0 0 0 ˚ ˚ ˚
0 rλ12 ζγ1yrespe˝qs Ξ11 Ξ12 ˚ ˚ ˚
ff
, where
Ξ11“
v
ζ
γ1y
respe˝^eqs
qζxeyurζpxeyu,eswePE˚t˚z∆ľry,u, Ξ12“vζγ1yrespe˝^eqsrζpxeyu,eswePE˚t˚X∆ľry,u.
Here rǫi, iPJuK, are the exceptional parameters associated with the ascending
sequence rE of ry. With ζpγ1y,`qrye as in Proposition 3.5.2, we rewrite rϕr3p3 as„
1 0
0 rεrtsrǫrus
«
1
0
$’’’% 0
ζ
pγ1y,`qry
e
,///-
ePEdgppγ1y,`qryqt
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚
ff
.
By Part (2) of Proposition 3.5.2 and Lemma 4.8.1, we conclude r3p4 is
pγ1y,`qry-compatible on a neighborhood of ry. Thus, the expression of rϕr3p3
in the previous paragraph and Proposition 3.3.3 together imply rϕ“ rϕr3p4 is
diagonalizable on the pullback of a neighborhood of ry. 
Example 5.2.3. Given pC,DqPMdiv2 with the dual graph γ
‹ of C as in the
first diagram in Figure 3. Assume
DXF “tδ1u, DXCb“tδbu, DXCi“tδi, δi1 , . . .u, i“a, c, d.
This implies the core F of C is smooth and x“ pC, c1pDqq PM
mn. Under
suitable trivialization, ϕ on a chart V containing pC,Dq can be written as„
1 0 0 0 0 0 ˚˚˚
0 λ1aζa λ1bζb θa,a1ζ
2
a θbcζ
2
b ζc θbdζ
2
b ζd ˚˚˚

,
where λ1a, λ1b are as in Corollary 2.7.3 and θa,a1 , θbc, θbd are as in Proposi-
tion 2.6.1. Since DXF ‰H, the blowups in r1p1-r1p4 do not affect V. After
r1p5, given a lift y of x, there are three possible cases: Dompyq “ tea, ebu,
Dompyq“teau, or Dompyq“tebu. In each case, the ascending sequence of y
consists of only one traverse section tea, ebu of γ
‹.
In the first case, the pullbacks of λ1a and λ1b cannot vanish at y simul-
taneously, because D1 cannot be conjugate to Da and Db simultaneously.
Thus, the pullback rϕr1p5 of ϕ near y can be rewritten as„
1 0
0 rε1
„
1 0 ˚˚˚
0 1 ˚˚˚

,
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hence rϕr1p5 is diagonaliable near y.
In the second case, the pullback of ϕ near y can be written as„
1 0
0 rε1
„
1 0 0 0 0 0 ˚˚˚
0 rλ1a rλ1bqζb rθa,a1rε1 rθbcrε1qζ2b rζc rθbdrε1qζ2b rζd ˚˚˚

.
If rλ1apyq‰ 0, then rϕr1p5 is still diagonaliable near y. If rλ1apyq“ 0, then δa
and δ1 are conjugate, hence the node pea on C cannot be Weierstrass and
consequently rθa,a1 does not vanish near y. By Corollary 2.7.1, rλ1a vanishes
to the first order near y. Furthermore, rλ1b does not vanish near y due to
the same reason as in the previous paragraph. Thus, the pullback of ϕ near
y can be rewritten as„
1 0
0 rε1
 „
1 0 0 0 ˚˚˚
0 rλ1a qζb rε1 ˚˚˚

.
It is then a direct check that r2 through r3p3 do not affect a neighborhood
of y, whereas the pullback of ϕ becomes diagonalizable on the pullback of a
chart containing y after r3p4.
In the third case, the pullback of ϕ near y can be written as„
1 0
0 rε1
 „
1 0 0 0 0 0 ˚˚˚
0 rλ1aqζa rλ1b rθa,a1rε1qζ2a rθbcrε1rζc rθbdrε1rζd ˚˚˚

.
If rλ1bpyq‰0, then rϕr1p5 is still diagonaliable near y. If rλ1bpyq“0, analogous
to the second case, the pullback of ϕ can be written as„
1 0
0 rε1
 „
1 0 0 0 0 ˚˚˚
0 qζa rλ1b rε1rζc rε1rζd ˚˚˚

.
It is then a direct check that r2 through r3p2 do not affect a neighborhood
of y, and after r3p3, for every lift ry of y, either the pullback of ϕ becomes
diagonalizable near ry, or it can be rewritten as„
1 0
0 rε1rǫ1
 „
1 0 0 0 ˚˚˚
0 qζa qλ1b rε1 ˚˚˚

,
thus becomes diagonalizable near the pullback of of a chart containing ry
after r3p4.
5.3. The structural homomorphism around Mmnp4q . The main state-
ment of this subsection is as follows.
Proposition 5.3.1. Proposition 5.1.2 holds if ̟prxqPMmnp4q .
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 5.2.1, we fix pC,Dq P Mdiv2 so thatrx“`C,OCpDq˘ and set
x ”
`
C, c1pDq
˘
PMmnp4q .
We still assume D “ δ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δm.
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By the definition of Mmnp4q , the core F of x consists of two genus 1 insep-
arable components F1 and F2 as well as a (possibly degenerate) separating
bridge B. W.l.o.g. we assume that
a1 P F1 , a2 P F2 , D X F Ă F1 YB.
Let C1 be the smallest connected genus 1 subcurve of F containing DXF .
Then C1 contains a unique irreducible component F
1
1 that is the closest to
F2. The definition of M
mn
p4q then implies F
1
1 does not belong to any non-
separating bridge and D X F 11 ‰ H.
Let γ be the terminally weighted tree of x and γ_ be the rooted tree as
in (4.4). Set
γ_ “ pγ_q
5;
c.f. 4.1 for notation. Recall that F1 and F2 correspond to the terminal vertex
o1 and the root o2, respectively, in γ_. We denote by o1PVerpγ_q
t the image
of o1 in γ_. Let E˚ĂEdgpγqXEdgpγ_q be as in §3.5 so that the common
branches of γ and γ_ are indexed by E˚. With e1 PEdgpγ_q denoting the
edge such that v`e1“o1, we see that
E˚ \ te1u P ETpγ_q.
Similar to the proof of Proposition 5.2.1, we divide the proof of Proposi-
tion 5.3.1 into four cases.
Case 1. Assume degDXF ě3. W.l.o.g. we assume
δ1 P DXF1, δ2 P DXF
1
1, δ3 P DXC1.
Switching δ1 and δ3 if necessary, we may assume that δ1 and δ2 are not
conjugate, for otherwise these three points would lie on a non-separating
bridge. By Proposition 2.5.1, ϕ can be written as
ϕ “
„
1
0
$’’’% 0ζγ_res
,///-
ePEdgpγ_q
t
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚

on V. Here ζ
γ_
e “ζe for all ePEdgpγ_q, but as in the proof of Lemma 5.2.2,
the superscript indicates the product ζ
γ_
res is taken in γ_.
Since xPMmnp4q , the modular blowups up to the end of r1p3 do not affect V.
By the proof of Lemma 4.3.4, the blowups in r1p4 are γ_-compatible on V.
By Proposition 3.3.3, at least one of the pullbacks of ζ
γ_
res , e P Edgpγ_q,
divides all the elements of the second row of rϕr1p4 evenly. Thus rϕr1p4 is
diagonalizable on rV r1p4 .
Case 2. Assume degDXF “2 and the elements of DXF are not conjugate
to each other. The argument in Case 1 still holds verbatim.
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Case 3. Assume degDXF “2 and the elements of DXF are conjugate to
each other. W.l.o.g. we assume DXF “tδ1, δ2u. Then,
δ1, δ2 P F
1
1 Ă F1 “ C1.
By Proposition 2.5.1, Part (1) of Proposition 2.6.1, and Part (1) of Corol-
lary 2.7.3, ϕ on V can be written as
(5.9)
«
1 0
0 λ12 ζ
γ_
re1s
$’’’% 0ζγ_re1sζres
,///-
ePEdgpγqtzEľ˚
$’’’% 0ζγ_res
,///-
ePEt˚
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚

.
As in Case 1, the modular blowups up to the end of r1p3 do not affect V,
and r1p4 is γ_-compatible on V. Thus, when r1p4 terminates, every lift y
of x satisfies Dompyq‰H. Let E“pE1, . . . , Etq be the ascending sequence
of y. There are two possibilities:
(a) Dompyq‰te1u;
(b) Dompyq“te1u.
For Possibility (a), at least one edge ePEt˚ becomes dominant after r1p4.
By Proposition 3.3.3, the pullback of ζ
γ_
res then divides all elements of the
second row of rϕr1p4 evenly. Hence rϕr1p4 is diagonalizable on a neighborhood
of y.
For Possibility (b), by Proposition 3.3.3, near y, the second row of the
pullback of (5.9) after r1p4 can be written as
rεrts”0, rλ12, vrζreswePEdgpγqtzEľ˚ , Ξ1, Ξ2, ˚˚˚ı , where
Ξ1 “
vqζxeytrζpxeyt,eswePEt˚z∆ľy,t, Ξ2 “ vrζpxeyt,eswePEt˚X∆ľy,t.
Note that after r1p4,
9E˚“ :E˚“H, E˚˚“E˚
for γ. Hence γy as in §3.5 satisfies
Edgpγyq “
`
EdgpγqzEľ˚
˘
\
` pEľt XEľ˚ ˘.
With ζ
γy
e as in Proposition 3.5.2, rϕr1p4 can be rewritten as„
1 0
0 rεrts
 „
1 0
0 rλ12
$’’% 0ζγyres
,//-
ePEdgpγyqt
˚˚˚
˚˚˚

.
Since degDXF “ 2 and Dompyq “ te1u, the effect of the modular blowups
from r1p5 on a neighborhood of y is the same as that on a neighborhood of x
in Case 4 of the proof of Proposition 5.2.1. Comparing the above expression
of rϕr1p4 with (5.1), we conclude that the entire argument of Case 4 of the
proof of Proposition 5.2.1 applies to this case verbatim.
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Case 4. Assume degDXF “1. W.l.o.g. we assume DXF “tδ1u. Then,
δ1 P F
1
1 Ă F1 “ C1.
Similar to (5.2), ϕ can be written as
(5.10)
«
1
0
$’’’% 0λ1eζresζγ_re1s
,///-
ePEdgpγqtzEľ˚
$’’’% 0λ1eζγ_res
,///-
ePEľ˚
$’’% 0
χ1iζrδis
,//-
δiPD1
ff
,
where D1”Dzptδ1u\tδeuePEdgpγqtq and χ1i“det
”
c11 c1i
c21 c2i
ı
P ΓpOVq.
As in Case 1, the modular blowups up to the end of r1p3 do not affect V,
whereas r1p4 is γ_-compatible on V. So when r1p4 terminates, every lift y
of x satisfies Dompyq‰H. Let E“pE1, . . . , Etq be the ascending sequence
of y.
If Dompyq‰te1u, since rλ1e does not vanish at y for all ePEt˚, the argument
in Possibility (a) of Case 3 holds verbatim here. If Dompyq “ te1u, the
argument in Possibility (b) of Case 3 implies that near y, rϕr1p4 can be written
as „
1 0
0 rεrts
„
1
0
$’’’% 0rλ1eζγyres
,///-
ePEdgpγyqt
$’’% 0rχ1iζγyrδis
,//-
δiPD1

.
Since degDXF “ 1 and Dompyq “ te1u, the effect of the modular blowups
from r1p5 on a neighborhood of y is the same as that on a neighborhood
of x in Case 5 of the proof of Proposition 5.2.1. Comparing the above
expression of rϕr1p4 with (5.2), we conclude that the entire argument of Case 5
of the proof of Proposition 5.2.1 applies to the current case verbatim. This
completes Case 4 of the proof of Proposition 5.3.1. 
5.4. The structural homomorphism around Mmnp3q . The main state-
ment of this subsection is as follows.
Proposition 5.4.1. Proposition 5.1.2 holds if ̟prxqPMmnp3q .
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 5.2.1, we fix pC,Dq P Mdiv2 so thatrx“`C,OCpDq˘ and set
x ”
`
C, c1pDq
˘
PMmnp3q .
We still assume D “ δ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δm.
By the definition of Mmnp3q , the core F of x contains a minimal non-
separating bridge B“Brq1, q2s so that
D XB “ D X F.
We denote by C`1 and C
`
2 the irreducible components of B containing q1
and q2, respectively. Note that C
`
1 and C
`
2 may be the same.
Let γ be the reduced dual tree of x and γ˛ be the rooted tree as in (4.6)
so that B corresponds to the fused vertex vB . Let E˚ ĂEdgpγqXEdgpγ˛q
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be as in §3.5 so that the common branches of γ and γ˛ are indexed by E˚.
With e1, e2 PEdgpγ˛q
t denoting the edges such that
v`e1 “ v
`
e2
“ vB,
Then, E˚\te1, e2uPETpγ˛q.
If in addition F is separable, w.l.o.g. we assume F1 and F2 are the genus 1
inseparable components of F so that BĂF1. Let γ_ be the rooted tree as
in (4.4) so that F1 and F2 correspond to the terminal vertex o1 and the
root o2, respectively. Let eo1 PEdgpγ_q
t be such that
v`eo1
“ o1.
Set E˚“E˚XEdgpγ_q. It is straightforward that
Edgpγq X Edgpγ_q “ Edgpγ˛q X Edgpγ_q “ E
ľ
˚ .
Moreover, the edges in E˚ are not comparable because E˚ Ă E˚. Hence
the common branches of γ and γ_ are indexed by E˚; so are the common
branches of γ˛ and γ_.
Similar to the proofs of Propositions 5.2.1 and 5.3.1, we divide the proof
of Proposition 5.4.1 into six cases.
Case 1. Assume degDXF ě 3 and F is inseparable. W.l.o.g. we assume
that
δ1 P DXF, δ2 P C
`
1 , δ3 PC
`
2 .
By Proposition 2.5.1 and Corollary 2.7.3, ϕ on V can thus be written as
(5.11)
„
1
0
$’’% 0
λ1δ
,//-
δPDXF ztδ1u
$’’% 0ζγ˛res
,//-
ePEdgpγ˛qtzte1,e2u
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚

.
Since x PMmnp3q , the modular blowups up to the end of r1p2 do not affect
V. By the proof of Lemma 4.3.3, r1p3 is γ˛-compatible. Let y be fixed lift
of x after r1p3 and E“pE1, . . . , Etq be its ascending sequence.
If DompyqĆte1, e2u, then by Proposition 3.3.3 and Corollary 2.7.3, at least
one of the pullbacks of ζresγ˛ , ePEdgpγ˛q
tzte1, e2u, divides all the elements of
the second row of rϕr1p3 evenly. If DompyqĂte1, e2u, then by Corollary 2.7.3
and the assumption on the location of δ2 and δ3, we conclude that
(5.12) qλ1i ” rλ1i{rεrts
does not vanish at y for at least one iP t2, 3u. Thus rϕr1p3 is diagonalizable
on rV r1p3 .
Case 2. Assume degDXF ě3 and F is separable. We choose δ1, δ2, δ3 PDXF
as in Case 1. The structural homomorphism ϕ on V can be written as„
1
0
$’’% 0λ1eζγ_reo1 s
,//-
δPDXF ztδ1u
$’’% 0ζγ˛resζγ_reo1 s
,//-
ePEt˚zE
t
˚
$’’% 0ζγ˛resζγ_reo1^es
,//-
ePEt˚
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚

.
Note that ζγ˛e “ζ
γ_
e for all ePEľ˚ .
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Similar to Case 1, r1p1 and r1p2 do not affect V, whereas r1p3 is γ˛-
compatible. After r1p3, fix a lift y of x and let E “ pE1, . . . , Etq be its
ascending sequence.
If there is e PDompyqXEt˚ so that xeyγ_‰xeo1yγ_, then ζ
γ_
reo1^es
does not
vanish on V and the pullback of ζγ˛
res
divides all the elements of rϕr1p3 evenly.
Hence rϕr1p3 is diagonalizable on rV r1p3 .
If DompyqXtePEt˚ : xeyγ_‰xeo1yγ_u“H, let
e˝ “ min
´
teo1u \
 
eo1^γ_ e : ePDompyqXE
t
˚
(¯ `
P Edgpγ_q
˘
.
Then,
E˚˚“E˚zte˝u
ľ, Edg
`
pγ_qy
˘
“
´
Edgpγ_q
H`
E
ľ
˚ Yte˝u
ľ
˘¯
\
` pEľt XE˚ľ˚ ˘.
By the argument in Case 1 and by Proposition 3.3.3, rϕr1p3 on a neighborhood
of y can be rewritten as„
1 0
0 rεrts
«
1 0 0 0 ˚ ˚ ˚
0 ζγ_re˝s Ξ1 Ξ2 ˚ ˚ ˚
ff
, where
Ξ1“
v
ζ
γ_
re˝^es
qζxeytrζpxeyt,eswePE˚t˚z∆ľy,t, Ξ2“vζγ_re˝^esrζpxeyt,eswePE˚t˚X∆ľy,t.
With ζ
pγ_qy
e as in Proposition 3.5.2, we can rewrite rϕr1p3 as„
1 0
0 rεrts
«
1
0
$’’% 0
ζ
pγ_qy
e
,//-
ePEdgppγ_qyqt
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚
ff
.
The modular blowups in r1p4 is pγ_qy-compatible on neighborhood of y.
By Proposition 3.3.3, rϕr1p4 is diagonalizable on the pullback of a neighbor-
hood of y.
Case 3. Assume degDXF “ 2 and F is inseparable. W.l.o.g. we assume
DXF “tδ1, δ2u. The structural homomorphism ϕ on V can be written as
(5.13)
„
1 0
0 λ12
$’’% 0
λ1eζres
,//-
ePEdgpγqtzEt˚
$’’% 0ζγ˛res
,//-
ePEt˚
$’’% 0
χ1iζrδis
,//-
δiPD1

,
where D1”Dzptδ1, δ2u\tδeuePEdgpγqtq.
Similar to Case 1, r1p1 and r1p2 do not affect V, whereas r1p3 is γ˛-
compatible. After r1p3, fix a lift y of x and let E “ pE1, . . . , Etq be its
ascending sequence.
If DompyqXEt˚‰H, choose ePDompyqXE
t
˚. By Proposition 3.3.3, (5.13),
and Corollary 2.7.3, the pullback of ζγ˛res divides all the elements of the second
row of rϕr1p3 , thus rϕr1p3 is diagonalizable near y.
If Dompyq Ă te1, e2u, then qλ12 as in (5.12) has two possiblities: either it
does not vanish at y, which along with (5.13) and Proposition 3.3.3 impliesrϕr1p3 is diagonalizable on rVy; or qλ12pyq“0 and henceqλ1e „ 1 @ ePEdgpγqtzEt˚, rεrts | rχ1i @ δi PD1.
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By (5.13), rϕr1p3 on a neighborhood of y can be written as„
1 0
0 rεrts
 „
1 0
0 qλ12
$’’% 0rζres
,//-
ePEdgpγqtzEt˚
0 0 ˚ ˚ ˚
Ξ1 Ξ2 ˚ ˚ ˚

, where
Ξ1 “
vqζxeytrζpxeyt,eswePEt˚z∆ľy,t, Ξ2 “ vrζpxeyt,eswePEt˚X∆ľy,t.
With ζ
γy
e as in Proposition 3.5.2, the above matrix can be rewritten as„
1 0
0 rεrts
„
1 0
0 qλ12
$’’% 0ζγyres
,//-
ePEdgpγyqt
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚

.
Since F is inseparable, r1p4 does not affect a neighborhood of y. Since
degDXF “ 2 and Dompyq Ă te1, e2u, the effect of the modular blowups
starting r1p5 on a neighborhood of y is the same as that on a neighborhood
of x in Case 4 of the proof of Proposition 5.2.1. Comparing the above
expression of rϕr1p3 with (5.1), we conclude that rϕr3p3 is diagonalizable on
the pullback of a neighborhood of y.
Case 4. Assume DXF “ tδ, δ1u and F is separable. Combining the argu-
ments in Case 2 and Case 3, we see that either rϕr3p3 is diagonalizable, or
the arguments in Case 1 or Case 3 of the proof of Proposition 5.3.1 applies
to the current case.
Case 5. Assume degDXF “ 1 and F is inseparable. In this case, B is
a smooth rational curve. W.l.o.g. we assume DXF “ tδ1u. Analogously
to (5.13), ϕ can be written as„
1
0
$’’% 0
λ1eζres
,//-
ePEdgpγqtzEt˚
$’’% 0ζγ˛res
,//-
ePEt˚
$’’% 0
χ1iζrδis
,//-
δiPD1

,
where D1“Dzptδ1u\tδeuePEdgpγqtq.
Similar to Case 1, r1p1 and r1p2 do not affect V, whereas r1p3 is γ˛-
compatible. After r1p3, fix a lift y of x and let E “ pE1, . . . , Etq be its
ascending sequence. If DompyqXEt˚ ‰H, the corresponding argument in
Case 3 still holds verbatim.
If DompyqĂte1, e2u, mimicking the argument in Case 3, we see that rϕr1p3
can be rewritten as„
1 0
0 rεrts
„
1
0
$’’’% 0qλ1eζγyres
,///-
ePEdgpγyqtzEt˚
$’’% 0ζγyres
,//-
ePEt˚
$’’% 0rχ1iζγyrδis
,//-
δiPD1

.
Since F is inseparable, r1p4 does not affect a neighborhood of y. Since
degDXF “ 1 and Dompyq Ă te1, e2u, the effect of the modular blowups
starting r1p5 on a neighborhood of y is the same as that on a neighborhood
of x in Case 5 of the proof of Proposition 5.2.1. Comparing the above
expression of rϕr1p3 with (5.2), we conclude that rϕ“ rϕr3p4 is diagonalizable
on the pullback of a neighborhood of y.
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Case 6. Assume DXF “tδu and F is separable. Combining the arguments
in Case 2 and Case 5, we see that the argument in Case 5 or the arguments
in Case 1, Case 3, or Case 4 of the proof of Proposition 5.3.1 applies to the
current case. 
Example 5.4.2. Given pC,DqPMdiv2 with the dual graph γ
‹ of C as in the
third diagram of Figure 4. The edges are denoted by e1, e2, and ea from left
to right. Assume
DXB“DXF “tδ1, δ2, δ3u, DXCa‰H.
This implies x “ pC, c1pDqq PM
mn
p3q . Under suitable trivialization, ϕ on a
chart V containing pC,Dq can be written as„
1 0 0 0 ˚˚˚
0 λ12 λ13 ζa ˚˚˚

,
where λ12, λ13 are as in Corollary 2.7.3.
Since x PMmnp3q , the blowups up to r1p2 do not affect ϕ near x. When
r1p3 terminates, near a fixed lift y of x, the pullback of ϕ either becomes
diagonalizable or can be rewritten as„
1 0
0 rε1
 „
1 0 0 0 ˚˚˚
0 qλ12 qλ13 qζa ˚˚˚

.
By Part (3) of Corollary 2.7.3, qλ12pyq and qλ13pyq cannot vanish simultane-
ously, hence the pullback of ϕ is diagonalizable near y.
5.5. The structural homomorphism around Mmnp2q . The main state-
ment of this subsection is as follows.
Proposition 5.5.1. Proposition 5.1.2 holds if ̟prxqPMmnp2q .
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 5.2.1, we fix pC,Dq P Mdiv2 so thatrx“`C,OCpDq˘ and set
x ”
`
C, c1pDq
˘
PMmnp2q .
We still assume D “ δ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δm.
By the definition of Mmnp2q , the core F of x contains two genus 1 insepa-
rable components F1 and F2, as well as a unique minimal non-degenerate
separating bridge B“Brq1, q2s so that
D X F “ D XB.
Let C1 and C2 be the irreducible components of B containing q1 and q2,
respectively. Note that C1 and C2 may be the same.
Let γ be the reduced dual tree of x, γ^ be the TFMR tree as in (4.5) so
that B corresponds to the fused vertex vB, γ_ be the rooted tree as in (4.4)
with the root o2, and γ_ “ pγ_q
5 be as in the proof of Proposition 5.3.1.
Although F1 and F2 respectively correspond to the vertices o1 and o2 in
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both γ^ and γ_, notice that o1 is a root in γ^ but a terminal vertex in γ_.
We set
Et^,i “
 
ePEdgpγ q^t : oiăγ^v
`
e
(
i“1, 2.
Then, Edgpγ^q
t“Et^,1\E
t
^,2.
Let E˚ĂEdgpγqXEdgpγ^q be as in §3.5 so that the common branches of
γ and γ^ is indexed by E˚. With e1, e2 PEdgpγ^q
t denoting the edges such
that v`e1 “ v
`
e2
“ vB , we see that
E˚\te1, e2uPETpγ^q.
In addition, we set
E˚ “ E˚XEdgpγ_q, E˚,2 “ E˚\txe2yu.
Here xe2y is taken in Edgpγ_q (and equivalently in Edgpγ^q). It is straight-
forward that
E
t
˚,2“E
t
^,2, EdgpγqXEdgpγ_q “ E
ľ
˚ , Edgpγ^qXEdgpγ_q “ E
ľ
˚,2.
The edges in E˚ or E˚,2 are not comparable.
We divide the proof of Proposition 5.4.1 into four cases.
Case 1. Assume degDXF ě3. W.l.o.g. we assume δ1 PC1 and δ2 PC2. If δ1
is conjugate to δ2, then C1“C2“B. By assumption, we may take another
point in DXB, which cannot be conjugate to δ2. Thus, w.l.o.g. we further
assume δ1 and δ2 are not conjugate.
By Proposition 2.5.1, ϕ is in the form„$’’%ζγ^res
0
,//-
ePEt^,1
$’’% 0ζγ^res
,//-
ePEt^,2
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚

under suitable trivialization.
Since xPMmnp2q , the modular blowups in r1p1 do not affect V. By the proof
of Lemma 4.3.2, the blowups in r1p2 are γ^-compatible. After r1p2, fix a lift
y of x and let E“pE1, . . . , Etq be the ascending sequence of y.
Since Dompyq‰H, at least one of
(5.14) DompyqXEt^,1 and DompyqXE
t
^,2
is not empty. If both are not empty, Proposition 3.4.2 implies rϕr1p2 is
diagonalizable near y.
If DompyqĂEt^,1, rϕr1p2 on a neighborhood of y can be rewritten as«
1
0
$’’’% 0ζpγ_qyres
,///-
ePEdgppγ_qyq
t
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚
ff
.
By (4.9), r1p3 does not affect a neighborhood of y. By the proof of Lemma
4.3.4, the blowups in r1p4 are pγ_qy-compatible. Hence by Proposition 3.3.3,rϕr1p4 is diagonalizable on the pullback of a neighborhood of y.
Case 2. Assume degDXF “2 and the elements of DXF are not conjugate.
The argument in Case 1 still holds verbatim.
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Case 3. Assume degDXF “ 2 and the elements of DXF are conjugate.
W.l.o.g. we assume DXF “ tδ1, δ2u. Then B “ C1 “ C2. The structural
homomorphism ϕ can then be written as„$’’%ζγ^res
0
,//-
ePEt˚zE
t
˚
$’’’%ζγ^re1s 00 λ12ζγ^re2s
,///-$’’% 0ζγ^res
,//-
ePEt˚
$’’% 0ζresζγ^re2s
,//-
ePEdgpγqtzEt˚
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚

under suitable trivialization.
As in Case 1, r1p1 does not affect V, whereas r1p2 is γ^-compatible. After
r1p2, fix a lift y of x and let E“pE1, . . . , Etq be the ascending sequence of y.
One of the two sets in (5.14) is still non-empty.
If Dompyq Ć te1, e2u, w.l.o.g. assume DompyqXE
t
˚ ‰ H. Then similar
to Case 1, rϕr1p4 is diagonalizable on the pullback of a neighborhood of y.
If Dompyq“te1, e2u, then the blowups from r1p3 up to the end of r3p2 do
not affect a neighborhood Vy of y, and rϕr3p2 on Vy can be rewritten as
rεrts „1 00 rλ12
$’’% 0ζγyres
,//-
ePEdgpγyqt
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚

under suitable trivialization. Comparing the above expression of rϕr3p3 and
(5.1), we conclude that the argument in Case 4 of the proof of Proposi-
tion 5.2.1 applies to the current case verbatim.
If Dompyq consists of only one element of te1, e2u, say, Dompyq “ te1u,
then the blowups in r1p3 do not affect a neighborhood Vy of y, and rϕr1p3 on
Vy can be rewritten as
rεrts
«
1 0
0 rλ12ζpγ_qyre1s
$’’’% 0ζpγ_qy
re1s
ζres
,///-
ePEdgpγqtzEt˚
$’’’% 0ζpγ_qy
res
,///-
ePEt˚
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚

under suitable trivialization. Comparing the above expression of rϕr1p3 and
(5.9), we conclude that the argument in Case 3 of the proof of Proposi-
tion 5.3.1 applies to the current case verbatim.
Case 4. Assume degDXF “ tδ1u. Then B “ C1 “ C2. The structural
homomorphism ϕ can then be written as„$’’%ζγ^res
0
,//-
ePEt˚zE
t
˚
$’’%ζγ^re1s
0
,//-$’’% 0ζγ^res
,//-
ePEt˚
$’’% 0λ1eζresζγ^re2s
,//-
ePEdgpγqtzEt˚
$’’% 0
χ1iζrδis
,//-
δiPD1

,
where D1“Dzptδ1u \ tδeuePEdgpγqtq.
As in Case 3, when r1p2 terminates, every lift y of x satisfies Dompyq‰H.
Let E“pE1, . . . , Etq be the ascending sequence of y.
If DompyqĆte1, e2u, then similar to Case 3, rϕr1p4 is diagonalizable on the
pullback of a neighborhood of y.
If Dompyq“te1, e2u, then the blowups in r1p3 and r1p4 do not affect a
neighborhood Vy of y, and rϕr1p4 on Vy can be rewritten as
rεrts „10
$’’’% 0rλ1eζγyres
,///-
ePEdgpγyqt
$’’% 0χ1iζγyrδis
,//-
iPD1
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚

.
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Comparing the above expression of rϕr3p3 and (5.2), we conclude that the
argument in Case 5 of the proof of Proposition 5.2.1 applies to the current
case verbatim.
If Dompyq consists of only one element of te1, e2u, say, Dompyq “ te1u,
then the blowups in r1p3 do not affect a neighborhood Vy of y, and rϕr1p3 on
Vy can be rewritten as
rεrts
»– 1
0
$’’’% 0λ1eζresζpγ_qyre2s
,///-
ePEdgpγqtzEt˚
$’’’% 0ζpγ_qyres
,///-
ePEt˚
$’’% 0χ1iζγyrδis
,//-
iPD1
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚
fifl
Comparing the above expression of rϕr1p3 and (5.10), we conclude that the
argument in Case 4 of the proof of Proposition 5.3.1 applies to the current
case verbatim. 
5.6. The structural homomorphism aroundMp1q. The main statement
of this subsection is as follows.
Proposition 5.6.1. Proposition 5.1.2 holds if ̟prxqPMmnp1q .
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 5.2.1, we fix pC,Dq P Mdiv2 so thatrx“`C,OCpDq˘ and set
x ”
`
C, c1pDq
˘
PMmnp1q .
Let γ be the reduced dual tree of x. We still assume D “ δ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δm. By
the definition of Mmnp1q , the core F of C satisfies DXF “H.
It is straightforward that the functions ζe, e P Edgpγq, are coordinate
functions labeled by γ on V, and r1p1 is γ-compatible on V. After r1p1, fix
a lift y of x and let E“pE1, . . . , Etq be the ascending sequence of y. With
DPpyq as in (3.15), let Fy be the smallest connected subcurve of F containing
tpe : ePDPpyqu and F
c
y be the closure of F zFy in F . Notice that F
c
y may be
disconnected.
We divide the proof of Proposition 5.6.1 into five cases. Case 1 is further
divided into several subcases depending on the number and position of the
dominant pivotal branches. Regarding the other three cases, we show that
either the pullback of ϕ becomes locally diagonalizable, or it is reduced to
Case 1. As in the previous subsections, it suffices to show that in each case
the pullback of ϕ becomes locally diagonalizable after some intermediate
step of the three-round modular blowups.
Case 1. Assume that gapF
c
y q“0. There are five subcases:
(a) |DPpyq|ě3;
(b) DPpyq“te1, e2u and e1 is not conjugate to e2;
(c) DPpyq“te1, e2u and e1 is conjugate to e2;
(d) DPpyq“te0u and e0 is not Weierstrass;
(e) DPpyq“te0u and e0 is Weierstrass.
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In Subcases (a) and (b), there are e1, e2 PDPpyq that are not conjugate.
By Corollary 2.7.3, rϕr1p1 on a neighborhood of y can be written as
rεrts „1 0 ˚ ˚ ˚0 1 ˚ ˚ ˚

,
where the first two columns correspond to some e11, e
1
2 PDompyq with xe
1
iy“ei,
i“1, 2.
In Subcase (c), let ei‚, i“ 1, 2, ς0, ς, and σpeq be as in §3.7. Obviously
ς0“0. If |Dompyq|ě3 or |Dompyq|“2 and at least one ePDompyq satisfies
wpv`e qą1, then rϕr1p1 can be written as
rεrts „1 0 0 0 0 ˚ ˚ ˚0 rλ12 rεrςs Ξ1 Ξ2 ˚ ˚ ˚

, where
Ξ1“
vrεrσpeqsqζxeytrζpxeyt,eswePpEdgpγqtz∆ľy,tqzte1˝,e2˝uľ ,
Ξ2“
vrεrσpeqsrζpxeyt,esweP∆ty,tzte1˝,e2˝uľ .
(5.15)
The modular blowups from r1p2 up to the end of r2 do not affect a neigh-
borhood Vy of y, and r3p1 is γ
p2q
y,`-compatible on Vy. With γ
p2q
y denoting the
bi-dominantly derived tree at y as in §3.7, rϕr2 can be rewritten as
rεrts „1 00 rλ12
$’’’’% 0ζγp2qyres
,////-
ePEdgpγ
p2q
y qt
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚

.
By Proposition 3.3.3, rϕr3p1 becomes diagonalizable on the pullback of Vy.
If Dompyq“te, e1u with wpv`e q“wpv
`
e1 q“1, then ς“ t. Set
τ2”
`pγrte1˝,e2˝uĺu˘5.
Let E˚ be as in the proof of Lemma 5.2.2. Mimicking the argument in the
paragraph above, we see that
rεrts „1 00 rλ12
$’’’% 0rεrtsrζτ2res
,///-
ePEdgpτ2qtzE
ľ
˚
0 0 ˚ ˚ ˚
Ξ1 Ξ2 ˚ ˚ ˚

,
where Ξ1 and Ξ2 are as in (5.15). Then either rϕr3p1 becomes diagonalizable
as in the previous paragraph, or rϕr3p3 becomes diagonalizable as in the proof
of Lemma 5.2.2.
In Subcase (d), let e‚ and s be as in §3.6. Consider the following two
possibilities:
(d1) none of the pivotal nodes is conjugate to qxe‚y;
(d2) there exists a pivotal node qe1 conjugate to qxe‚y.
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For Possibility (d1), if |Dompyq| ě 2 or Dompyq “ te1u and wpv
`
e1
q ą 1,
similar to the argument in Subcase (c), rϕr1p1 can be written as
rεrts „10
$’’’% 0ζγ1yres
,///-
ePEdgpγ1yq
t
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚

,
where γ1y is the derived tree at y as in §3.6 and ζ
γ1y
e is the local parameter
of Lemma 3.6.4. We see that r1p2-r1p5 do not affect Vy, whereas r2 is γ
1
y-
compatible on Vy. Thus, rϕr2 becomes diagonalizable. If Dompyq“te1u with
wpv`e1q“1, let ry be a fixed lift of y after r1p5. Then either rϕr1p5 is already
diagonalizable near ry, or the previous argument in this paragraph applies
to the current case with y replaced by ry.
For Possibility (d2), once again we first assume |Dompyq|ě2 or Dompyq“
te1u and wpv
`
e1
qą1. Let ry be a fixed lift of y after r2. If Dompryq contains at
least one edge e2 with xe2y‰e1, then by the preceding paragraph, rϕr2 is still
diagonalizable. If xe2y“e1 for all e2 PDompryq, then by the argument in Sub-
case (c), rϕr3p1 becomes still diagonalizable. If Dompyq“teu with wpv`e q“1,
the argument is parallel to the last case of the preceding paragraph, hence
is omitted.
In Subcase (e), let e‚ and s be as in §3.6 and γ
1
y be the derived tree at y.
For simplicity, we first assume
ř
ePDompyqwpv
`
e q ě 3. This guarantees that
r1p2-r1p5, r3p3, and r3p4 do not affect the corresponding pullbacks of Vy. As
in Subcase (d), r2 is γ
1
y-compatible on Vy. When r2 terminates, we fix a liftry of y. We have the following possibilities.
(e1) Dompryq contains at least one e1 such that xe1yγ1y‰e1.
(e2) all edges e1 PDompryq satisfy xe1yγ1y“e1.
In Possibility (e1), since qxe
1y cannot be conjugate to qe0 , rϕr2 is diagonal-
izable after r2.
In Possibility (e2), the bi-dominantly derived tree γ
p2qry may or may not
exist; c.f. (S1) and (S2) of §3.7. If γ
p2qry does not exist, then r3p1 does not
affect Vry. By Proposition 2.6.1 and Corollaries 2.7.1-2.7.3, rϕr2 near ry can
be rewritten as
rεrtsrǫrus „1 00 rθ12
$’’’% 0
ζ
γ1y
res
,///-
ePEdgppγ1yq
1
es,ryq
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚

,
where pγ1yq
1
es,ry is the TFMR tree partially derived from γ1y along es at ry as in
§3.6 and θ12 is as in Corollary 2.7.1. The sequential blowup r3p2 is pγ
1
yq
1
es,ry,`-
compatible on a neighborhood of y1, thus rϕr3p2 is locally diagonalizable on
the pullback of Vry. If γp2qry exists, similar to the previous argument, we see
that r3p1 is γ
p2qry -compatible on Vry; when r3p1 terminates, near a fixed lift ry1
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of ry, either rϕr3p1 is already diagonalizable, or r3p2 is `pγ1yq1es,ry,`˘ry1-compatible
and rϕr3p2 is diagonalizable near ry1.
Regarding the special cases in which
ř
ePDompyqwpv
`
e q“ 2 or 1, r3p3 and
r3p4 may become relevant. The argument is similar to that of Subcase (c)
and of Possibility (d1), respectively. We omit further details.
Case 2. Assume that gapF
c
y q“gapFyq“1. Let F1 and F2 be the core of Fy
and F cy , respectively. As before, we denote by γ_ the rooted tree whose root
is o2.
The definition of Fy implies the modular blowups in r1p2 and r1p3 do not
affect Vy, whereas r1p4 is pγ_qy-compatible on Vy. When r1p4 terminates,
for every lift ry of y, either rϕr1p4 is already diagonalizable near ry, or the
argument in Case 1 applies to the current case with y replaced by ry.
Case 3. Assume that gapF
c
y q “ 1, gapFyq “ 0, and F is inseparable. We
denote by F2 the core of F
c
y . As before, let γ˛ be the TFMR tree with a
single root o2 such that Fy corresponds to the unique fused terminal vertex
of γ˛.
Similar to Case 2, the modular blowups in r1p2 do not affect Vy, whereas
r1p3 is pγ˛qy-compatible on Vy. When r1p3 terminates, for every lift ry of
y, either rϕr1p3 is already diagonalizable near ry, or the argument in Case 1
applies to the current case with y replaced by ry.
Case 4. Assume that gapF
c
y q“1, gapFyq“0, and F is separable. Analogous
to Case 3, let F2 be the core of F
c
y . In addition to the TFMR tree γ˛ in
Case 3, there is another relevant rooted tree γ_ whose root is o2.
As in Case Case 3, r1p3 is still pγ˛qy-compatible on Vy. When r1p3 ter-
minates, for every lift y1 of y, either rϕr1p3 is already diagonalizable near y1,
or r1p4 is pγ_qy1-compatible on a neighborhood of y
1. When r1p4 terminates,
for every lift ry of y1, either rϕr1p4 is already diagonalizable near ry, or the
argument in Case 1 applies to the current case with y replaced by ry.
Case 5. Assume that F cy consists of two genus 1 subcurves. We denote by
F1 and F2 the cores of the connected components of F
c
y . As before, let γ^
be the TFMR tree with the roots o1 and o2, and γ_ be the rooted tree with
the root o2.
The modular blowups in r1p2 are pγ q^y-compatible on Vy. When r1p2
terminates, for every lift y1 of y, either rϕr1p2 is already diagonalizable near y1,
or r1p4 is pγ_qy1-compatible on a neighborhood of y
1. When r1p4 terminates,
for every lift ry of y1, either rϕr1p4 is already diagonalizable near ry, or the
argument in Case 1 applies to the current case with y replaced by ry. 
Example 5.6.2. Let pC,DqPMdiv2 be such that C has a smooth core F and
two tails Cu and Cv, each of which is a smooth rantional curve, and
DXF “H, |DXCi|ě2, i“u, v;
see the diagram for Mp1,2q in Figure 1. The (pivotal) edges are denoted by
eu and ev, respectively. This implies x“pC, c1pDqqPM
mn
p1q .
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Assume that qeu and qev are not conjugate, and neither of them is a
Weierstrass point. Under suitable trivialization, ϕ on a chart V containing
pC,Dq can then be written as
(5.16)
„
c1uζu c1vζv 0 0 ˚˚˚
c2uζu c2vζv ζ
2
u ζ
2
v ˚˚˚

,
where ζu “ ζeu and ζv “ ζev are the modular parameters. By Propo-
sition 2.5.1, cij P ΓpO
˚
V
q for i “ 1, 2 and j “ u, v. By Corollary 2.7.3,
λuv“det
„
c1u c1v
c2u c2v

PΓpO˚
V
q.
Let y be a lift of x after r1p1 and Vy be a chart containing y. If Dompyq“
teu, evu, then rϕr1p1 can be rewritten as
rε1 „1 0 ˚˚˚0 1 ˚˚˚

.
Thus rϕr1p1 is diagonalizable on Vy. If Dompyq“teuu, rϕr1p1 can be rewritten
as rε1 „1 0 0 ˚˚˚
0 qζv rε1 ˚˚˚

.
By the assumption of pC,Dq, r1p2-r1p5 do not affect Vy. Analyzing the
derived tree γ1y, we see that locally Vy is blown up along the locus trε1“ qζv“0u
in r2, thus rϕr2 becomes diagonalizable on the pullback on Vy.
Example 5.6.3. Let pC,DqPMdiv2 be the same as in Example 5.6.2, except
qeu and qev are conjugate. Then on a chart V containing pC,Dq, ϕ is still in
the form of (5.16), but λuv“det
„
c1u c1v
c2u c2v

vanishes on the locus where qeu
and qev are conjugate by Corollary 2.7.3.
Let y be a lift of x“pC, c1pDqq after r1p1 and Vy be a chart containing y.
If Dompyq“teu, evu, then rϕr1p1 can be rewritten as
rε1 „1 0 0 ˚˚˚
0 rλuv rε1 ˚˚˚

.
Thus rϕr1p1 is diagonalizable on Vy. The topology of C and the assumption on
Dompyq imply that r1p2-r2 do not affect Vy. Analyzing the rooted tree γ
p2q
y,`
supplementary to the bi-dominantly derived tree γ
p2q
y , we see that locally
Vy is blown up along the locus trε1 “ rλuv “ 0u in r3p1, thus rϕr3p1 becomes
diagonalizable on the pullback on Vy.
If Dompyq“teuu, rϕr1p1 can be rewritten as
rε1 „1 0 0 ˚˚˚
0 rλuvqζv rε1 ˚˚˚

.
Similar to the preceding paragraph, for a fixed lift ry of y after r2, either rϕr2
is diagonalizable on a chart Vry, or Dompryq “ tevu. In the latter situation,
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rϕr2 can be rewritten as
rε1rǫ1 „1 0 0 ˚˚˚0 rλuv qε1 ˚˚˚

.
Similar to the preceding paragraph, rϕr3p1 thus becomes diagonalizable on
the pullback on Vry.
Example 5.6.4. Let pC,DqPMdiv2 be such that the dual graph of C is the
first graph in Figure 3, the core F is a smooth genus 2 curve, the irreducible
components Ca, Cb, Cc, and Cd are all smooth rational curves, and
D X pF Y Cbq “ H, |D X Ci|ě3, i“a, c, d.
Assume that qeb is a Weierstrass point. For a fixed lift y of x“ pC, c1pDqq
after r1p1, we further assume that Dompyq “ tecu. By Example 3.6.10, the
derived tree γ1y at y is the last graph in Figure 6.
Let Vy be a chart containing y. Under suitable trivialization, ϕ
r1p1 on Vy
can then be written as
rε1rε2 „1 0 0 0 0 0 ˚˚˚
0 rθcrε1rε2 rε21rε22 rθcdrε1qζd rθdrε1rε2qζ2d qζa ˚˚˚

,
where θc, θd are as in Proposition 2.6.1 and θcd is as in Corollary 2.7.1
satisfying
θcd“f1θc`g1ζb“f2θd`g2ζb, fi, gi PΓpO
˚
Vq, i“1, 2, det
„
f1 g1
f2 g2

PΓpO˚Vq.
Similar to the previous two examples, r1p2-r1p5 do not affect Vy, and r2 is
γ1y-compatible on Vy. When r2 terminates, fix a lift ry of y.
If ea PDompryq, then obviously rϕr2 becomes diagonalizable. If ea RDompryq,
there are three possibilities for Dompryq: te2, edu, te2u, or tedu.
If Dompryq“te2, edu, then on a chart Vry containing ry, rϕr2 can be rewritten
as rε1rε2 „1 00 rǫ1rǫ2
 „
1 0 0 0 ˚˚˚
0 rθc rǫ1 qζa ˚˚˚

.
The assumption on Dompryq implies r3p1 does not affect Vry. Analyzing the
rooted tree pγ1yq
1
e2,ry,` supplementary to the partially derived tree of γ1y at ry
along e2, we see that locally Vry is blown up along the locus trθc“rǫ1“ qζa“0u
in r3p2, thus rϕr3p2 becomes diagonalizable on the pullback of Vry.
If Dompryq“te2u, then the partially derived tree pγ1yq1e2,ry of γ1y along e2 is
isomorphic to γ1y. On a chart Vry containing ry, rϕr2 can be rewritten as
rε1rε2 „1 00 rǫ1rǫ2
 „
1 0 0 0 0 ˚˚˚
0 rθc rǫ1rǫ2 rǫ1qζd qζa ˚˚˚

.
Since r3p1 does not affect Vry and r3p2 is pγ1yq1e2,ry,`-compatible on Vry, we see
that locally Vry is blown up along the locus trθc“rǫ1“ qζa“0u and then along
the proper transform of trθc “ rǫ2 “ qζd “ qζa “ 0u in r3p2, thus rϕr3p2 becomes
diagonalizable on the pullback of Vry.
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If Dompryq“tedu, on a chart Vry containing ry, rϕr2 can be rewritten as
rε1rε2 „1 00 rǫ1rǫ2
 „
1 0 0 0 ˚˚˚
0 rθcd rǫ1qε2 qζa ˚˚˚

.
Similar to the preceding paragraphs, we observe that locally Vry is blown
up along the locus trθcd “ qε2 “ qζa “ 0u in r3p1 and then along the proper
transform of trθcd“rǫ1“ qζa“0u in r3p2, thus rϕr3p2 becomes diagonalizable on
the pullback of Vry.
Example 5.6.5. Let pC,Dq PMdiv2 be such that it weighted tree is illus-
trated in Figure 7. Assume that the irreducible components of C are all
smooth,
D X F “ H, |D X Ca| “ |D X Cb| “ 1, |D X Cc| “ |D XCd| ě 2,
and qea and qeb are conjugate. For a fixed lift y of x“pC, c1pDqq after r1p1,
we further assume that Dompyq“tecu.
o
ba
dc
ebea
edec
: weight“ 0
:weight“ 1
:weightě 2
Figure 7. The weighted tree in Example 5.6.5
On a chart Vy of y, ϕ
r1p1 can be written as
rε1 „1 0 0 0 ˚˚˚
0 rε1rζc λabqζb rε1qζ2b rζd ˚˚˚

,
where λab is as in Corollary 2.7.3. The sequential blowups r1p2-r1p4 do not
affect Vy. In r1p5, locally Vy is blown up along the locus trζc“ qζb“0u. After
r1p5, fix a lift ry of y. There are three possibilities for Dompryq: tec, ebu, tecu,
or tebu.
If Dompryq“tec, ebu, on a chart Vry containing ry, rϕr1p5 can be rewritten as
rε1 „1 0 0 ˚˚˚
0 rε1 rλab ˚˚˚

.
The assumption on Dompryq implies that r2 does not affect Vry. In r3p1,
locally Vry is blown up along the locus trε1 “ rλab “ 0u, thus rϕr3p1 becomes
diagonalizable on the pullback of Vry.
If Dompryq“tecu, on a chart Vry containing ry, rϕr1p5 can be rewritten as
rε1 „1 0 0 ˚˚˚
0 rε1 rλabqζb ˚˚˚

.
Locally Vry is blown up along the locus trε1“ qζb“0u in r2 and then along the
proper transform of trε1“rλab“0u, thus rϕr3p1 becomes diagonalizable on the
pullback of Vry.
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If Dompryq“tebu, on a chart Vry containing ry, rϕr1p5 can be rewritten as
rε1 „1 0 0 0 ˚˚˚
0 rε1qζc rλab rε1qζbrζd ˚˚˚

.
Locally Vry is blown up along the locus trε1“rλab“0u in r3p1, then along the
proper transform of tqζc“rλab“ rζd“0u in r3p3, and finally along the proper
transform of tqζc“rλab“ qζb“0u in r3p4. Thus, rϕr3p4 becomes diagonalizable
on the pullback of Vry.
6. Local defining equations of M2pP
n, dq and its blowups
6.1. The local open immersions. As in the first paragraph of §2.3, we
cover M2pP
n, dq by charts tU{Vu. Let EV be the total space of the vector
bundle ρ˚L pAq
‘n and let
p : EV Ñ V
be the projection. We also set
ρ˚pL pAq
‘n|Aq “ ρ˚pL pAq
‘n|A1q ‘ ρ˚pL pAq
‘n|A2q.
Then the tautological restriction homomorphism
(6.1) rest : ρ˚L pAq
‘n ÝÑ ρ˚pL pAq
‘n|Aq
lifts to a section
(6.2) Φ P ΓpEV , p
˚ρ˚pL pAq
‘n|Aqq.
By choosing suitable trivialization, the homomorphism “rest” of (6.1) can
be identified with the homomorphism
(6.3) p0‘ ϕq‘n : pOV ‘ ρ˚M pDqq
‘n ÝÑ pρ˚OApAqq
‘n
where ϕ is the structural homomorphism in (2.4). Then, the section Φ of
(6.2) is the lift of p0‘ ϕq‘n in (6.3).
Theorem 6.1.1. Let U “ V ˆMdiv2
U . Then there is a canonical open
immersion
(6.4) U Ñ pΦ “ 0q Ă EV .
Proof. This theorem is the natural extension of [3, Theorem 2.17]; the proofs
are also parallel. 
Corollary 6.1.2. Let pC,Dq P Mdiv2 be such that its image in M
wt
2 lies in
Mmn and DXF contains a pair of non-conjugate points. Then by shrinking
V if necessary, we have that U “ V ˆMdivg,n U is smooth. In particular, the
primary component ofM2pP
n, dq, dą2, is generically smooth and of expected
dimension.
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Proof. We can trivialize ρ˚M pDq and ρ˚OApAq so that
EV – V ˆ pA
d`1qn.
Let wij P A
1 for all 1 ď i ď n and 0 ď j ď d. Recall that the homomorphism
“rest” of (6.1) can be identified with the homomorphism
p0‘ ϕq‘n : pOV ‘ ρ˚M pDqq
‘n ÝÑ pρ˚OApAqq
‘n.
By Proposition 2.5.1 and Corollary 2.7.3, 0‘ ϕ can be represented by
0‘ ϕ “ r0, I2, 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0s.
Hence, the equation Φ “ 0 is equivalent to the following equations
(6.5) wi1 “ w
i
2 “ 0 for all 1 ď i ď n,
which obviously implies that U is isomorphic to an open subset of V ˆ
pAd´1qn. Note that dimpVˆpAd´1qnq “ 3`d`pd´1qn “ dpn`1q´n`3 which
is the expected dimension of M2pP
n, dq. The assertion then follows. 
6.2. Induced open immersions of the blowup. We continue with the
notation as in previous sections. Let rV “ V ˆP2 rP2. Then
ErV “ EV ˆV rV
is the total space of the pull back bundle β˚ρ˚L pAq
‘n, where β : rV Ñ V
denotes the projection. The tautological restriction homomorphism “rest”
of (6.1) pullbacks to give rise to
(6.6) Ąrest : β˚ρ˚L pAq‘n ÝÑ β˚ρ˚pL pAq‘n|Aq;
the section Φ of (6.2) pullbacks to give rise to
(6.7) Φ˜ P ΓpErV , p˜˚β˚ρ˚pL pAq‘n|Aqq,
where p˜ : ErV Ñ rV denotes the projection. Set rU “ rVˆVU. The immersion
UÑEV of Theorem 6.1.1 then naturally induces an open immersion
(6.8) rU ÝÑ pΦ˜ “ 0q Ă ErV .
Lemma 6.2.1. With notation as above, rU has normal crossing singularities
and its primary component is smooth.
Proof. First, we trivialize β˚ρ˚M pDq and β
˚ρ˚OApAq so that
ErV – rV ˆ pAd`1qn.
Let wij P A
1 for all 1 ď i ď n and 0 ď j ď d.
By Proposition 5.1.2, rV can be covered by trV 1u so that on each rV 1 Ă rV,
the homomorphism
β˚ϕ : β˚ρ˚M pDq ÝÑ β
˚ρ˚OApAq
can be diagonalized as„
z1 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 z2 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0

with z1|z2 P Γ
`
OrV 1˘.
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Then the equation Φ˜ “ 0 is equivalent to the following equations
(6.9) z1w
i
1 “ 0, z2w
i
2 “ 0 for all 1 ď i ď n.
Thus, rU has normal crossing singularities.
Since the primary component of rU “ rV ˆV U consists of general points
with non-vanishing z1z2, we see that the primary component is defined by
(6.10) wi1 “ w
i
2 “ 0 for all 1 ď i ď n.
Thus, the primary component of rU is smooth. 
Theorem 6.2.2. Assume dą2. Then, ĂM2pPn, dq has normal crossing sin-
gularities and the primary component of ĂM2pPn, dq is smooth and of expected
dimension.
Proof. The first two statements follows from Lemma 6.2.1. It remains to
check the last statement about the dimension. Note that dimErV “ 3` d`
pd` 1qn. Hence the dimension of the primary component of rU is
3` d` pd` 1qn´ 2n “ dpn` 1q ´ n` 3
which is the virtual dimension of M2pP
n, dq. 
When d “ 2, the interior of the primary component of M2pP
n, 2q consists
of stable maps that are double covers of smooth rational curves, which is
smooth and of dimension 2n ` 4. Since the virtual dimension of M2pP
n, 2q
is n ` 5, the primary component is of wrong dimension unless n“ 1. The
entire moduli can be treated by hand.
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